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under aduate elected to Board of Trustees
•
T.P.A. and Operation E.M.E.R.G.E. to aceo in run-o
By Kenyatta Matthews
Hilltop Staff Writer
As a result of Monday's General
Assembly Elections, Shawn Jones
became
the
first
female
Undergraduate Trustee in Howard's
history and a run-off between
Howard University Student
Association (HUSA) slates The
Progressive Agenda (T.P.A) and
Operation Experience Meets
Excellence Reaching Great
Expectations (E.M.E.R.G.E.) is set
to occur on Monday.
"I feel honored. It's a
tremendous responsibility. When I
found out, it was a little
overwhelming and unreal. It didn't
even hit me until after the
excitement died down. The next
day I really understood what being
elected meant and now I'm ready to
get down to business," Jones said.
Of the 1413 students who voted
in the Undergraduate Trustee
elections, Shawn Jones won with
721 or 51 percent, Lion Shaw came
in second with 430 or 30 percent,
and Henry Jackson came in third
with 262 or 19 percent of the vote.
Of the 2,029 students who voted
in the HUSA elections, T.P.A
placed first with 709 or 35 percent,
E.M.E.R.G.E. placed second with
628 or 31 percent, Synthesis placed
third with 430 or 21 percent and
Envision placed fourth with 262 or
13 percent of the vote.
According to Yvette Pryor,
General Assembly Elections
Committee chairperson, the voter
turnout was better than expected.
"We thought that compared to
previous elections, we had a great
voter turnout. That was probably
due to the four different slates that

Melinda Spaulding and Russell Rickford's (left) Operation E.M.E.R.G.E. came a close second to Vincent Jacques and Jania Richardson's (right) T.P.A. in this week's General Elections. A run-off election will be held Monday.
were running," Pryor said.
Although T.P.A and Operation
E.M.E.R.G.E made it to the run-off,
neither slate will be able to
officially enter the elections until
they pay campaign fines. All four
slates were fined $100 on the day
of elections for campaigning on the
polling cite, but T.P.A. and
E.M.E.R.G.E. had accumulated
other . fines throughout the
campaign.
"Both T.P.A. and E.M.E.R.G.E.
distributed fliers on windows, trees,
and other places where those
materials aren't allowed. But
E.M.E.R.G.E was also fined for
Speakout violations, and putting an
ad in The Hilltop," Pryor said.
At the start of campaigning,
each slate had to pay a $100 deposit
to cover any fines for campaign

infractions. Fines received on
election day c0st $100, which
depleted the four slates' deposits.
Each additional violation will cost
T.P.A. and E.M.E.R.G.E. $25. The
slates had until noon yesterday to
settle the balances.
If one slate does not pay its fines,
the other slate that does pay will
automatically become HUSA
president and vice president. At
Hilltop press time, neither slate had
paid the remaining fines, but Pryor
was confident that the slates would
settle their debts.
"From talking to them and their
campaign managers, they are set on
paying their fines," Pryor said.
Both slates are very excited
about making the run-off.
"We're excited to be in the runoff. The hard work of our volunteers

HUSA completes teacher
evaluation booklet
By Alia R. Hashim
Hilltop Staff Writer

In the 1960s the student
evaluation booklet was the status
quo at most institutions. Published
hy the student governments, it
provided the students with
information that was vital to the
registration process.
Until it was revived by the
current HUSA administration, the
tradition of the teacher evaluation
booklet had been dormant at
Howard University since 1974. The
booklet was an important project to
HUSA president and vice
president, Shawn Barney and Kofi
Rashid.
"The teacher evaluation booklet
was something that we had to do for
the students," Barney said.
"Although there has been
opposition, we knew we had to
produce the book."
The School of Business was the
only school that cooperated in
aiding HUSA in producing the
book last fall. As a result, the
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evaluation results were only
published for School of Business
students.
"When I heard about the
evaluation booklet in the School of
Business I was disappointed that
there wasn't one in my school,"
said Arica Simpson, a sophomore
biology major."
But Barney and Rashid did not
give up. Spearheaded by Rashid
and his assistant Yvette Drake, the
project
endured
numerous
negotiations with administrators.
"Finally we were able to obtain
the support of President Swygert
and Interim Vice President of
Academic Affairs, Harry G.
Robinson, Ill," Rashid said. With
these endorsements, HUSA could
get the necessary information from
the Schools of Communications
and Education and the College of
Arts and Sciences. From the
College of Arts and Sciences,
HUSA developed its own survey
and distributed the survey to
thousands of classrooms to be filled
out by the students. After
completing the survey, the
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information was processed into a
streamlined worksheet with
averages and medians for each
professor and for each course. The
information was then edited and
compiled into a complete book.
Barney and Rashid say this
process could not have been
possible had it not been for the
cooperation of the student
governments from different
schools, especially Arts and
Sciences, President Swygert, and
students (they also had the support
of the Faculty Senate).
The booklet will be ready for the
fall registration process and should
aid students in easily acquiring
information about professors.
"For the schools that are not
included in the book, we hope that
students will agitate their student
councils and administrators to
release this information to next
year's HUSA," Rashid said.
HUSA will distribute 7000
copies to the schools and colleges
that are included within the booklet.
It is their hope that the students will
use it.
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has paid off. We have synthesized
with other slates and we foresee
additional support and numbers at
the polls," said Melinda Spaulding,
Operation
E.M.E.R.G.E.
presidential candidate.
"We are definitely excited and
looking forward to the run-off. We
are thankful to everyone who
supported us and we hope that the
support continues," said Vincent
Jean Jacques, T.P.A. presidential
candidate.
T.PA. attributes its success to the
ideology behind its agenda.
"The information that we are
presenting is ·realistic. We realize
that students want to know what we
can do for them now, but we also
realize the importance of thinking
and planning long-term goals for
the University," said Jania

Richardson, T.P.A. vice presidential
candidate.
The candidates of Operation
E.M.E.R.G.E. say their character
enabled them to be successful in the
elections.
"We've run this campaign with
integrity. We've run an honorable
campaign and we play to win. We
believe in working very hard,
staying faithful to our cause, and
then leaving it in the hands of God,"
said Russell Rickford, Operation
E.M.E.R.G.E. vice presidential
candidate.
Although voter turnout was
higher than expected, both slates
are concerned about the turnout for
the run-off elections.
"Most people, when they vote,
feel that they've done their job. It's
difficult to get them out to the polls

again,'-' Rickford said.
"It is very important that
everyone turns out to vote on
Monday because the process isn't
over yet," Jacques said.
Despite the slate's hopes, Pryor
says that, based on previous run-off
elections, the voter turnout won't be
as high the second time around.
"We anticipate that less people
are going to come out. It's going to
be less because most students think
that HUSA is a majority rule
election. They don't understand that
their votes are just as important in
the run-off as they were in the first
election," Pryor said.
Run-off elections are on
Monday, Mar. 18. Both slates are
optimistic about the run-off
elections and their goals for the
future of HUSA
"T.P.A. encompasses long and
short term goals for the selfsufficiency of the University, the
students, and the African
community. We have to make the
students realize that what we are
presenting is substance and it's
realistic. We are the most qualified
and experienced people for the
position of HUSA president and,
vice president," Richardson said.

"Our mission is to emerge as
the number one student advocate to
the administration as we represent
the students of the past, present, and
future. We will help to alleviate the
culture of dissatisfaction that
plagues our spirits by once again
making the student the number one
client of this University. We are
confident that Howardites will
make the right choice on Monday
and inherit the legacy of the

'Mecca'," Rickford said.

Howard community spends
week focusing on religion
By Awanya Deneace Anglin
Hilltop Staff Writer

A group of approximately 40
female Howard students gathered
together in the Community Room
of the West Towers last Tuesday for
a session, "Women Only-Forum
on the Relationships for Women."
It was during this forum that the
ladies decided to recommit their
lives to God, vowing to save sex for
marriage, in hopes of achieving a
level of self-improvement. Once
they begin the., process of selfirnprovement, then they could begin
to have healthy relationships with
their significant others.
Dean of Chapel Bernard
Richardson said that Religious
Emphasis Week is "a time of healing for themselves and the Univer-

sity."
The men's forum took place yesterday in the Cook Hall Dormitory.
These programs are only two of the
many that were offered this week,
all of which are inclusive of the various religious represented on campus, including Baptist, Muslim,
African Methodist Episcopal
(AME), Seventh Day Adventist,
Episcopalian and Lutheran.
Religious Emphasis Week began
Sunday as Pastor Emeritus Dr.
Gardner C. Taylor of Concord Baptist Church in Brooklyn, N.Y.,
spoke before Sunday's Rankin
Chapel audience.
The purpose of the week-long
event is to give Howard faculty,
staff, administrative officials and
students of various religious beliefs
the opportunity to fellowship
together in hopes of raising religious awareness and understanding.
At noon today, there will be a
"Hands Across The Campus" program that will take place on
Howard 's -main campus. Richardson describes this program as a

"community prayer for the Howard
community."
Following Taylor's sermon, the
Baha'i religion group hosted a lecture given by chaplain Dr. Fulton
Caldwell titled "The Progress of the
Soul."
Deans Dorothy Powell and Jannette Dates of the College of Nursing and the School of Communications, respectively, were two of
the five administrative officials who

"Growth
of
Islam
in
AmeriK.K.Ka-Before Columbus .
.. to the Black Power" that focused
on African-American empowerment.
Tomorrow afternoon, Howard
University students, in conjunction
with those from the State University of New York at Buffalo, will
host a "Pilgrimage to Black Saints
and Shrines" at the Washington
National Cathedral.

It was during [ the women'sJ forum
that the ladies decided to
recommit their lives to God,
vowing to save sex for marriage,
in hopes of achieving a level of
self-improvement.
delivered morning prayers starting
on Monday and ending today. Others in attendance included Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Harry Robinson, Ill; Student
Affairs Vice President Dr. Steve
Favors and Security Director
Lawrence Dawson.
On Wednesday afternoon, University president H. Patrick
Swygert spoke during a Universitywide chapel service. Board of
Trustees Chairperson Thaddeus
Garrett presided over the event.
Representatives of the Israeli
Embassy, the P.L.O. and the Faculty Senate hosted a symposium yesterday at the Armour J. Blackburn
Center called, "Turning Swords
into Plow Shares: A Tribute to
Peace Makers in the Middle East."
Among these peacemakers was the
late Anwar Sadat Yitzak Rabin.
The Muslim Students Association also hosted a lecture entitled

Later that evening, there will be
an Islamic Bazaar and African marketplace on the ground floor plaza
in the Blackburn Center.
On Sunday, Religious Emphasis
Week will conclude with Dr. James
Forbes of Riverside Church in New
York City delivering a sermon. The
offices of the Dean of Chapel will
also host their second annual symposium with the Interfaith Conference Organization of the District.
This symposium will give members
of the Howard Community the
chance to sit and dialogue about
their various religious.

For more information
about the remainder of
Religious Emphasis Week,
call the Chapel office at
806-7280/1.
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By Reginald Royston
Hilltop Staff Writer

According to statistics received at
the Howard University Student Health
Center, one out of four Howard
Students has a sexually transmitted
disease (STD).
But as Carolyn Goode, health
education coordinator for Howard
University, says, this statistic is
consistent at colleges and universities
throughout the nation.
"One out of four college students
have an STD. Often many students
present two STDs when they get
diagnosed. Howard is like every other
college campus, many college
students are sexually active and not
responsible," Goode said.
National statistics for STD
infection on college campuses hovers
somewhere between one in three, to
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one in four. The number of STD cases
received at the University Health
Center strongly agree with cases
nation-wide.
"The majority of college students,
75 to 80 percent, have already engaged
in sex before they come to Howard.
Other students probably begin to be
active once they get here. While here,
students need to practice safe sex,
bottom line," Goode said.
Students' awareness of the statistics
varies, however.
"I had no idea. This is a shock to
me. I have never heard that before. I've
heard of a lot of promiscuity on the
campus. I, myself, didn't believe it
would ever be a problem, but I guess
that was an ignorant belief I guess I
need to rethink my actions. It's a
shock," said Derrick Smith, a junior
computer graphics major.
During orientation for athletes,
Devon Binns was made aware of the

STD risks on college campuses.
Presented with the statistic that the
average college athlete has 12 partners
during undergraduate years, he says
the risks are very real.

statistics

said.
Tanesha Buggs, a third-year
psychology student from Hampton,
Va., acknowledges the high risks on
campus but thinks that education is

One out of four college
students have an STD.
-Howard University
Health Center
"You don't know on campus. It
was a shock when I first heard this, at
first you get enough information from
media saying how dangerous it is,
then you get on campus and you're not
exactly stressed about this until
someone brings it to you. Just take
heed," the sophomore biology major

key to increasing awareness on
campus.
"STDs are a problem nation-wide,
this just a smaller part of the world. I
knew that it was a problem. At this age
I think everyone's sexually active and
we need to instill into the back of
people's mirids to use condoms;• she

International Affairs Center
addresses Nigerian coup
•

By Jonathan L. Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Ralph Bunche International Affairs Center hosted a
briefing for the Constituency for
Africa and the participants in the
fact-fmding mission to Nigeria last
week.
The mission, which was
composed of a 10-person
American delegation, visited the
country for about eight days to
meet with Nigerian governmental
officials about the recent military
coup and the imprisonment of the
elected president.
"Nigeria has a major
involvement in the economic area
of Africa and whatever happens in
Nigeria will effect the entire
continent, ... which is why the
coup is a very important event for
all of us," said Dr. Vivian Lowert
Derryck, a Howard professor and
the past president of the African CFA Director Melvin Foote, Robert Cummings, Julius Coles, Howard professor Vivian Derryck and
delegation member Frank Kiehne discussed a recent mission to Nigeria at a recent conference.
American Institute. "Nigeria is also
important for U.S. foreign
"I witnessed some possibilities and it may happen." , transition assistance to help the people with the
relations."
The delegation suggested ideas to the military government figure out some solutions."
There was also a discussion of the execution of
But Derryck said that Farrakhan's trip helped
young Nigerians protesting the oil wells off the dictators to make sure that the process would go
coast of their country. Shell Oil company is being smoothly. However, Derryck suggested that it may neither Nigeria nor America and did nothing for
not be that easy.
the relations between the two countries.
accused of hanging them last month.
"There are no easy solutions for Nigeria," she
"I feel that, as Americans, we have a
"If the Nigerian government is a villain, than the
responsibility to our country to represent us,"
Shell Company is an arch villain," CFA Executive said.
The delegation also had the opportunity to visit Derryck said. "But I think the Minister's visit
Director Melvin Foote said.
After the delegation's visit to the execution site, Chief M.K.O. Abiola, the president-elect who was might have hurt relations . . . and even
backfired."
Derryck stated that she found the site "very overthrown by the military force.
"We were pleased to finally have a chance to see
Dr. Mobolaji Aluho, chairman of the chemical
compelling."
engineering department and president of the
"The execution violated Nigerian law," she said. him," Derryck said.
Foote mentioned that, while the delegation was Nigerian Democratic Movement, viewed the
Frank Kiehne, who was also a member of the
delegation and a former advisor of international in Nigeria, they came to understand how Nation of Minister's visit as harmful to the relationship
affairs to Rep. Don Payne (D-N.J.), said that the Islam leader Min. Louis Farrakhan had been treated between Nigerians and African Americans.
"His visit will probably not help the transition
government is in a transition period, moving from when he visited Nigeria last month.
"He was grilled by the Nigerian press, but his period nor strengthen relations between us," Aluho
its status as a military government to an elected
visit may help give some assistance to the transition said. "For Foote to think that his visit with the
government.
"There is a need for some transition," Payne said. process," Foote said. "There is a need to for some military leadership helped is a misconception."

Clinton adviser to speak to students
By Jonathan L. Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer

Harvard
Law
Professor
Christopher Edley Jr., will deliver
the annual Patricia Roberts Harris
Lecture on Mar. 20 at 4:00 p.m. in
the Blackburn Ballroom. As an
adviser on affirmative-action
programs, Edley helped President
Clinton shape policies concerning
the national program.
Ambassador Horace G. Dawson,
Director of the Harris Public
Affairs Program, is pleased to host
Edley next week.
"I think it is a great honor to have
Professor Edley, who has done a
great deal with public service and
the education arena," Dawson said.
"He was the President's special
counsel on affirmative-action
matters, and it was he who framed

most of the President's responses to
critics on the affirmative-action
programs that are now under very
serious attack by the right."
Over the years, Edley has spent
much of his career working with
the United States government. A
former adviser for the White
House Domestic Policy Staff
under President Carter, Edley also
served as President Clinton's
Associate Director for Economics
and Government in the White
House Office of Management and
Budget before garnering his
position as Special Counsel to the
President to focus on affirmativeaction issues. Currently, Edley is a
professor of law at Harvard
University.
"Given Professor Edley's critical
role in shaping policy in this
important issue, we are highly

honored to have him as this year's
speaker in honor of Patricia Roberts
Harris," Dawson said.
The annual lecture is held in
honor of Harris and, in the past, the
organization has hosted several
prominent speakers.
"The annual lecture is a very
prestigious one," Dawson said. "We
have had Del. Eleanor HolmesNorton, Joycelyn Elders and Mike
Espy."
Patricia Roberts Harris was a
famous Howard alumna who
served as Ambassador to
Luxembourg and as Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development
under President Carter. She
bequeathed her savings for a public
affairs program to allow Howard
students the opportunity to intern
with public affairs agencies.

Harvard professor
Christopher Edley will speak
at the Harris lecture next week.

NAACP hosts second annual scholarship ball
By Donya Matheny
Hilltop Staff Writer

Tonight, two high school
students will leave the NAACP's
Red, Black and Green Ball as
double winners - scholarship
recipients and 1996 African King
and Queen pageant winners.
The ball, which will begin at 8
p.m. tonight in the Armour J .

•

Blackburn Center, was created in
an effort to provide scholarship
money for two area high school
students and to promote positive
scoial and cultural relations
between high school and college
students. It was originally
scheduled for Mar. 1 but had to be
postponed.
Proceeds from the ball will fund
the two $500 scholarships and a
donation to the Howard University

Sickle Cell Foundation.
The ball is open to all Howard
students. There will be a step show
put on by the fraternities and
sororities from Howard University
and abroad. The NAACP will
provide music and food.
NAACP president Jania
Richardson started hosting the
scholarship balls at Howard last
year when she was NAACP
secretary. Before coming to

Howard, Richardson pioneered
the ball at the Black Student
Union of her high school in
California.
"I felt a need to bridge the gap
between college and high school
students and to introduce them to
a portion of college life while at
the same time giving them an
incentive to apply for college by
providing scholarship opportunities," she said.

said. "Some students still think it can't
happen to me. I guess at our age some
think they don't think they need.
Education needs to be applied at
college level as well."
"I've heard that before, but it
doesn't scare me because I'm going
jumping around everybody but
does scare me to think that the one
girl I might be with might have
something, I guess I just have to
stay protected," said Joseph Batiste,
a freshman music business major
from Houston, Toxas.
Officials from area universities
have commented that their STD
cases are comparable in number
with those nation-wide, as well.
The George Washington University,
Georgetown and Howard student
health centers have stated that
gonorrhea.and chlamydia have had
the highest instance on these
campuses.

Gonorrhea and chlyamdia, the
most prevalent STDs nationally, are
particularly dangerous because they
usually have few initial infection
symptoms and often occur
simultaneously.
There are many gonorrhea strains
and a few have been shown to be
resistant to bacteria-fighting
penicillin. If an individual goes '
untreated with either of these '
diseases they risk serious general
health risk and sterility.
Goode has stated that with STD :
rates rising in recent years, students :
need to empower themselves and ,
know more.
'
"Just because people know doesn't :
mean they are going to change their '
practices," she said.
:
"HIV is an STD. The same things :
you do to get an STD are the same ;
things you do to get HIV. HIV and ·
STDs do not discriminate."
:
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University makes
plans to update
technolo on
campus
By Natasha Lindsey
Hilltop Staff Writer

Think of how nice it could .be if
a student did not have to stand in
line for hours in the Administration
Building. Instead, he/she could use
a phone to access information about
a current balance or financial aid.
What if there was a computer lab
that was open 24 hours a day and
allowed students to type that
English paper that is due the next
day? Well, its coming.
Information Services and
Systems (!SAS) will be the
organization to bring it to Howard
University.
!SAS was formerly located in
Locke ·Hall but has found a new
home in Wonder Plaza. !SAS and
Howard University have one goal:
to make Howard University a
technologically
advanced
university.
"Currently, HUSA is trying to
push for more accessibility for
computers for students on campus
specifically in the dorms. We
think it is key to academic
success," said Shawn Barney,
HUSA president.
The push to enable students
more computer accessibility by
HUSA will begin in the freshman
dorms, The Tubman Quadrangle
and Drew Hall.
"Technology is an essential tool
of empowerment for students and
faculty," Dr. Charles Moore said of
the plans !SAS has for the
University. "Howard must have an
informative utility it can call on so
its students are able to compete
now and into the future."
The first place for technological
upgrading is the library. The
student who has not been in
Founders Library recently this
semester may be in for a surprise
when he or she walks through the
reference section to find a variety
of new computers. ISAS assisted
the library in acquiring 25
reference computers.
"We have a list of various data
bases and we have access on all
subjects for all the students on
campus and will be able to find one
database for their curricular needs,"
said Dr. Authere Knight, director of
research and information.
The computers have a variety of
resources that span from African
American studies to information in
the social sciences. These
computers also have access to the
Internet, as well as the ability to tap
into other library data bases such as
the Library of Congress to
universities such as Georgetown.
!SAS is also engaged in
supporting the Office of
Enrollment Management in
creating a web site for prospective
students who may want to find out
more information about Howard
University.
"Through the web site, a
prospective student can inquire
more about Howard University
from information about a certain
school or major, to campus
activities. Students can request
this information through the web
site and will be able to get all
their questions answered,"
Moore said.
Along with the library and the

r
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web site for perspective students, • I
there are four other projects that are : I
currently being established to : I
advance technology on campus.
I
Faculty Wiring Project is a ' I
plan to wire all full-time faculty · I
member's computers to the :
University Network, known as the :
HU Net. This network will :
connect faculty to the University ;
network enabling them to have I
everything right a! their fingertips i
and to surf the Internet. This :
project will be completed by the 1
end of this year.
:
Another project is the Banner I
Information System. This will i
replace the current Banner system 1
and will provide a fully integrated :
suite of applications to aid in 1
enrollment, recruitment, admissions, student records, registration
(
and financial aid. This system will
take 18 months to 2 years to
establish.
Open Access Lab (OAL), is
another project. The Open Access I
Lab will be located in Wonder 1
Plaza and will offer students open \
access
to 100 to 150 work II
•
stations.
"The work stations in the lab 1
,
will be networked and equipped j
with the standard programs from
Word 5.0 to spreadsheet programs.
The computers will be formatted
with more specialized applications 1
such as statistical programs, 1
training programs and facilities," I
Moore said.
I
The lab will be access-controlled I
and high-intensity lighting and 1
cameras will be on Bryant Street in j
the parking lot.
1
"We will work to make the lab I
secure by physical security and ,
establish an escort service so I
students will feel comfortable \
coming at anytime to use the lab," r
Moore said.
Architectural plans for the lab ,
are still being laid out. The lab is 1'
expected to be ready some time 1
during the fall semester.
'
!SAS is also working to provide ,
a sufficient network that will rectify :
the current system in the Bursar's I
office. This new network will be 1
more reliable and allow students to ,
get information about their bills or :
financial aid by phone, using just a :
pin number. Mo·ore's goal is to :
allow students to find out
information about their account :
without having to be physically
present to get their questions
answered.
•I
"Every year there are lines of
students in the Administration ,
Building waiting to find out :
information from the bursar's
office. Some students may need a •I
print out or just have a simple ,
I
question but have to wait in line for ,
the answer. Students don't neect to
wait· in line or wait until the
computers are back up," Moore 1
said.
,
!SAS hopes to make the I
University more compete. Moore I
hopes to have all of these resources I
in place before the demand.
,
"I want students and faculty to 11
be able to go anywhere on campus 1
and be able to get information I
because the University should be j
about information," he said.

I
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PUS PLUS
Republican party
agenda
.
attracts conservative students
.

By Ti na-Renee Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer
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currcm graduation policy ruling
th at studc111s arc not able 10
parcicipatc in th e gradua1ion
ceremony if 1hey arc s ho rt o ne
credil.
"We' ve been wo rking in a
marathon fashion lo fel this
~li!!Y ch_anged before leave,''
anm s:ud.
He has also s carted a Graduate
Dircc1ory which will include the
names, addresses. and majors of
1he graduati ng class as well as
1heir fu1ure plans. Karim hopes 10
~• the direc1ory out in 1ime for
is ~ar's graduation.
" e hope 10 make it a policy
to ensure chat gradua1es stay in
touch wi1h one another," Karim
said.
He also spearheaded last fall's
··Burial of the Apa1he1ic Student,"
a mock funeral that symbolically
put studen1 apa1hy to rest, and an
upcomin\book on the his1orf of
Student rustecs titled, ·• he
Howard Universi:J: 'Trustee: 25
~cars of Lea crship and
trugglc." "llistor)' dictates that
if you don't document your
history, you will be fo1eottcn. The
struggle to elect a s1u ent 'Trustee
is very imponant in 1hc history of
the schoo l's development. We
don·1 want that to be forgotten,"
said Karim, who was first elected
in the 25th anniversary of Student
'Irustecs.
Howard University Student

I have the opportunity to
serve the student body at
the highest level possible.
I
-Omar Karim,
I Undergradute Trustee
'

' I

I

es

larim said sometimes th e

'
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•I

I

'I gee message~ on my
,-cring machine dailr, from
asking for
he p. I ~•
QJlsn1moan 1hrecin1 c
!'limg from s1udcn1s nccdinN
from homework 10 financia
Karim said.
But the fiflh-year e ngineering
:rlow~ his J0b.
·luyto help as many s1udcn1s
lla11t.and return as many calls
la, time allows. I am truly
pcful that I have 1he
plllllily to serve the student
a 11 1he highest level
aNc," Karim said.
ii<te are two stu dentsJlected
tr Boord of Tru~1e . The
~raduatc and Graduate
serve as 1he liaison
1hc student body and the

ny
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the s1udcn1 body to
ly do our jobs;· he said.
r.im insisted that he could
ivcly do his job without
fhisstuden1 team- the

nt."

'W•en

discuss
my
ishmcnts, I like 10 refer to
and the members of 1he
en1' as 'we·. As s1udcnt
I am very fortunate 10
1 ttam of s tudcnl advisors
me know what is going on
1k Mudcnts," he sard.
Ii his 1wo years as
dua1e Trustee. Karim
e s tried 10 be an effective
leader. During his first
he worked to inc rease
support by updating the
· numbers roster and asked
annus to donate at least $ I
ions.
•c asked 1,000 of our
to.&ive just SI. we wou ld
Sl,000 minimum. Some
!i.live more. Some people
IXI, some $ivc $ I00. Karl
pvc $250. Karim said.
ior Ce leste Kennon•
ecrcd wit h Karim ·s
nt' last year. She was
many volunteers who was
with Karim·s work.
she has not worked with
1lis year. Kennon said the
Trustee docs 1101 seem
· during his second term .
ltavcn·1 seen Omar do muc h
· g chis year." she suid.
Kennon said Karim has
U.iversity's best interes ts at
I

I
in his heart he's trying
II 'ilp everyone
at Howara
I

I
I

I
J

·1y," Kennon said.

lhc past two years, he has
crea1ed a Community
course that will possibly
mcnted in August. He
worked 10 change the

Association (Hl/SA) Vice
President Kofi Ras hid said Karim
has gone above and beyond the
call of duty for a student Truste~.
·'Omar has expanded hrs
position to be more of a student
activist, not just one who V(?tes
with the Board on a Univers ity•
wide basis," he said.
Karim has sought the input of
01hcr student leaders and allo,,-ed
them 10 voice their concerns
before mcctin!l_:vith the Board.
''Shawn l Harney. HUSA
president) and I have made
prcscntatrons 10 (the Bo!!rdj
subcom miucc for student affmrs.' ·
Rash id sa id.
•
Karim advises s1udcnts that
the position of Undergraduate
Trustee s hould not be used for
notoric1y or monetary reasons,
but for the benefit of tl1e s tudent
bo9,r don't th ink students s hou l_d
use the position to put rt on their
resume or to get rnto gr_aduat~
school or because they tl11nk we
get pa id a lot of money. They
s hou ld do it because 1hcy want !0
help studenls. We don' t get pard
Ii kc H USA docs. You bave to lo_ve
what you're doing,''. ~arim sard.
Karim says that ,n the fu1ure,
siudcnt leaders s hou Id work more
for ihc students and less for
themselves.
"Asstudeni leaders, we s hou ld
be ab le to kee p ourse lve;S. in
check. We s houldn't be afra1d_10
s tand up for what we believe m.
And we should always be
accessible to our p~crs and be
able 10 take 1he •~ P.rl\rscs, ;is wel l
·ts th e ir cr1t1c1sms 1 ,:ito
~onsidcra1ion. That 's what _bcJ nft
a good stude nt leader 1s a
aboul.n

• name has been changed to
pro1ec1 idenriry

At first glance, Tommy Abney
looks like any 01her Howard
University s1udent. •
But after · engag ing in a
conversation with this senior
English major about the loomin~
presidential election, Abney doesn t
seem so typical anymore.
But is he alonc1
" I'm a conserva1 ive Republican
and I'm not the only one on
campus," Abney said. "I know ofat
least 15 o thers who arc, but they're
afra id 10 speak for obvious

reasons/'

As Pres ident C li n1on goes
virtua ll y unopposed in the
Democratic party, much of the
primary elec1 ion hype has
surrounded the Republican
cand idatcs.
1996 was once thought of as an
clec1 ion year that Black volersmost of whom arc Democratswould ignore.
But rt appears that just 1he
opposite has happened.
Black conscrva1 ives arc being
elected and making their voices
heard throughout the coumry.
Outspoken Black conservative

Alan Keyes of Maryland made
marginal gains for the Republican
nomination for president. Black
Reps. Gary Franks (R-Conn.) and
J.C. Watts (R-Okla.) serve in lhe
House of Representatives. More
and more brown faces are s howing
up in college Republican
organizations, even on Howard's
campus.
An increasing number of healed
classroom discussions, w here brave
Republican students take criticism
from fellow stude nts , and
sometimes professors, arc a lso
taking place.
Even though he says he is a
s1aunch Republican, Abney said he
does not belong to any politically
affiliated organizations because he
cannot find many tha t embrace
Black Republicans.
·
" I've
me1 some White
Republicans who said I was odd for
joining 'their' parly and treated me
like a token. Then, of course, there
are 1hosc Blacks who think I am a
traitor," he said. "I'm not any less
Black than a Democrat who just
wanes his voice heard. I don'1know
any Black church that supports
abortion, teen pregnancy, or tells its
congrega1ion 10 go get on welfare.
Black people arc more Republican
1han they 1nink."

Michael Stafford, a Howard
graduate, said the idea o(
Republicans on campus is nothing
new.

" If you think about i1, Black
people arc historically Republican,"
Stafford said. "What party
supported abolition? What party
did the president who pushed the
Emancipation Proclamation belong
10? What par1y did the firs! Blad,
man elected to Congress belong
10?- the Republicanl'arty."
Following the Civi l War, many
Blacks who were granted voting
rights
as
part
of
the
Reconstruction efforts voted
Republican to pay homage to 1he
"pany of Lincoln."
Blacks traditionally voted
Republican u111i l the 1930s w hen
they helped re-elect Franklin 0.
Roosevelt following the Democrat
president 's extensive public
assistance programs that helped
many ethnic groups in lean times
during the Depression.
"Remember, the leaders of the
Democratic party at that time wore
sheets over their heads as a hobby,"
Stafford said. " II wasn't until the
last 30 years with all the hoopla
surrounding the Civil Rig hts
Movement tfiat Blacks switched 10
1he Democratic party."

Stafford, a se lf-described
conservative independent, said that
it is possible for a person to be
conservative and not a Republican
without being a hypocrite.
Junior political science major
Jennifer Williams agrees.
" I'm conserva1ivc, but I'm a
Democrat a t heart," Williams
said. "I ag ree a lot wit h
Republican's ideas about selfsufficiency, but I believe their
attempt to gain self-sufficiency
is for White people and that, in
turn, w ill have an adverse affect
on Black people."
HU political science professor
Donn Dav is said 1he growing
conservatism among Blacks
eventually may transra1e into a
broad agenda m the Republican
part>; bu1 he still does not sec why
BlacK people wou ld want 10 join
now.
"lf the part~had a center, I could
sec why !hey Black people would
want to join," avis said. "~ut right
now it 's controlled by the extreme
d~~• wing, so how can Blacks fit
Ul.

Political experts say less than

JO percent of African Americans
consider th emselves to be
Republicans and/ or vote for
Republican candidates.

Ubiquity showcases chemical-free
styles in first natural hair show
By Natalie Y. Moore
Hilltop Staff Writer

The regal crowns consisted of
Nub ian locks , intricate twists,
creative coils, Bantu knots, uni9.ue
braids, 1radi1ional fades, bald1cs
and afros.
Bu t most importantly, these
versatile hair styles were all
chemical-free.
Ubiqui1y, a Howard Universitybased orga nization dedicated to
improving relationships among
men ano women of African
dcscen1, sponsored its firs!
chemical-free hair showcase last
weekend in the Blackburn Cen1cr
aud itor ium.
The theme for the show was
"Nywclc: Reclaiming Our Roots."
Event organizers sa,cl 1he show's
p urpose was to highlight men,
women and children with
unpcrmed hair.

Co-coord inator Oami1a Coats
said the hair show displayed the
creativity of various Afrocentric
and cultural hairdos.
" I 1hought it was a satisf)dng
turnou1," sa id Coals, a 1992
alumna. "The audience seemed 10
enjoy it. We expect it_to grow.".
The show comb,ncil a wide
range of looks for different
occasions, including s1ylcs that
could be worn as casual,
professional, evening, matrimonial
and expressive hairstyles.
Sophomore Trina Holmes
modeled her blond-rinsed afro 1hat
she has been wearing for more than
a year now. She cut her shoulderlength hair because she was
unhappy with 1he permed look.
"Around here (Howard) there
is n' I
cnougfi
natural
representation," said Holmes, a
political science major.
Sharon Abney ofl\vist-N-Turns
Hair Care Sa lon answe red

quest ions from 't he audie nce
regarding tips on conditioners and
maintainrng natural hair.
A gu ide also was dis1r ibu1ed
lis1ing the names of individuals and
salons 1hroughou1 the District that
specia lize 1n evcry1hing from
"Caesar" cu1s to box braids to
decorating with cowrie she ll
ornaments.
Before the show, there was a
screen ing of "Middle. Passage-NRo01s," a docudrama focusing on
Black hair that was written;
directed and produced by 1980
School of Communicat ions alumna
Ada Babino.
Babino·s film gave the personal
narratives of people- young and
old, men and women, s1raigli1 and
nappy- as they battled issues
surround ing Black hair.
In the film, dancers drama1ized
being one woman's roots between
the candid anecdotes on hair. As the
heat was placed on the subject's

hair, the hot comb s izzled and the
dancers moaned and slretched.
Whe n the rush of water hit her
1rcsses, the dancers moved freely
while "ohhing and ahh ing."
Babino sa id she knows
persona lly
abou t
hair
experiences- last weekend she
decided 10 shorten her hair to an
afro.
"Hair has always been s uch an
obsession in the Black community,"
said Babino, who owns a
produc1ion company, Jezebel
Fi lmworks. The filmmaker said she
took the controversy about hair and
convened it into a half an hour
documentary.
Babino is re nting out "Middle
Passage-N-Roots" and does public
speal:ing. The filtn will be
fcat ureo on Mar. 16 at the
Brazi lian -American Cultu re
· 1nstitu1e. For more informa1ion
call Jezebel Filmworks at (202)
232-3400.

LOCAL ELECTIONS RESULTS
Student Bar Association
Prcsiden1-Tunc McCoy
Vice President-Melissa Wood
1rcasurcr-Ncal Newman
Sccretary-N iambi A Bailey
GSA Rep.-Anthony Ghee

School ofLaw Class Officers
2 nd year 1997-President-M ichcl le Pre1low
Vice Prcsidcnt-R. Kim Grigsby
Treasurer-Tulaekah Brooks
3rd year 1998- President-Jason Brown
Vice President-LeRoy Williams
Secre1ary-Lisa Fill
neasurer-Mo1isola Zulu
Representatives-Tjsha Brandy, Alita Shirland

School of Engineering
President-Michael Bridgewater
Vice Prcsidcnt-Ameenan Karim
UGSA Reps-Keisha M. Sumner, Thmika Thsby

School ofAllied H ealth
President-Michelle Morgan
· Vice President-Stephen Spaulding
Secretary-Davette Rucker
'Treasurer-Tomika Morris
UGSA Reps-Michelle Brown, Kashala Erby, Bobbie Hayes

School of Communications
President- Kimberly Gaines
Vice President- Gaytra Arnold
Secretary- Steven Gray
'Treasurer- LaKccm Dwight
UGSA Reps- Danette Gerald, Sanaa Harris

School of Business
President- James Jones
Vice President- Nicole Lighty
Secretary, Kedra Williams
Treasurer- Vaughn Mitchell
UGSA Reps-Alejandro Gonzalez, Zaundra Jones, Linda Mcrus,
Clarence Watson
Senior Class Officers
President- Rhonda Jones
Class Rep- Marvin Boone
Sophomore Class Officers
President-Timothy Edwards

School of Ed11ca1ion
President-Shelby Lee
Treasurer-Ericka Wilder

School ofArts aT1d Sciefles
President-Jeanette Johnson
Vice President-Drustin L. Ashton
Secretary-Kenya Sumner
UGSA Reps-Deana M. McRaey
Senior Class President- Jorielle Brown
Vice President- Tiffany McCalla
Secretary- Sharon C. Shanks
•
Board Reps- Shawn L. Hester, Kaiesha Scarbrough
Junior Board President- Kimberly Cooke
Vice President- Thrshima Will iams
Secretary- A,Y.ana Charleston
Treasurer- T tffany Brans
Board Reps- Dconicio Parham, Djwan Scott

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
March4
Burglary-In the School of Engineering building at approximately 5 p.m., the complainant departed the office, shutting tte dooh buM'ot
securing it. At approximately 5:05 p.m., the complamant discovered that pcrson(s) unknown had removed personal property om t. e o ce.

March S
Robbery-The complainant stated that an unknown Black male snatch~d her purse as s he walked through the lower quadrangle o_f the
Undergraduate Library.

March S
Destruction of Propeny-The subject became angry after a card game in the Blackburn ~ntcr game room and hit a window.

March 6
Lost Property-The complainant left personal property uoatlended in the Dental School. The complainant returned and discovered that
pcrson(s) unknown had removed her property.
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~hotographer, 66, drowns a t Mayor's party
I

By Steven Gray
Hi110p Staff Writer

,- r Marion Barry 's 60 th
party on the waterfront
~ by death last week.
1 66-ycar-old freelance
~ r fell into the icy waters
• ti Potomac River whi le
~ to take pictures of the

~ police said that Johnny

..., 66, was standing on the
1a1 the Odyssey cruise ship
: f"'Phing guests when he

acciden tally stepped into an 18inch gap.
Several w it nesses said t hat
Johnson was attempting 10 a llow
other passengers on-board the ship.
"He must have s tepped to the
side, maybe tp let someone by,"
said one witness in a statement
released by The Washington Post.
"All of a s udde n, I heard a splash.
He never rea li ze d there was no
footing there."
Many witnesses said a
gangplank along the deck was
m oved shortly before the party
guests arr ived. Some said the s hip's

engineers moved the gangplank
after the accident to give
investigators the impression that
the gap was smaller than it was
before the accident.
"You can't fall through a sixinc h gap," said Sondra Williams,
who attended the party. "See how
they are measuring it now? It wasn't
like that when he fell."
According to D.C. Police Chief
Larry Sou Isby, o ne man s tanding on
the s hip 's deck tried to catch
Johnson as he fell, but was unable
10 save him. Another passenger
hurled a rubber life preserve r at

Johnson. He grabbed it, but couldn't
maintain a firm grip o n it.
Squads from both the D. C ..
Police and Fire Departments were
called in to recover Johnson's body.
Roughly 20 minutes aft er
Johnson fell into the Potomac, bis
body was recovered. Investigators
said that his body was floating
under the Odyssey, w h ich was
docked in Southwest Washington.
Johnson was rushed to George
Washi ngton University Hospital
and was pronounced dead at 7:45
p.m ..
The accident occurred minutes

before Mayor Barry and his wife
arrived at the party. An obviously
s haken Barry arrived at the scene in
dismay, telling reporters that his
heart was filled sorrow.
" We've had an un fortun ate
tragedy," ~arry said. "Obviously,
my heart 1s heavy. I have known
him for over 25 years. We thought
about canceling the whole boat
ride, but this [proceeds from the
party] is for young people and for
summer j obs."
. Hundreds of high-profile guests,
m cl~ding the Rev. Jesse Jackson,
boxmg promoter Rock Newman

a nd Abe PolJi n owner of the
Wash in gton B~llcts and the
Wasl\,ington Capitals.
."Even as we pause to celebrate
a h fc, death is around us" Jackson
~aid. in a prayer for 'Johnson.
'Tonight, we b less his soul and let
him rest."
Aft.e r his death, D.C. medical
exammers ruled that Johnny
Jo~n~on died accidentally (a result
of in1ury). But on last Friday, Luis
A. Sa. nchez ' the same medical
ex~mmer, reversed the ruling, and
said that Johnson indeed drowned
in 1he Potomac.

_~ousands turn out for People's Expo in District
By Steven Gray
Hllop Staff Wrher

acape last weekend's bone•
blustery
co ld
,craturcs, thousands of
'1lf00ians sought shelter a t
reople's Expo in The D.C.

rtr,0-day expo, sponsored by
~ ' Inc., was designed to
·• and expose Africanto various goods and

idea began last year with a
/

upo that was held in
: said analyst Patrice
of Innovation Advertising,
-,o'sad\..:rtiser. "Over 25,000
anendcd that expo. So,

natura lly, Washington seemed like
the next best place to hold the
expo."
In the expo's first three hours,
over five thousand people passed
through the Armory's gates.
Multi -million
dollar
corporations including AT&T,
Pepsi, and M erril Lynch , s tood
side-by-side with much s maller, yet
e qually impressive businesses like
Brenda Wins tead 's Damali African
Wear.
Winstead sa id that events like
the People's Expo offers s mall
businesses a chance to carve o ut a
piece of the market.
" We see this show as a way of
advertising and meet ing peop le
face to face," Win stead sa id.
"Because I've been in the a rea for

five years, I can re-connect with the
people who have bought my work
at past shows. Unless people arc
familiar with my work, they tend
not to buy at first glance. People
tend to buy later on."
Civic and Community Service
Organizations like the YMCA of
Metropolitan Washington, The
Kennedy Center, a nd Prudential
Community Care turned out for the
event.
Representatives from the
Columbia Hospital for Women
Med ical Center in Northwest
Was hington came to the expo to
ed ucate not only Washington's
women, but men as well .
" We're try in g to introduce
medical information to the black
community. We were asked to

participate in The People's Expo, so
we did it to s hare some of the
information that affects the
Washipgton area, especia ll y
women," said Carol Robinson, a
pre-admitting adrninistrator at the
hospital. "We're here to let people
know that Columbia Hospital does
more than just deliver bab ies.
Although we s tarted out as a
hospital for women o nly, we serve
men too. That's why we're here."
Seminars by activist-comedian
Dick Gregory a nd motivational
speaker Les Brown were coupled
with all-star performances by Kirk
Franklin ,
Chantay Savage,
Monifah, and D.C.'s own NonChalant.
All the jumping and s houti ng
from the two-day expo had vendors

savoring the sweet smell of success.
"So far, the expo has been very
successful. We've had to go back
to the hosp ital to ge t more
pamphlets because we ran out "
.
'
Robinson said.
Other vendors, like Bre nda
Winstead, are no t as quick 10
measure their success.
" It 's hard to say how this is
going because this is the first s how,"
Winstead said. "They've picked a
really good timc,--.wi th the cold
cli mate, nothing major is really
going on in the area."
Lonice Ross, a fourth year
Howard University student, said
that s he was impressed at how
Radio One's first expo turned out.
" It 's a great•way to expose your
business to the comm unity," the

communi~atio ns major said. "It
was so nice to see Black people
to_ge ther h aving a good time
without any violence. Everybody
was very positive. The air in here
was almost like the air that I felt at
the Million Man March."
. . Not every expo-goer agreed
with Ross.
" It was a complete waste of my
money," said o ne woman who
spoke in anonymity. "Firsi, you
had to pay three dollars to park,
the~ you had to pay five dollars to
get into the Armory. Once I got in
the place, it was so crowded that I
couldn't move around. J really feel
like I should get my money back."
Radio One, inc. will sponsor
another People's Expo in Baltimore
this weekend.

'

-lit gospel play mixe s c omedy with

~ pirit ual m eks~age at g!,;-:~~~.~~o?,u! ~ ~!~~!::u,;,,,i.,
e, Esttler Baba Iola
l9op Staff Writer

'h Grandmot.her

Prayed f~r

I; liuwnbcr one gospel play m

\ m, bas been extended for an
, mn days in the District, by
q demand.
play features Gwendolyn
1 ■ as the title character. With
'I Ill
portraying
th e
l ~ . Southern, 6ig-boned
,, eplot centers around her
• · two grandsons. Where
z :1111tnts? lt's the same old
•• 6c father has deserted the
,i lldthc mother is strung out

on crac cocaine.
Walter Johnson Jr., 24, plays Ian,
the mi!!Chievous ~~~sor whlo ends
up ··bemg down' w11 a oca gang.
Dawn Jennings, 32, plays th~ r!)le
of Rashad, the all-a.round Chn st 11a_n
grandson, who ~ncs to1.~ave Ihs
younger brother Lrom a ue on e
s treets. The play reaches its climha_x
when Ian pul!s. out ha. gudn o_n IS
b rother for htttmg 1m u~i~g a
10
fight over his decision to J0 a
gang.
.
Need less to say, hke m_oSI
stories, this one has a happyC~n~rng.
The mother accepts Jesus
nSI ~
her Savior and k\cks ~er drug_h~biti
Ian, aft~r cxpenencmg
spmtuha
awakening,
turns awaya from
t e

<>
•
of his f~mily.
b
ed in
:r:~~n6~om76m ~~ al~~! with
ag_
.
. . '
ca
many
t~is diversity .in age me
1
dif!~r!~!;da~ll?t"~v~ ~:n~~y~nd I
liked the siog';ng and acting" 17·
.5 . K
'·d
yeaHi~e~/ ~~1 e'!J;..~i% s:ha~ed
h r sentim;nts According to 60e
.
·
Id
Barbara
h
~m~,0 ~ng;li;a;~y was overd ou . 'd I the pomt where it lost
. ramat1Ze ~n Mouton's 21- ear11
m;~ergLakeisha Ke~ lan
0
. au fi' th
wanted 10 do a
agree~ 'theve~hou ld not have
7om{
mvo ve~God ,i, she said. "And how

fJn:i°

'You better ask som ebody!'?"
The play·s· cast members
however, say they don' t understand
the criticism.
"Everyone s hould listen to w ha t
the messa~e is saying and stop
criticizing,' Jennings said. I did
this pl ay because it had good
direction. Kids s ho uld stop th e
violence and accept Jesus in their
hearts."
The cast of " My Grandmother
Prayed for Me" wants the audience
to look past the ridiculous jokes,
which are a m echanism to grab the
audience's attention, and real ize
that behind every silly s tunts lies an
intelligent m essage.
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But What Does God_ S:)YJ"

/ i,' by popu lar demand , 1s m its

Fatima L Hall
Slaff Writer

w icnd week at the Warner Theatre.
scc,?People just need to pc
sa
enter Ia ·m cd ," Thibert
. id.• ·•Weg)re
r . in ,1 time•w he n hfe
1s rou 1.
c;n give people a chanc~ to
Jau' h and enjoy themselv_es, ,~ e n
l'v!accomplis hed something.lb
Throughout his career, 111 er1
has maintained a level of excellence
which 10 him, is important as ~
''Black man in the bus iness_.
H aving earned a d cgreS t :~
kcting from Mo rgan
a,
1
1 1
vcrsit\i;;1g ~~~
~~1tie~~
betwee_n a, .
,- ou t a nd
activit ies like hanging d'd act
h • 0 young ladies, lle 1 "'
c as;rfii ng out of those expensive
~~~ks and ed ucated professors.

s~l'lF,

rJ~[

i:i:1

Most import~ntl y, he says he
learned about hfe.
.
"Characters are extensions of
rea l life and people that h ave
crossed your J)&tb," fie said. "All we
do is change form_s an_d cha!1ge the
pa~ka~ing. w e g1ve 11 a different
twist.'
.
Thibert attributes much of his
s u ccess 10 his mot her, whose
s upport has carried him over the
ears. However, Th iber t also
~xpresscs the importance of Black
people supporting themselves.
"We as Black lolk h~ve to s t1.
knocking each. ot~cr, ~e sa i ·
"There is room m this busmess for
all of us. These plays are m y
childre n. I' ve given birth to_them
and each one of the m w ill be
different in their own way."

talent with a meticulous eye and
e njoys teac hing performers the
fundamentals of s tage IX!rformance.
The cast of " He Say...She Say.. .''
is no exception to his high
standards. With names like Stclfar
music award winners Kirk Franklin
and
the
Fami ly,
actress
BernNade tte Stanis (of " Good
T im es" fame), and a strong
supporting cast of up-and-coming
tarent, Tolbert has made a defi nite
mark in the theater industry.
Ove r the years, Talbert has
continued to gain the support and
praise of bis contemporaries and
has made a strong impact in the
arena of traditional theater,
"David is a great writer and his
message is dee per than the average
'tear ierker' -type play,'' said A l
Wash, producer a nd owner of ALW
promotions. "I ' m a believer in
David Thibert, and I support his
decisions as a director. This ('He
Say. ..She Sa),'- . .') is not another
gospel play. It s a quality show and,
from the people's response, I feel
very sure about its s uccess.''
Actor Chris Simpson concurred
with Wash's praise of the director.
"Mr. Talbert is from another
planet)" he said. "He gels into a
zone and he comes down to earth
and delivers something that touches
peOJJle. He's an artis t and I have
much respect for him.''
Tolbert is look ing towards the
future as he anticipates directing his
first film , to be released this
summer, titled "Eight to EightyDumb, Crippled, and Crazy.'' He
also has another play in the works.
Thibert, who is single;, said that he
is also preparing his castle for his
queen.
"The future h o lds marriage
kids, another ho use on the hill, and
happiness," he said. "Entertaining
people makes me happy.''
"He Say...She Say. . ." will be
playing at the Warner Theatre
througll Sunday, Mar. 17.

Restaurant
Review: Lauriol
Plaza Restaurant
By Jonathan L Wharton
The Hilltop Connoisseur
Have you ever paid a visit to
Latin America or the Spain? Well,
the perfect place for you is Lauriol
Plaza Restaurant, conveniently
located on the corner of 18th and
S Streets, N. W., right before the
Adams-Morgan neighborhood.
Lauriol Plaza specia lizes in
Latin America n a nd Cast ilian
c uisine. A delightfu l restaurant
for romantic couples with a quaint
and intimate env ironment, thi s
restaurant offers a sidewalk cafe
as well as indoor serv ice. At
night, candles are displayed o n
the tables, while soft Latin music
is c ircumvented throughout the
restaurant.
" We have a varie ty of
everything," manager Lorena
Reyes said. "The food is always
fresh. Each dish is s pecialized for
our customers.''
And the food is indeed
exquisite. Upon being seated,
warmed tort illa chips a nd salsa
are placed on your table, a nd then
menu selection begins. By all
means, order one of their
~ecialty salads. The Brazilian
Salad, for example, is a hearty,

delicious blend of Romaine
lettuce, red onions and tomatoes
nestled in a savory native
Brazilian sauce.
. Lauriol 's e ntree specialties
1~clude faji tas, ancf seafood
dish.es, such as Paella de
Manscos.
" Paella is one of our poJ)ular
meals customers really enjoy,''
Reyes said.
Paella is an e xotic Spanish
meal m ade with yellow rice,
herbs a nd a seafood combination
of_ c lams, shrimp a nd fish.
W11hou1 a doubt Lauriol Plaza
d~es an excelle~t job with the
dish, and a glass of their house
wme does well to complement
the meal.
. The menu selection at Lauriol
1s substantial and their prices are
reasonable. The service at the
restaurant is also worth noting
and the staff is very attentive ana
courteous.
" It is really the customers that
make the restaurant special and
we a lways keep in touch with
them," Reyes said. "We hear from
our c ustomers constantly and they
tell us they enjoy the service ancl
the food the most."
This restaurant deserves a n
A+.
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GOP faces deIDocratic challenge in fall electi
By Jonathan L. Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer

Wi th 1heir landslide victory in
congressional elections two years
ago, the Republican Party rode
on a wave of popularity and came
up with an agenda for the country,
the Contract With America.
However, the initial euphoria
has subsided and not all of the
proposals in the Contract With
America have passed, especially
in the Senate.
"The Contract has come to a
temporary halt, but we we'll be
able to complete the process,''
House Speaker Newt Gingrich
(R-Ga.) sa id.
Many Republican lawmakers
have said that several important
,proposals should have passed
Congress, especially balancing

House speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga)

National Rainbow Coalition
sets agenda for '96
Jesse Jackson targets conservative groups
By Steven Gray
Hilhop Staff Writer

in a challenge to left-wing
conservative factions within the
Republican party, the Rev. Jesse
Jackson and his National Rainbow
Coalition met recently to set their
agenda for J996.
"TI1e most important issues o[ our
time, the biggest crises, arc largely
ignored in our national debate," said
Jackson, the president o( the civil
rights organization.
While outlining the Rainbow's
agenda for 1hc year, Jackson
emphasized education, youth and
economic empowerment as key
issues.
The outline also included plans to
reclaim key congressional and state
legislative districts that were lost to
the Republican party in 1994, as well
as efforts to "re-invigorate the call for
a national urban policy agenda."
Jackson also said that he hoped to
renew the spirit of the 1960s Civil
Rights Movement.
"In I 960, Dr. IMartin Luther]
King (Jr.] chose JFK over Nixon, but
neither Nixon nor Kennedy ran on the
right side of public accommodations:' Jackson said in his address.

"The movement in Birmingham,
outside two-party politics, changed
Kennedy's options, gave him the
chance to follow his heart and cltoose
the right side of history."
The National Rainbow Coalition
will join forces with other prominent
civil rights organizations, churches
and grass-roots activists to reclaim at
least 80 congressional seats.
Recalling the freedom rides of the
1960s, Jackson vowed to take bus
loads of people into the South and go
"town by town" to mobilize voters.
"We must change Washington,"
he said. "We must not let Washington
change us. Those of us inside the
system also need outside forces,
outside movements, to hold us
accountable and to open up new
options."
Jai Choi, who is working on the
Rainbow's voter registration effort,
said the Coalition's efforts arc for all
people of color.
"With the attacks on people of
colo r and the anti-immigrant
senti ment, the Asian-American
community now realizes that if we sit
here and continue being nice, then
things not quite nice will happen to
our community," she said.
Perhaps the presence of key
Democrats provide the clearest

Rev. Jesse Jackson

evidence of the Rainbow's power in
the '96 elections. That list includes:
Chicago Mayor Richard Daley;
House Minority Leader Richard
Gephardt (D-Mo.); Congressman
Cleo Fields (D-La.); Congressman
JesseJackson Jr.(D-lll.); Don Fowler,
national chairman of the Democratic
National Party; Children's Defense
Fund President Marian Wright
Edelman; and Can1ille Cosby, wife of
comedian Bill Cosby.

the national budget.
"The question is no longer,
' Will we have a ba lanced
budget?' The question is when,"
Rep. Tom Coburn (R-'Toxas) said.
Despite many of the proposals
not passing, some Republican
members of Congress said their
hometown constituents stil l
support their efforts.
"People have told me to stay
the course," Rep. Joseph
Scarborough (R-Fia.) said. "But
in the end, I would not change a
thing we have done."
.
Scarborough is the political
direc tor of the Republican
freshman. The freshman House
lawmakers tri ed to push for
decreasing governmen t involvement in national affairs and zero
out agency budgets for the
Departments of Commerce,
Energy and Education.

· Also, the Republicans have
passed several laws such as_ t_he
Congressional Accountability
Act, which requires lawmakers to
register any gifts received from
lobbyists with the Clerk of the
House.
" It is a mailer of saying we
have a federal law that is against
the law for me to accept this gift,"
said Rep. Chris Shays (R-Conn.)
who was one of the sponsors to
the bill.
But Democrats sa id they will
be able 10 take over the House in
the next election since there is
only a 20 member difference
between the two parties.
'·We think we can ge t back the
House," said Greg Moore, who is
the Democratic Nationa l Commillee deputy political director.
"We have a 20-seat deficit and
this is the closet deficit that a

majority party has ever
Moore a lso said
pub licans' proposals
conserva tive views
victory for President
the presidential ele
possibly help the De
the congressional el
well.
"We don't have to
a primary election.
have an unchallenged
Moore said.
Also, some Rep
concede that another
could spell victory
and congressional De
if Pat Buchanan were to
Republican convention
" If Buchana n wins,
Repub lican party
divided," said Rep.
Johnson (R-Conn.).

Whitewater:
What's it really about?
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By Jonathan L Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer

Whitewater has developed into
such a political issue for President
Clinton. but few' people
understand what it is. So. here's a
brief synopsis:
In the i,.vly 1980s, Clinton was
the governor of Arkansas and
Hillary Clinton was a successful
attorney in Little Rock. Most of
her services were consulting on
behalf of the Rose law firm. She
often assisted clients with
corporate, finance and tax Jaws.
Mrs. Clinton was a friend of the
MacDougall family. The couple
decided to invest in a moneymaking real estate opportuni ty.
The development was called
Whitewater. Mrs. Clinton assisted
the couple with the usual legal
questions facing the investment
venture.
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But the bank the MacDougalls
used for loans later became a
bankrupt savings and loans
organization and so the real estate
deal folded. And there is some
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Croatian delegation 'witnesses democracy'
at Ho'\Vard's international affairs center

The Croatlon delegates spent one

1111rnoon !earning about the lobbylng
process In the U.S.
By Jonathan L. Wharton

Hilltop Staff Writer
• cffon 10 learn more abou1 poli1ical pany
· and 1hc legislative process in 1he Un ited
an I l•p.!rson Croat ian delegation met wi1h
figures al lhc Howard University Ralph J.
hucrna1ional Affairs Center las1 week.
i,ur-day training program was sponsored by 1he
111d the Univcrsi1y of Conncc1icu1. The advisers
program included Ju lius Coles, director of the
and Lorenzo Morris, professor of poli1ical
II Howard.
Croatians ] have a cha nce 10 wi1ness
in action," Coles said. " I think it will
diem grcaily and 1hey can go back 10 1heir

counlry and implement new ideas."
~uring n:iorning sessions, the delega1ion auended
semmars with professors from the political science
d~partm~nt. In the afternoon, they participated in onsue v1s11s with people involved in •th e national
legislative process.
Politic~I figures, including Rep. Donald Payne (D·
N.J.), chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus,
and lobbyist~ provided insight during the sessions. ·
"I~ essence, their week in Washington was spent
learm ng about the range of activities and relationships
that help define party politics in American democracy"
Morris said.
'
Each day's agenda lasted from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00
p.m., covering a lmost every aspect 10 li fe in
Washington.
On th e first day, the delegation visi1ed the
Democratic National Commiuee and spoke with
deputy poli1ical director Greg Moore.
Moore discussed the repercuss ions of the
Republican victory in the 1994 elect ions that resulted
in the Republican congressional takeover.
Many delega1es were impressed with the program.
." I am very saiisficd with my trip to Washington,"
said Oragutin Palasck, a member of the Presidency and
Organizing Secretary and Social Democra1ic Action of
Croatia. " It has been a great pleasure to hear interesting
and famo_us professors from Howard about public
policy. And, it was a special experience to meet
prominent politicians. I am sure that this will be of greal
assistance for my future poli1ica l career."
The Croatian delegation also met with Donn Davis,
a professor in the Political Science Department at
Howard, who talked about congressional clec1ions

ilm explores
haotic lives of
three Black
nadians

apcoming film '·Rude,..
viewers on a rare jour•
the Black community of
Canada.
focuses on the painful
three characters. 1l1e title
Rude. a female pir:ue
jockey (who illega ll y
into 1he airwaves a nd
uency) acts as narrator.
movie is sci to open in la1c
in Mi ami. Was hington,
New York City.
'h'Oicc compels audience
to ponder the lives of
l)'Oung boxer struggling
t his homo~cxua l ity;
a window dresser, bat·
with depression after an
and 1hc break-up o f her
ip; and the General. a
llesh ou1 of jail for drug
who tries to reform.
lbdc) is the voice o f lhc
lllaity," said Clement Virgo,
and director of " Rude."
a trickster and !here's a
lilory in Black culture that
llilh this type of character."
n Lewis, who plays
fills the charac1er with
icily that is prevalent
t the film.
get into character, Lewis
Rude's character and
'igansmoking again after a
break to make sure her
bl lhe right pilch and tex·
Lewi~ also shaved her head
tha1 she understood the

part.
Virgo was impressed. "Tha
to ld me a IOI. There's no way I
could refuse her aflcr that''
One of the most striking an
painful scenes in the movie is
vivid commen tary on the Ii~
expectancy of Black males. Afte
the General resumes his old rol
as a drug dealer, the White American drug lord, Yankee, pulls
gun on the General 's young son.
Boiling over with fury, th
General observes that shootin
the 10-year-old ch ild would onl
be sav ing him the pain of bein
shot at the age of 20 and becom
ing "another crotch-grabbing nig
ger.''
This scene is just one of man
1hat will make viewers analyz
both the condit ion of the Blac
co mmunity and of th e entire
human race.
" Rude'' is the first 35mm fea
1ure film to be written, directe
and produced by a Black team in
Canada.
Explaining the theme of th
movie, Virgo said he wro1
" Rude'' because he " wanted t
explore the idea of three live
going on s imultaneous ly, con
ncc1ed by time and place."
Virgo added that he "wanted t
d epic t Black people who ar
s1ruggling with more than drug
and g uns but a lso with loneli
ness, their sexual ity, loss o
love- si1uations. that all peopl
experience."
Though some viewers may sa
they cannot relate to drug deal~rs
abo rti ons or homosexuality
Virgo's film still has the potentia
10 draw audience members int
the pain of his characters. Cas
with an amazingly talen1ed group
thi s int ernationally accla ime
drama is likely to take the bo
office by storm.
Visually stunning, with a
excep ti ona l scrip!, impressiv
soundtrack and solid cast, " Rude'
is definitely a must see.

Republic of The Gambia

lhc first international

Homecoming festival
mcmorate the 300
ary of the forced
mc nt of millions of
from The Gambia, such
late Alex Haley's
Kunta Kinteh.
by The Gambia's
ofTou rism and Culture
tional Council for Art
, the festival will be
ta Kintch's ancestral

25, 1996.
.
TI1e Republic of The Gambia
invites all African Americans to
aticnd the Festival.
The festival will include
myriad cultural performances,
traditional ditnccs, t)leater and
exhibit..~.
For more information on the
festival and travel arrangements,
coniact the Embassy of The
. Gambia at {202) 785-1430 or
The Gamb ia 's Web page:
www.Gambia.com.

(AMA).
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"A large pan of lobbying is on the legislative
process. Most of the lobbying is pointed at the
Congress," Hobson said. "There arc thousands of
lobbyists.... But you need to know the legislation and
how bills become law. lypically, staffers on Capitol Hill
become lobbyists because they know how the process
works."
Members of the delegation said they were surprised
at how much inOuence lobbyis1s have in Washington.
Between donating to poli1ical campaigns and assisting
with legislative writing, the delegation was able to
understand the roles lobbyists play in the political
sys1em.
"It was an interesting visit with the lobbyist because
I don't think it is very familiar with our sys1em," said
Ines Maldini, president of the Croatian Liberal Youth
in the Osijak division of the Croa1ian Social Liberal
Pany.
Hobson also discussed President Clinton's failed
national health care plan. 1l1e Croatians wondered why
there was no health plan for U.S. citizens, especially

when other superpowers have one.
"When President Clinton put together a task force,
he tried to fashion a bill that would satisfy everybody,"
Hobson said. " It was very, very compl icated. The
outline was up 10 a lot of criticism ... The imerest
[groups] were able to unite and kill 1he legislation."
The delegation left with a great awareness of 1he
political process in the U.S. Some even said 1ha1the U.S
serves as a model.
"I think that America is a good experience for every
European poli1ician because it is a unique country," said
Tonino Picula, intcrna1 ional secretary for the Social
Democratic Party of Croa1 ia. "It has a unique history
and was founded because of some very importan1
principles for democracy. But of course, it is very hard
10 implement ou·r American experience in our home in
Croatia. But I think that in the future, we may be able
· IO implement some use ful thoughts we heard here
during our 1rip."
Before ending the week, several Croatian members
no1cd the ideas they would like to see implemented in
their own government.
"I do believe that a lot of things that we learned will
be appl ied to Croatia," said Dubravka Barie, executive
commiuee sccreiary and advisor to the Caucus of the
Croatian Socio-Liberal Party.
Igor Dckanic, vice president oft he Croatian People's
Party, agreed.
"The time we spent shows us a broad vision of
American political scene and inside relationships
between different poli1ical options," Dekanic said.
"This will be very helpful for us to use in our political
scene as well."

African students attem.pt to
revive cam.pus organiz~tion
By Ndlmyake Mwakalyelye
Hilltop Staff Writer
Some once considered it one of
the strongest student organiza.
lions on Howard Uni versity's
campus a few years ago. However, today it 's existence is barely
acknowledged.
The African Student 's Associ at ion (ASA) has retrea1ed into
virtual invisibil ity, as organiza•
tion meetings become less fre.
quent and student turnou1 dwindles.
ASA president Ashraf Sentso
said ASA leaders have encountered a number of obstacles in
their efforts to regain the group's
original strength.
Of the many complaints cited,
the lack of office space is most
hindering. The organization Util•
i1ies a cubicle outside the International student service office.
"The frustrat ion of not gelling
an office for the past decade has
left many (African Students]
uninterested in the organization,"
Sentso said. "Other student orga•
nizations have offices and hold
impressive activities."
Members of the organization
sa id not having an office leaves
them without a base where they
can carry out regular office duties,
such as receiving mail and phone
messages, netvvorking with olher
African students al different universities and providing Howard 's
African students with a place to
meet and associate freely.
Sentso and others said offices
are available ·in the Blackburn
Center but the administration will

not part with lhem.
However, Student Activi ties
director, Belinda Lightfoot•
Watkins, disagreed, saying,
"There is no space available to
place ASA."
Ligh1foo1-Watkins sa id that to
provide offices for an organization
now would mean that other orga•
nizations 1ha1 hold offices in the
building would be uprooted. This,
she said, would only be done if the
office-holding organization
engaged in act ivities that were
agai nst Un iversity policy.
Recently, ASA held several
meetings with President H.
Patrick Swygert and are current•
ly waiting for a response on when
space will be available.
" President Swygert has been
the most open and progressive
presiden t in terms of wanting to
find space for international stu•
dents organizations," said Jania
Rascoe, a graduate student in the
African Studies department.
Some, however, said an office
should not determine the success
of an organization.
"The lack of an office doesn't
have to prevent an organization
from functioning," said Darryl E.
Zeigler, associate director of
International Student Service.
But Rascoe said the presence
of an office makes a great differ•
ence to students. She said each
time ASA has been allocated a
temporary office, it drew large
turnouts at meetings.
"The (African] students knew
that they could come to an office
to meet," Rascoe said. "Percep•
tion means a lot to students."
Another reason why ASA'.s
progress is being hampered, exec-

utives said, is not having access to
names and addresses of African
students on campus. ASA execu•
tives said the office of lnterna•
tional Student's Services (ISS)
refuses to make the list available
to members.
"Student information is confidential," said Grace Ansah, director of Interna1ional Students' Ser•
vices. "We have to maintain the
privacy of students and we have
to preserve the in1egrity of [student] files."
Zeigler said the ISS office is
there for all international student
groups to use to obtain informa•
tion about different events and
activities of other international
groups on campus.
"The percept ion is that this
office is biased against African
students and this perception is
false," Zeigler said. "All interna•
tional students are valuable to us."
Although most s111dents agree
with the problems ASA c ited,
some feel African students and
ASA members are partially to
blame for the organization's failure.
"The problem is interna l
among ASA," said ASA member
Momoh Konte, a sophomore
finance major from Sierra Leone.
''Executive members must be serious. They must call more meet•
ings, reach more members and
not vice versa."
Konte added that most African
students do not even know there
is an association.
"This is because there isn't
enough notice given to African
students for meeting dates," he
said.
Konte said the association can

do several things without involv•
ing the admi nistration, such as
establish a strong network among
African studenls to compi le a
master list of members.
ASA vice president Solly Ba
of Senegru said for ASA to
progress, st udents must get
involved.
"The mass of African students
are either not interes1ed or don't
have the time," Ba said. " Most
students complain that they don'I
sec fliers but most [African) students don't read the bul leti n
boards."
For Ba, lack of continuous
interest is a problem that needs to
be addressed.
"During presidential meet ings
all positions arc usually filled up
but when it is time to work, only
a few students show a commit•
ment," he sa id.
Despite all the problems, members of ASA said the organization
is slowly being revitalized. And,
members have pledged to work
toward rebuilding the association.
Steve Dike, an ASA member
from Nigeria has many ideas for
1he new ASA.
"ASA has to create an aware•
ness of the presence of Afr ican
students on campus. ASA needs
aninOuential memberofthe Uni•
versity staff or faculty to act as a
mentor. Any organi.zation has 10
have a mentor to gain credibility."·
Dike believes once these crucial steps are taken, the organization will succeed.
"Students will join when the
ASA is doing well,'' he said.
"People want to be a part of something that is doing well, not some•
thing that is failing."

Haitian Student Association re-emerge
as active ·o rganization on campus
By WIiie Andre

Hilltop Staff Writer

village, JuffurclJ. The event will
take place from May 18 to May

and political campaigns.
"The founders of the American government though I
that election frequency would assist the representation
in Congress," Davis said. "But it does not give them
preparation 10 campaign ... You have to always begin
your campaign for re-election. There are people who
1hink that an election every two years is too short."
Following that session, Julius Hobson, the assistant
director for Congressional Affairs, taught the group
abou1 the lobbying process.
That afternoon the delegation also met with a
lobbyist from the American Medical Association

Following efforts to reorganize,
the Haitian Student Association
(HSA) bas re-emerged as an active
organization on Howard 's campus.
Af1cr a year of dwindling mem•
bership and inactive participants,
1he newly elected HSA cabinet has
iaken 1hc initia1ive to involve members in many facets of campus and
community life.
"The association is full of potential," said Rachel Coicou, HSA vice
president. We just need to get more
people involved."
The organization's goal this year
is to increase activities and fund•
raising. .
Cabinet members also plan to

increase aware• .--------....:.----:-::::--:------:- - ,
ness abou t Haiti
by disseminating
accurate informa•
tion about the
country.
In additio n,
HSA members
have
visited
churches and local
organizations, ere•
ati ng a network
wilh
other
Haitians in the
District, Maryland
a nd Virginia.
Rachel Colcous HSA vice president pledge to
M~mbers have
Increase a~areness of Issues In Haiti.
es_tabltshcd ~o.ntacts
"We have had some very posiw1t~ the Ha111an Embassy and the tive responses from the communiQu1_xote Center, a Maryla~d-based ty," said Edouard Lcneus, HSA
pohcy and research ms11tute, ~o public relations officer. "And some
keep th~ms~lves abreast of what 1s churches are eager to work with
happcnmg tn their homeland.
us."

Some of the activities the orga•
nization is planning are a Haitian
history session on Mar. 15, Haitian
History day on Apr. 4 and a Haitian
an expo on Apr. 5.
Pierre Provillon, an HSA member, is hopeful the events will
enlighten people about the positive
aspects of Hait i.
" I'm really excited [about the
activities]," he said. " It would be
really nice to por1ray Haili in a pOS·
itive light 10 Howard and the surrounding area."

Anyone interested can attend
HS~ meetings held every other
Friday in the Blackburn Center
Room 142 at 6:00 p.m. The association is recruiting new members
and urging old members to renew
participation.
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Visit Us Daring Our
Graduate Open House
Sunday, ~arch 24, 1996

ff1t Division oi Student Aiiairs r ecently initiated the " Howard
llaiversity Unit ed ior a Saie Spring" Campaign. Consistent 'With this

ellort, the Office oi Residence Liie is implementing a V OLlJNTARY

11:00 A:M.

Tours: Ward Circle Building (optional)

11:45 A.M.

Registration: \Vard Circle Building

12:00 NOON

Lunch with faculty and students in
your academic program

12:30-2:30 P.M.

A closer look at the schools, colleges,
and pr.ograms you're interested in

2:45-3:30 P.M.

Workshops:

SIP Out ior Saiety (S.O,S,} pro gram b e ginning March s, 199&.

ff1t Oiiice oi Residence ~ e requests that each time you stay, or
llfdd to stay away overnight or ior an extended period oi time, you
peyour roonunate(s) and/ or Resident Assistant iniormation on
wtaen you can be reached (name., address, and telephone number).
Wedo not intend to iniringe upon your adulthood, but we do care
alN,ut your saiety.

nae S.0,S, inionnation i s

CIII of emergency,

also nee d e d s o that you can b e contacted in

51p Out ior Saiety (S,O,S.) is one oi several measures taken by
&,ward University and the <>mce oi R e sidence Liie to promote your

,enonal saiety while you pursue your educational goals,

• Financing your Graduate Degree

(S.O.S, is a pilot program, Ii you hav e comments or suggestions,
pltu• forward them to Rev, James Coleman, Assistant Dean ior
Sllldeat Development, Office oi Residence Liie, Room 19, Tubman
~e.)

• Cooperative Education, Internships, and
Career Services
• Nondegree Advising

3:30-4:15 P.M.

Workshops Repeated

American University offers 67 master's programs and 15 doctoral
programs. Many degrees may be completed full-time, part-time, in the
evenings, or on weekends.

l!llOf RESIDENCE LIFE

MARCH 1996

To register, please call (202) 885-6000,
(800) 428-4632 out of the area,
fax (202) 885-1025, or e-mail us at afa@american.edu.

I

l
CtlebrafCSprindBrmk In Any
011 ValuJcf sun Spofs; , ·
Whether you'd rather water ski, sunbathe, or
hang-out a1 an unnamed but well-known t_heme park, there's
no better place for Spring Break than Flonda. And ValuJet
has great low fares to seven of Florida's hottest Sun Spots. ,
And IO make things even easier, ValuJet never requires
a roundtrip purchase or a Saturday night.stay.
Call for reservations 1oday. And
don't forget your sunscreen.

G

Spring Break Valufares
}ACKSONVIUE/ ORLANDO
TAMPA
FO/rT LAUDERDALE I MIAMI
WEST PAI.J,1 BEACH
FO/rTMYERS

$89
$99
$109

V'isil us on the Internet at http://wWW.valujet.com

0

r

,
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EDITORIAL
THE HILLTOP
Since 1924

STDs, AIDS spread
.on caID.pus; students
niust check behavior
According 10 1he Howa rd University Health
Center, one o ut of three 10 four s1udcn1s has an STD
al Howard. Even worse, the deadly disease of AIDS
is rampantly spreadi ng on campus.
AIDS was once considered a gay White man's
disease. Bui by 2025, studies show that Blacks will be
more effec1ed by the deadly virus than any other racial
group. Experts also csrimale tha1 almos1 o ne in 1hrec
of all people wi1h AJDS is Black and nearly 50 percenl
of all children in America with AIDS are Black.
Though we always hear about murder in the
Black community and especially in Washington,
D. C., AIDS has become the number one killer or
Black men ages 24 to 32.
Drug use, alcohol abuse and promiscuity are at
highly alarming levels at Howard. This activity, not
o nly morall y rcp ugnan1, is life- endangering.
Intimacy mus 1 in vol ve responsibility and
commitment. Many relationships ar Howard are
have sex first , ask qucs1ions later. Though much can
be said about the manufactured origins of AIDS and
the questionable ra mpant spread rlirough the Black
community, African Americans must first check
1heir own behavio r before crying conspiracy.
But 1here are some 1hings 10 be said abou1 lbe
suppressing or AIDS 1rea1men1. Dr. Davey Koech,
a Black doctor from Kenya, discovered a treatment
in his country that has shown sig ns of working much
belier than conventional drugs, like AZT, which
have painful side effects. The trea tm ent is oral
A lpha interferon, taken in low doses. But, the
Natio nal Insti tute or Health (N IH) has postponed
trials of the African-originated treatment while
AIDS continues to spread and kill. There arc other
medications NIH has shelved in favor of continuing

the use or th e ir s ide effect-riddled drugs.
Bureaucracy in govcroment is a known fact, but
when millions of lives arc at stake, one would chink
that the government wou ld try every thing possible
10 put an end 10 this ca lamity.
One would also think that the story of a pa1ien1
being cured of AIDS would be head lin e news
around the world . But when Dr. Abdul Alim
Muhammad, director of 1he Washington-based
Abundan1 Health Clinic, announced at the Million
Man March that one of his patients was HIVnegative af1cr being HIV-posiuve, th e media paid
no attention.
Dr. Muhammad flew to Kenya in 199 1 and met
with Dr. Koech who ro ld him of his treatment.
Koech published a report in 1989 tha1 revealed that
90 percent of hi s patients showed s ign s of
improvem ent. The other 10 percent had convened
from HIV-positive to HIV-negative.
Demetrius Has kin s became a patient al th e
Abundant Life Clinic in 1992 when Dr. Muhammad
began giving him low dose Alpha interferon. Less
than four years later, Haskins stood before over one
million Black men and millions more watching by
television and anno unced he no longer had the HIV
virus.
We should still be concerned about the spread of
AIDS , but know that if you arc infected. there is
proper treatment. The best defense against AIDS is
to check our behavior. Howard is supposed to be the
center of Black thought, not AIDS transmission.
And as Dr. Muhammad always says, ·'If you don't
know your HIV status, you don't know 1he'first thing
about AIDS."
The Abundant Life Clinic gives free AIDS testing.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY
March 12. 1996
0"10! o, TH.I PW!DtNT

Dear Edilon of The Hilltop:

This edltorlal challenge, the prlndples of IICldemlc freedom. The manben ol the flladlJ
are 1esp«te<I ochobn, t,iachers and resean:hen who haYe earned the F'"'nnpllcm M
their da.-s are organlud ard taudtt to mttt IICldemlc goal, consutffll wllh prlndflw

of IIClldemlc freedom. An essential component of academic fttedom Is the dglll ol 1
prof810r to conduct a claa or a seminar, or hoet vls!ton to this camp..- In the~ ol
pwsulng ochowsh!p and lntdledllal t'>qUiry,

am. lherefott, very dlstwbed that the ec!Jtorlal would say that "Rlwel1 Adan abaald
be held accountable" for conducting his class In a manner c-onsiste,t wllh ael I
fttedom. The members of the faculty of lhls Unlv=lty, lncludlng Dr. R...a Adll-.,
have the right and freedom to punu~ thdr Khobnhlp without throat of - .
Threet,, exbmed .,. Implied, are Inimical to the sense of decency that b the tmdlllaa
of Howard nlverslty and the prlndples of academic freedom.
I

I do not write to defend or advocate on behalf of the Anti-Ddamallon u.gue. How.I
Unlnrslty ,espects the right of anyone to take Issue with the Anll-Delamation i....,
113 Ideas, actloN and posillons. However, dba.greanent with the AOL can be e,praNd

Howard University
students must fight
government oppression
The U.S. government has declared open warfare
o n the Black future. No lo nger is the deceit kind and
gentle, but ope nly hostile and brutal. With the
Supreme Coun reversing the course or educa1ional
and econom ic op po rtunities for Africans in
America. war against ou r progress is the order of
the day.
A ru ling class, always subj ected 10 panic arising
from doubt of its ab ility to maintain its power, has
developed numero us psychological, social.juridical
a nd eco no mic methods of suppress ion and
oppress io n. One of the most basic devices of contro l
is the fos1cri ng of a belief in the innate inferiority
of the Black race. The poison is adm inistered
deliberately and plentifull y to us from ch ildhood to
the cemetery. The med ia constantly reinforces this
propaganda. Yer we s1i ll rise. We rise because God
led us o u1 or bondage, and promised us that we shall
ru le. The U.S. government has and will 1ry to stop
us, but will faif.
The American government has called in10 play
every trick, ru le, reisu iatio n and device that the
human mind cou ld think of 10 aid them. T hey have
attempted t he psychologica l, int ellect ual and
ph ysica l debasemen t of an entire people. The
government has also produced outrageous racial
an imos ities buttressed by theological, historical

and anthropological theories. They have divided us
against ourselves, used s pies and encouraged
traitors. Furthermore, the govern ment has repressed
opposition thought and deed, estab li shed an
elaborate police, military and court syste ms and
enacted laws of oppression and suppression.
Thi s system of co ntrol has done more
psycholog ical damage to our se lf-image than any
amount of whips or cl ubs could eve r do. For it has
been said "1 he most powerful 1001 or the oppressor
is the mind of the oppressed."
Brothers sisters let's continu e to st rive for
excellence and development as we cont inue our
legacy of resistance 10 oppression. If not us, then
who? If not now, then when? Howard students use
your intellect to do for se lf and kind . As for
hum anit y- humanity will take care or itself.
Everybody else kn ows 1hc power of group uni1y.
Humanity is not killing each o ther o r goi ng to jail
in droves. Our brot hers and s isters in America arc.
Charit y begins al home. Go o ut and use your
knowledge 10 bui ld up o ur natio n, a nation whose
foundations were laid down by 1he blood of ou r
an cestors.

Gerald McKin11e)\ se11ior majoring i11
political science.

Letter to the Editor:

Imp.,..,•

In the March 8, 1996, edltlon of The Hilltop, the lead ed.ltorla1 and cartoon
eslffml!d mmlber of the f:acully of Howud Unlveslty and tou.ght to danoalze a pap
of American dtlUIII. I tau exception to the words, the tone and the appara,1 purJICIII
of the edltorlal and the cartoon.

without resorting to symbols and language that are offensive and, partlc:wldy .. lo
African..AmericaN, that Ls, without language and c:a.rlcatutt:s that d=on!u the IUl,jlcL
I and many other Afrkan-Amerlans have long fought lhoee who would challmphumanlty by attempting to ttdua, us to carlca.tures.
Finally, the cartoon, however unintentionally, allghtt the memory of Mordecai Wpll
Johnson, the lint Atrtcan-Ameru:an president of Howard UnJverslty, a au wlJo
repeatedly took the position Canel suikred c-onsklerably for ll) that lhls campua wwld
be an exemplar of decu,cy and dvU dlscoune, no matter how heated 1M dtacooPresldent Johnson wornd llrele5$ly for lhlrty-four years to aeate a nwturtag and
supportive envlrorunent here at Howard. Hls memory warnnts our great.st rwapct
Throughout lhls first year of my presidency, I have said many times that we llUl rellml
to our core values...and among thou core values are the prtndptes of decency, tolem
and civil d.bcoune (however heated and passionate), to be followed In the COlllol ol
academlc freedom. We are all responslble for presavtng ard enhancing these and dlt
other core values that define us as a university &mlly.

Sincerely,

~J"J#it//1~/il
H. Patrlclc Swygert

President

2400 Slx1h S.rttl, NW, Suite ~02
Wuhington. DC 200W

WE

ELCOME

OUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS

THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators.
and alumni are encouraged lo slrare llre.ir origi11al ideas a11d opi11ions.
We_publis/r only material addressed to us. We ro11ti11ely edit letters for spaet1111dcomd
style, spellmg and punctuatio11. Letters as well as commentaries must be typed and signal,
full address and te/ep/1011e number.
.
Tire opinions expressed on tire Editorial Page o{THE HILLTOP nre soltly tht umrf_*
,al Board, and do not necessarily reflect tire opi11io11s ofHoward University, its administnttioll,
TOP Board or tire students.
Please address letters and comments to:

Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP

Maya Angelou boycotts game
show 'Jeopardy,' claims racism
Dear Edi to r:
Acclaimed poet Maya Angelou has announced
that she is boycolling 1hc TV show, "Jeopardy,"
because of its lack of Black contestants. In a recent
interview on public television, Ansclou was quoted
as say ing that a lth ough s he 1s a big fan of
'' Jeopardy," s he decided to stop watching th e
popular quiz show because she saw no Blacks on it.
"Jeopardy" challenges contestants to prove their
sm~rts by answe_ring cough trivia questions on
subJects such as literature, geography, history and
popular culture. Th e show has a unique format:
instead of giving answers to questions, players hear
the answers and give questions.
Facts about Angelou's diverse career occasionally
appear in "Jeopardy" answers. She is the author of the
contemporary classic, I Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings, and has composed poetry for President Clinton's
inauguration and for the Million Man March.
As she has do ne often in her writing, Angelou has
made a has made a harsh social observation in a
public denouncemcn1.
In the competitive world of te levision game
sh~ws, "Jeopardy" conrestams are considered the
elt_te. They arc por trayed as the best and the
bng ht es!: th e g ra~d. mas ters of know ledge,
1n format 1~.n and trivia. The cu rrent nighuime
version of Jeopardy," hosted by Alex Trebek is as
lily-While as the first day the show aired in ' t964
wh en _Art Fl eming was the host. 1\vo rece nt
exceptions were ~elcbrity con1cs1a111s LcVar Burton
and Cheech Mann. Both were w inners.

Like Ronald Coleman in the movie, "Champagne
for Caesa r," winners ea rn money, fame and
admiration, they each get 10 stand in the spotlight
and be recognized as an inJelligem person.
If Blacks arc cons istently excluded from the
show 's televised competition, then it's a subtle way
of say ing Blacks arc not s mart enough to be
"Jeopardy" contestants.
In his au tobiography Lo ng Walk to Freedom,
Nelson Mandel a warned that White supremacy
implies Black inferiority. We live in a " bell curve
era" in which Black intelligence is viewed as an
oxymoron.
When Blacks .rro1cs1 against being locked out of
exclusive White clubs" such as "Jeopardy," Whites
often complain that lhey are being asked 10 lower
their standards.
The show's produce rs and contestant
coordinators need to understand the Maya Angelou's
criticism is not about lowering standards, it 's about
lowering barriers.
Merv Griffin, crea tor of ·'Je opard,y," has
responded 10 charges of racism by challenging
Blacks 10 try o ut for the chance 10 be a contestant.
Black professionals, students and teachers at
historically Black colleges and universities and
Blacks who possess a broad range of ge neral
knowledge would do well on the show.
The question is, arc they willing, not are they
worthy, to accept the challenge?

Andre Worthy

2251 Sherman Ave.

N.W.

Washington, D.C. 200II
PHONE: (202) 80MIN
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PERSJ?ECTIV ES
HUSAinust
uphold the
torch of the
'Mecca'

What is happening to our
Black politicians?
Jonathan L. Wharton

Republican congressional
leaders tried to abolish 1he federal
budgets of the Department of
Energy and 1he Departmenl of
Commerce. They did not want
Secre1ary Ron Brown 10 con1inuc
heading the department and wamed
10 restrict Secrc1ary Hazel
O'Leary's controversial travel
expenses.
In fac1, 0 ' Leary, who is accused
of misusing public funds to upgrade
her airline tickets and fly a large
s1affwi1h her, is facing hearings by
a House commillee. Her agency,
ou1s idc of the Slate Departmenl,
has che highesl 1ravel expenses.
The Congress ional Black
Caucus (CBC) is also facing a
severe cnsis. Al lhe beginning of
las1 year, 1he caucus los1 its s1atus
as a Legislative Selec1 Organiza1ion
(LSO) by the Republicans who
elimi nated all 1he caucuses. The
CBC as well as some I00 01her
ca ucuses, received no federal
funding or governmenl paid
staffing after lasl year. The CBC

Foundation exists as a branch of the
CBC and is a non-profit
organization sponsoring various
social programs. Black lawmakers
meel, but cannol use any office
money for their adm imstralive
work.
The CBC is constanlly losing
members. Rep. Mel Reynolds (Ill.)
resigned because of sexual
misCOl)d UCI char!!es and Rep.
Waller Tucker is resigning because
he was found guilly of receiving
bribes as pasl mayor of Compton,
Calif.
.
Rep. Kwcsi Mfume (Md.) has
decided 10 leave Congress and lead
the NAACP. Re(?. Cleo Fields (La.)
and Rep. Cyn1lua McKinney (Ga.)
arc loosing their seats because the
Supreme Court ruled their districts
"null and void."
Since Congress become
predominanlly GOP, 1he CBC has
become silenl: New CBC members
have faced controversy, such as
Rep. Shelia Jackson Lee (1exas)
who has a 90 percenl turnover rale

in her office and Sen. Carol
Mosely-Braun (III.) is facing
campaign balances unpaid for last
year.
Some even believe 1ha1 two
more CBC members may leave by
1his fall 's elec1ion. Hopefu ll y,
Democra1s will be in 1he majori1y
next year and the CBC will regain
ics momen1um. But it may be too
late. And whal are che chances of
th e Democra1s winning back
Congress?
If any1hing, Black poli1icians
should wa1ch ou1 for controversy
and serve as public officials to 1he1r
people. The media's cons1an t
auention and che Republ ica ns '
leadership is revolving around chese
high level leaders more than ever.
Black politicians mus1 be on 1heir
p's and q's.

Firs1 ii was Mike Esp)\ former
Secrecary of Agriculture, chen ii
of successfu l s1udent busi ness. A · was Joycelyn Elders, for mer
group of s1udents combined their Surgeon Genera l and now many
cni:r_gy and resources 1hen Black members of Congress are
f)Clt11oned ot her students 10 back being forced 10 resign.
lhe!f!. They Slarted wi1h a shu11le
There are several Black public
serv ice and now have a 1hriving
cafe, the Ka_ffa House on U S1ree1. officials leaving office because of
. In gc111ng studen ts more sca ndals and misuse of publ ic
lll';'0lvecl m cfieir econom ic well funds. W_h_a1_ is happening 10 our
berng, the student self-he lp fund Black poh11cians? We had Blacks in
woufd be a good sou rce of start-up public office more than ever in both
money. Each semcs1er, Howard the exccu1 ive and legislative
scudents pay a fee 10 the s1udcnt branches of the federal governmen1
self-help fund, bu1 we studen1s just a few years ago. Bui now they
never see how we arc he ired are dimin ishi n&,
1hrough th is fund. This poo of
Wi1h a maJorily R"epublican
money could be used to ass is1 Congress, Black policicians-who
s1udent businesses in 1he crucial are predom inanlly Dcmocra1early s1age of deve lopmen1.
have 10 be especia lly careful
The writer is a senior majoring
There ,s much 1alk abou1 s1udent because Republicans arc in con1rol
in history.
apat,hy on campus. Though 1his is of hearings, oversight and passing
David Ga ither
obvious when on ly 1wo ou1 of 10 stricter laws. Blacks mus1 also stand
Hillcop Columnist
s1udcn1s vole
in scudc nt clear of lhc media.
government elec1ions, 1hc heart of
fh is apa1hy is a lack o f
tlln}-s heard policicians who
communica11on. Many times big
:1clcclion say chat chcy were even1s or distinguished speakers
pl br che experience and come 10 campus and if any fl iers do
such 1hey had learned. go ou_1, ii is~ day before. Town_ Hall
I considered ii merely meet ings, important deadlines,
then, I never thoughc I changes in University policies and
lllkarn so much and have such many 01her developments are no1
Jig bile exciting experience proper ly commu nicated 10 chc
~ f?r presidcnc of chc
s1udents.
~ Uni versity Studcnc
Along . wi1h
im proved
commumca11on musl come studen1
l\oegh Monday 's rcsul cs inclus ion in Universily decisions.
mosc communicacion en1i1ies in 1he hands of occasions, we allow it 10 pass us by. This begs
Id faappoin11ng. it was Far too many times studen1s have
Kenneth
Russell
a
few mega-companies.
1he ques1ion, wha1 does 1he fu1ure hold for 11ie
,:,igas well. I must honor all come back from breaks and found
The 1wo clauses of 1he bi II for which we all image of Blacks and minori1ies in the media?
1llllcs. those who are still in the 1ha1 chc Board of Trus1ecs have
T he ll:lecommunica1ions Bill of 1996 was should be gra1eful are 1he ins1alla1ion of " VAnocher cause for concern is 1he fact 1ha1
sdthosc who arc now out of decided to do somclhing totally passed
inco law wi1h li1tle discussion about chips" in all celevision se1s sold in 1he U.S and lhere was no public partic ipation in the
pz:itisa grueling process and againsl lhe wi ll of the s1udcn1s. how
ii wil l affec1 minorilics. Wh ile mosl of the imposi1ions of fines and punish men cs on draf1ing of this bil l. The 1996
1• pc11evercd to 1hc end. If Some pasl decisions 1ha1 were chc clauses
of the new bill seem plausible,
1111t 51udcn1s were conscious
mad e wi thou1 s1udcn1 inpu1 whac bo1hers me is how 1he major players of whoever offers indecenl ma1erials 10 minors Tolecommun ica1ions Bill is, therefore, 1he
on lhc l111crne1. The "V-chip" will block handy work o( industry operators, who have
Ir ICCd for s1udcn1 activism
include: vendors bei ng kicked off
lllldent leadership. Though campus; the firi ng of 400 the indus1ry will bend the rules 10 sa1isfy their "violenc and sexually explicil programs" from done a greac job at securing their interests. It
lalay's election •produced· a Un ivcrsily employees; and dorm greed. Also wonhy of concern is 1hc fac11ha1 1he 1elevisions. This cou ld not have come a1 is at limes like these 1ha1 we wonder how
P.•nou• 1han years pas11 st\11 phones being 1urned off during 1he for so long Africa n Americans have been a bener lime as lhe number of violenl and important 1he Black Caucus is and where
@llpcrccn1 of 11\e student DO<Jy
winter breal<. S1udents shou lcl be given in ferior 1rca1 mcn1 by a Whi1e- sexua ll y explici1 programs on 1elevision has were 1he members when lhis bill was being
Gm! to VOie.
able to serve on Unive rsity do min a1ed press. How wil l 1he grea1e r increased over the past years. ln1erne1 users dcba1ed.
lipnlless of who is elec1ed 10 subcommiuces which implement pr ivi leges 1ha1 lhc indus1ry has now received who offer indecent programs 10 minors are ,
In the final analysis, lhe bill will benefit
~ !be s1udents nexl year in
now bei ng siven 1he proper 1rea1men1everyone ii was intended for in one way or
policy and oversee and regulace be used 10 reverse or con1 inue this crend?
The major aim of 1he bill is 10 allow $ IOO ,OOO in fines and 1wo years ano1her. All in involved in providing services
~ - fundamenial changes opera1ions.
illoccur. I am confident 1ha1
Howard's Community Ou1rcach free dom of movcmen1 among in dus1ry imprisonmenl.
will gel richer and lhe consumers (Whites)
,ailing two sla1es are boch Curriculum musl be expanded. as operacors. For example, it allows the providers
The mosc amazing 1hing abou1 lhis bill, will benefit from a wider range of choices.
61 and dedica1ed and will well. The single class tha1 is offered of local 1clephonc services 10 offer long- however, is 1hat none of the clauses arc aimed But minori ties will not benefit.
1ilejob. I offer 1he following currc n1l y in lhc "curr iculum'' distance ser'\t1ces and those who previously a1 pro1ect ins minorilies. Though minor icy
Having had t he do or of opportunity
lli11idvice 10 1he candida1es,
aUows students 10 receive course specialized in long-dis1ance services 10 offer groups eons11tute approx ima1cly 2011ercen1 of slammed rn our faces, our only afternative is
lliktis,theadminis1ra1ion and credit for communi1y service. This local 1clephone services. This is good news the populacion, 1h1s bill which will govern 10 pet it ion the Federal Communicat ions
lllaleHoward community.
class, which will hopefullX expand for 1he consumers because 1hey now have a co mmunica1ions opera1ions inco the 2 1st Commission and che networks 10 have lhem
ilrard mus1 be che ac1ual
into a 1ruc "curriculum,' should wider number of choices. The increased century, offers them no pro1ec1ion. Instead, change cheir approach to issues rela1ed 10
mof Black i n1elligcntsia, become a mandatory requirement competicion mighl also force prices down.
wilh the casing of 1he ownership res1ric1ions, minority groups. It is also wonh a try 10 have
. . nd. PfOductiv1ty. The before
graduat ion.
A lso,
Other major provis ions of 1hc bill arc: 1he large r compa nies are now ab le. 10 force the bill amended so thal pro1ec1ion for all is
m,ss,on statement, as community ou1reach mus1 go abil ily of a company 10 own a larger number smaller companies (usually minor ity-owned) guaranteed. Only af1er chese 1hings, wiii.we
the Board ofTruscees beyond dishing ou1 soup on Inc of radio and telev ision sta1ions, 1he ex1ension oul of business. By lhe year 2000, over one- be able 10 approach the 21st century wilh lhe
!IIJ,1111es that the University
weekends, bu1 bui lding an actua l of,broadcas1 li cense from five to eighc years
lame for 1he so lucions of partnership wilh 1he communily. and 1he abi li1y of 1elephone companies 10 fifch of th e nation cou ld find lhemselves assu rance thac lhe communications induslry
is as much our rcpresenlalive as 1ha1 of 1he
• IJl!blems in the United ln add ition 10 increased active own ne1works and vice versa. These ca n all unrepresenced in lhc media.
The
poor
media
coverage
for
Africa
n
ot
her races.
llaid lhe world. II is Black community service, lhe University
be seen as very good. But how does che Americans will i;c1 worse.
lilts who have the l im e, should ma ke resources available consumer
benefil? 11 is almost a cer1a in1y 1hat
The writer is a freshma11 in the School of
When lhis b ill was being deba1ed in
Am and iniellcct 10 spark a on campus available 10 1hc larger
1he "money fi rsl mencali1y'· of che larger Congress, i1 was a perfcc1 opportunity for Commu11 ica1io11s.
bmg movement in this Black communi1y.
~ A Univcrsicy-wide
A few times 1hrougho111 the companies wi ll lead 1hem 10 engu lf as much Blacks 10 legislale for government ac1ion 10
should be established s peakou1 process che issue of of 1he smaller operators as possible. This wi ll encourage 1hc escabl ishment of Black media
teinis1ra1ors, facu l1 y and studenc acuvism and {Jrotest arose. lead 10 a concen1ra1ion of the ownersh ip of cnlilies. Bui, as we have done on so man y
~ sole purpose is to
All the candida1es said they were
.ii111e problems orthc Black nae afraid to s1and up for issues in
Bl piopose and implemcnc
which they believe. The defense of
Black leadership was an issue, as
starts with produci ng
well. Candida1es and other stude_nts
!IUdcnts who do noc get
have 1heir chance to siand behtnd
ed in a system of their words and 1ake aciion.
ion and rcgurgi1a1ion of
We all were in awe of the
'bu1 inscead who immerse
inspiration caused by the Million
s in developing 1heir Man March. The convener of t~e
to create. Wilen s1udents
March Min. Louis Farrakhan did
II Howard for freshman
no1 s1op on 0cc. 16. He said his goal
· n, lhey should no1 be
was 10 awaken che cnli re Bfack
Lastly, for people 10 be 1ru1hful
on ly inco the social world. When he embarked on a
on the advice of the School of
Hence, lhc prese n1 debacle
of college life, but 1heir " World Friendship Tour"' 10 spread
Car men Willoughby
Music and Coll ege of Fine Arts tha1 Ms. Goldsby finds herself art ists or any o ther high ly
· should also incorporale 1he
chcme of atoncn_ient
fac ulty.
Similarly,
t he encangled in resulted par1ially regarded professionals, "they
nl reasons for being al
internacionally, t he Am~r,can
I co mpletely agree wilh the admini s1ra1ion s hould have from a thorough lack of moral should conduct 1hemselves with
" of Black cducallon. governmcn1 claimed he v1ola1ed Le11e r 10 1he Edicor (Feb. 16) addressed 1he concerns of the leaders hip on 1he part of the unimpeachable mora licy. Their
G. Woodson wro1c in 1he U.S sanc1ioQS. Thursday, Mar. 14, from professors J_ac~son,. Korth, cur renl s1uden1 body of t he Un.iversity administrali on.
char acter should be wi1hout
"Instead of prepari ng for Min. Farrakhan was honored as 1he Timbrell and Wrn f,eld in 1he1r School of Music rather than one
Whal lessons · need to be reproach . This means no
nl of a down1rodden Na1ional Black Press' man of the asscssme nl of the in famous who had already gradua1ed and learned from 1his so rr v scheming, ly ing, charac1er
Black s1uden1s were merely year. l\vo " Hands of Farrakhan" Helen Go ldsby affair. II seems 10 whose nest lhey were trying to speclacle? The first one, would assassination or par1icipa1ion in
cerrnin facts to fl3SS rallies have been sched.uled for _1h,s me chat these gen1lemen, unlike fealher.
be 10 have one s1andard for lhe 1ain ted ac1ivi11es. Absolu le
ns for jobs.'' Our weekend. The firsl rally 1s 1001g/1t 1he 1he11 administrat ion of the
Rather, professors Norris and awardin g of degrees and hones1ly and integrily musl be
mus1 not be en circl)' on campus and 1he second one will
of Music and Collc~e. of Donaldson chose to trea1 cheir requiremencs for graduacion for. the hallmark of all professional
· ginformacion 10 cam of be Sunday at Bishop A ugust1_1s · School
Fine
Ans,
1he handwriting s1udents wich 101al unconcern and all schools and colleges of 1he and _personal engagemenls 10 reap
Ill pa!Jer which gives us S1allings lma ni Tumple . '" on 1he wallsaw
long
befor.e it was 1rea1
the
ded icaced Universily. Secondly, thac this be lasting results o~ both levels.
accessibilily 10 a pay ing Northeast. Tuesday, Mar. _19,
ar1
is1s/1
eachers
who
were
1heir accomplished lhrough absolute
writce
n.
Former
Howard
Congress will be holding hearings
The writer is a Howard
professional and moral integrity.
Universi
1y
presidents
J
oyce
professors
like
lhey
were
on his crip 10 Africa and parts of chc
Midd le Easl. The defense. o_f Black Lad ner and T-ranklyn Jenifer 111compe1en1s. All 1he while, they In so do ing, 1his sends a message University Schovl of Music
extolled Goldsby's virtues when 10 all s1udents of che Un iversity altimna.
, leadership and studcn_l ac11v1sm can should have seen ii as well.
In
retrospec1,
the ic was clear 10 all thal she had 1ha1 che rules and prerequisites
be excerp1ed by hclf)tng 10 combat
apply to all.
1his latest assau ll on Black admin iscration shou ld have ac1ed none.
America.
.
. -·
S1udcn1 leadership •~ vcr)'
serious and requires dedica1,on and
love for service. But the office does
nol make the individ ual, che
individual musl make the office.
The pos i1ion does nol hi~vc chc
power, bul 1he person seeking the
JX1Sition mus1 be 1he embod1 menl
. enhancing the !ibrary of power.
.
!I a major necess,.ty, the
1 ch ank my r unni ng male,
1c cnv,ronmenl rn 1he LaMont Geddis, for making usk th~
.._ needs to \>c addressed, as Phenomenal learn and I Inan 3•
the wonderful people who served m
.,ofessors mu sl be he ld
le 10 teach a challenging the Synlhcsis camp. We arc 1hrough
I
_,
"ii empowers s1uden1s ancl with the campaign, bul let us get
down 10 work.
od reading a.1ex1book.
_I government shou ld gel
mlhc revital izing process,
HUSA shou ld promo1e
ct<>nomic devclopmcnl.
ed businesses should
ged and suppor1ed. We
examples of successful
owned and s1 uden1busine~s<;$ , Toke ch e
'o ltunk,' (or an example
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Telecom.m.uni·c ations Bill
spells trouble for Blacks

.e

Lack of leadership in administration
partially to blame for Helen
Goldsby fiasco

Express your views and
concerns. Submit .letters to th,e
·e ditor and perspectives
articles to David Gaither in
The Hilltop office located in
the Howard Plaza Towers West.
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OFFICERS' TRAINING CORP'f\,) ~

"'

SWIMSUITS!

.. 1000's of One-Pieces, Bikinis, Push-Ups, Thongs & 0 Cups

.The

Bikini Shop

SUIVIMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.

FREE
PARKING!

___

1819 M Street NW • 735 15t St., NW
· (202) 331-8372 • (202) 393-3533

· By the time you have graduated froa
freshman or sophomore, you can still
college, you'll have the credentials of a
catchup toyourclassmatesbyattend- - . ~ Army officer. You'll also havc6i
ing Army ROTC Camp Challenge, ;i W::-iiii,/,:.1 self-confidence and dfacipline ittabil
paid six-week summer course in lead- ~IE"'! to succeed in college and beyond.
ersbip training.
~~
)
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a

I
OFF I

....,._
COUPON,

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details. Visit Douglas Hall. Sixth Street N .W.
or call 806-6784

1th ese Fares,
YourCar
Won't HaveTo Survive
ATri
ToNew ork.
ustTo

e

Ort.

GO TO OFF1CER.

TRAINING -

SCHOOL .

Put your college

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITI E
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

---___
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----- ==-- -_,,
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If you feel like blowing out of

~

,..

~

town, abandon your buggy in
long-term parking and

::---~,

HSA
PRESENT

catch a flight to New
York. It'll only put
you out

s7z Or

you can buy a Flight Pack of four (S57
each way) or eight (S52 each way)
coupons. And better yet, travel
on Saturday for just S49 each

A.SYMPOSIUM 0
THE "HAITW~ EXPERIEN~ ,

way and save even more. We
have plenty of flights leaving
whenever you want t o
go. Manhattan's waiting
folks, you can sleep on the
way back. Which is har_d to
do when you're driving.

~ .Delta Shuttle
You'll love the way we fly"

Guest Speaker

at~6:

Frid ay MPafrs~1cgr:cs 30 Pi
Blackburn Reading Rao~
Refreshments will be served
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Just in case
you decide to buy
_the books
this semester.

processing mail for
nationa l company!
Free supplies, postage!
No selling ! Bonuses !
Star t imme dia tely !
Gent1ine op portu n ity!

Rush S.A.S.E :
GMC
Suite 216
1861 N. Fe deral HWY
H ollywood, FL
33020
"

\l PII .- \ PIii ,\LPllt\

t1on~,,,,,.

.,. .

n1

It 's everywhere
you want to be:

5TH ADDIU£RSARY
PARTY
' 1YES, 1rs ON!
C

:,\CE TO EZAH

FRIDAY. ffiARCH 15TH
OUl6l£Y'S
(kl-•-~ & dlh1 ISlntl I.Ill.)

SS.00 B/q 11,00 p.m.
ladies rree e/q 10,30
SS.00 Pitchers

>

OURISMAN'S

~

;ucss
,vhat Johnny's bri11ging
'
.

0 Oep,artme-,n or
U.S.

;' "'.·;:~;'{'

'

_,,"

~
Trantpoftatlon

"Vlnc-e, w-iye-otMSU.S..OOT.

s

00;1:tA1(•l~•~m.1tJ
CHEVROLET Ge®
( SPECIAL PROGRAMS TO BUY A CAR TODAY)
CAR OR Th,CKS
NEW OR USED

~

~\

, II

1 . FIRST TIME BUYEJ" PROGRAM

~

I

J

l
I
!

I

.

I!

~~~~
~~~~~
~~

Collf-800-WE-PREVENT~.':.':.-

3 . LARGE I NVENTORY TO CHOOSE FROM OVER
500 CARS AND TR UCKS
4 . BAD CREDIT , NO CREDIT, AND BANKRUPTCYNO PROBLEM NO MONEY DOWN ·;·N SOME CA~ES
5 . DISCOUNT UP TO $2 5 00 ON SELECTED MODELS
6 . LOWEST PRIC E Itl TOWN
7 . BUY A CAR WITH CONF IDENCE AND TR UST

•

...
~

~

ll,aydty, thous:inds ofkid8 bring guns to $cl100I. .
Fllldout how to help get guns our of the rumd8 ofchildn:n.

2 . SPECIAL GRADU~TL PROGRAM

CALL
PH I LIP CHACKO
( Howard Unive r s i t y ALUMNI AND RETIRED STAFF )

~

YOUCOULD LEARNALOT
FROMADUMMY.®

OURSIMAN"S CHEVEROLET & GEO
111 80 Veirs Mill Road ,
WHEI\TON PLAZA , MO 20092
LOCATION :

CLOSE TO METRO

&

PHONE (301 1 946- 0001
PAX
( 301) 929-6390

RIGHT AT WHEATON PLAZA .

** ~******************
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How-ard University
Hospital battles
overcrow-ding and
und e rstaffing

olistic Stre ss
Busters
'tbu can ease the stress in your life.
these practical steps:
•Know yourself. Do a sci f-assess ment
where your life is now and a projecof where you want it to be. Examyour personal and work life.
•Learn to say no. We so metimes do
much for others and 100 little for our. Toke off the superwoman/man

•

l

Release negative thoughts, negative
'ons and negative relationships. Leti
anything that isn' t serving a posipurpose in your li fe.
esume or diversify your hobbies.
back 10 doing those things that make
happy, like wr iting or playing an
ent.
ctice an eveni ng ritual. Get yourready (or bed regularly with calming
'ties like prayer or meditation, a
·ng bath or a cup of herbal tea.
Pamper yo urself. Get some body'
done, such as reflexology or masTreat yourself to a manicure, pedior facial.
rm anti-stress gangs. Get together
rt group of people with whom,
n share activities with. Got a runpartner or exercise buddy, or jus
with other women/men who want>
uge of lifestyle.
'Do deep breathing exercises when
find yourself in stressful s ituations.
ing properly will clear your mind
calm you. Slip your shoes off and, in
·ng position, put your feet in front
,open your hands, close your eyes
breathe deeply s ix times. Conly tell yourself that you're inhaling
and tranquility and exhaling neg-'
'ty. Babies come into the world
thing
co rrectly
from
the
gm- we so mehow have lear ned
llreatbe too shallow.
Make your lunch break you r time. No
· g on the phone, deal ing with cors or running erra nds. When the
er allows, take your lunch to a
park or go for a walk(try to stay
grass or other natural surfaces).
being outdoors can improve your
patient with yourself. Realize that
time to change your life- ill
I happen overnight. H's a process.
patient with yourself allows you to
jl8ticnt with others.

magaz ine, March

By Jaymes Powell
Hilltop Staff Writer
Patricia Burnett lay on a
stretcher; bruised, battered
and scarred. But her wounds
weren't the result of an acciden t. Burnett had been the
victim of ao assau lt.
" What l thought was a
friend of mine robbed me"
said Burnett, a 36- 7,car-oid
Southeast resident. • She cut
me with a razor and busted my
head up against a ra il. After I
blacked out, she kept pound ing my head !n the ground,''
the woman sa,d, as she pointed to the gash io her forehead.
Burnett is just one of the
patients in the Howard University Hospital emergency
room, a place where many of
Washington's desperately sick
and injured come for immediate treatment. While Burnett
rested on a stretcher, quietly
talking to her daughter, the
emergency room around them
was a buzz of activity. Doctors
and nurses moved rapidly
from room to room, checking
on other pat ients. And all the
whi le, the steady beeping of a
heart monitor served as the
backgrou nd music.
Admittance
The admittance process for
the emergency room is a long
one. Most people find it to be
a frustrating experience. Upon
their arrival at the hospital,
patients must first register.
They arc then seen by a triage
nurse, who decides wh ich
patients have the most urgent
need for care. For instance, a
person who has been stabbed
will have priority over someone who has a broken arm.
After the urgency of the case
is determined, the patient is
then sent to the collection
office. It is here that the hospital ensures that it has the
patient's correct billing information, although at Howard
University's emergency room,
no one is turned away for lack
of insurance.
" In all the years I've been
working here, I've never seen
them refuse someone treatment because they didn't have
insurance. That's a positive
thi.ng for the commumty,'' said
Author Swinson, a Howard
University Special Policeman
assigned to the hospital.
The next step in the emergency room process is to go to
the waiting room and do just
that- wait. It is this step that
aggravates most emergency
room patients. "Every ti.me I
come here, I am here for a
while," said
Michelle
William s. an 18-ycar-old
Howard student who, at the
time of the interview, had been
waiting for three hours. " I support the hospital, but the wait
shou ldn't be this long."
Accordin~ to hospital personnel, Williams is right; the
wait should not be that long.
"People come in here for litt le
things. Other people come in
here and stay awhile," said

Rashida Syed

Hilltop Staff Writer
afternoon on a Thursday. Searching for ~!"ething tolcep
my eyes landed on my classmate's City Paper. ut it
on the front page that really caught my eye: "Why B.E.T.
shocked and before J had even begun to read what writer
written 1'was angered. A~suming that I knew a great deal
ism J was apo·Lllcd that an editorial had run !'n the <;ity
page It ~asn1t 'necessarily hot news, nor was It an w~,e~lt was mcrel Bass' opinion. I tho!1ght, ~ow dare the . ute•
Paper run 3 &,mmentary with the intent1o_n of de!11enmng an
1can owned station, not to mention mak.mgAEfrT.ican-tmerlook bad. Basically, I was embarrassed for B. · · an as an
rican I took it personally.
h
hout
n the first page and viewing several passage~ t roug.
1
11
to1r:fmy colleagues, and friends about ? rf';!dr!t!~fj}
till convinced that 1t somehow was not ng · r

1~

Cheryl Haili, one of the hospital's collectors, referring to
the many patients who are
either not considered emergency cases or who arc just
f1omcless.
Haili's view reflects that of
most of the emergency room
staff. She bel ieves that nonemergency patients and homeless people looking to get out
of the cold often slow down
the emergency room ·s service.
"Usually, you can smell
alcohol and the unwashed
bodies that sadly come with
homeless people,'' Haili said.
"They come for very minor
things, arc treated, and leave.
A lot of times they go around
the corner and call for an
ambula nce to co me right
back. They use the ambulance
like a taxi cab all night long."

called, and ar'e ushered
through the lari;e, white automatic doors. fhe feeling a
patient gets once he is finally
permitted to pass through the
doors into the actual emergency room, is s imilar to
Dorothy passing through the
gates and entering into the
Emerald City.
Once inside the emergency
room, a patient's vital signs
arc taken, but after this brief
bit of medical attention,
patients must wait again . But
this time, patients must wait to
get into one of the treatment
rooms so that a,doctor can see
them.
ln one of these rooms lies
Francis Newman, a 38-yearold resident of Northeast
Washington. The left side of
Newman's face is bright red.

The admittance process for the
emergency room is a long one.
Most people find it to be a frustrating experience.
Another factor that causes
long delays in the emergency
room are "people usin~ the
ER like outpatient care,' said
triage nurse Betty Brown.
"People have so mething
slightly wrong with them, lhen
they come to the emergency
room just because they are
feeling bad. It slows the people down with true emergencies."
Brown bel ieves that the
public needs to be informed
about the true nature of emergency rooms. "More education in the community is needed about emergencies and
emergency rooms,'' she said.
"People need to know what a
true emergency is."
As emergency room
patients wait to be seen by
doctors, hours may pass, boredom seL~ in or pain intensifies.
These problems lead to even
i:reater frustration for 1be waiting patients. "I'm tired of sitting around here. I'm really
ready to go,'' said Jasmine
Josepb, a 19-year-old Howard
student who had also been
wai ting for several hours.
Joseph's friend, Shamika
Dowel, who had been waiting
with her sided with ber friend
as she loudly complained, "It
doesn't need to take an orderly four hours to come back
with a doctor. We need help
now!n

Emergency Room
After biding their time in
the waiting room, patients are
broken into a pseudo-caste
sys tem, consisting of the
Haves and the }'lave Nots. The
' Have Nots ' are the people
still waiting to be seen by doctors. Their lot in life is to
remain in lhe waiting room.
The ' Haves' get their names

"I have an apses and it swelled
my whole face up," she
explained. " I tripped and hit
my face on the bannister,'' sbe
continued. "Pus started running out." After seeing Dr.
Horace Griffith, Newman is
sent down the hall for X-rays.
In another room, Archie
McMiUian-EL, a 44-year-old
Northwest resident with sickle cell anemia, waits to be
treated for what he calls sickle cell crisis." 11gives you a lot
of pain,'' he said, winci ng in
agony.
Down the hall in the radiology department, Newman
is finishing up with her Xrays. On this night, sen ior
rad iolog ical technologist
Earnest Crawford is working
the X-ray machine. "The thing
about the ER is that you never
know what will come through
the door:' he said. "It could be
a baby with a broken leg, a
gunshot wound or an old lady
who is just scared," Crawford
said.

The ER Staff
The Howard University
Hospital's emergency room is
like many others in America- understaffed and overcrowded. The staff that runs
the emergency room is both
competent and caring as they
work thrOu$h the overcrowding and patient frustration to
deliver the best care possible.
Despite the fact that it is an
often hectic environment to
work in, each staff member
has different reasons for working in the emergency room, as
opposed to other divisions of
the hospital. " It 's nice to treat
someone and see lhe results
r ight away," Griffi th said.
"This type of treatment is
more short term."

to write a nasty rebuttal.
Then I really read Bass' editorial; actually I read it twice. I began recalling all the thoughts I had bad and the oommeol'I I had made about B.E.'C
over the years, and lhey weren't all praise and glory. Bass and l actually
shared some similar views.
B.E.T. has definitely not kept its promise of providing quality programming by, for and about Afcican Americans. ln fact, the only time I
really watch 881' is when I want to see the latest videps or when there's
not much else on major network TY. And, unfortunately it's been like
this for quite some time. As a matter of fact, I truly can't remember BET
being any other way.
Bass referred to BET as a "farrago ofjiggle, infomercialshand rerun.~."
Well ... that's about right. BET could offer quality news wit an AfricanAmerican slant, and sitcoms and films that focus on African Americans
in a different light. But because of, what I assume, is a low budget, BET
sits in a rut of videos and paid programming, not to mention sheer inoonsistency. Whal very well could have been a network that offered a much
needed change from the usual "Black pro~s" on prime time, has
become an average station not all too new or different from any other.
Bass also criticized BET for airing countless sitcom re-runs, but I was
actually glad that BET executives had the good sense to pick up shows
like " Roe" and "Out All Night" when lhey were cancelled from major
networks.
Though I mi_ght not have chosen the same public forum, I must applaud
Bass for speaking her mind in her long, but very well written commentary. A1thougl1 her words were a bit harsb, she voiced lhe opinions of many
African Americans, and at least provoked thought in the minds of those
who thought that BET was somehow perfect.

Does BET
Su ck?
By Adrienne Carthon
Hilltop Staff Writer
"Why B. E.T. Sucks." That was
the headline that boldly branded
the front of last week's City Paper,
sparking classroom discussions and
creating a heated session on WOL
talk radio.
Why did that headline and the
.l!ticle have so many people taking
sides and stating their positions?
Maybe it was because some
readers didn' t agree with the
writer's opinion. Or maybe it was
because the writer was an African
American blastin_g an African~merican enterprise in a pub I ic
forum .
"It 's not that BET is evil, it's just
so... completely whack. It's like a
Jheri curl in the midst of no-lye
relaxers, dreadlocks, and braids.
It's Jet in the age of Essence and
Emerge. ReguTar choco late ice
cream when you could be eatin!i
New York Super Fudge Chunk.
wrote Holly .Bass in an approximately 4,500-word story criticizing
Black Entertainment Tolevision
(BE1).
The Bass could understand how
some might not agree with lhe content, but· questioned why some
African Americans would have a
problem with her criticizing BET
JUSt because it is Black-owned.
"My role in the media as a Black
person is not only to write positive
things about the Black community,
but to be aware of stereotypes and
myths," Bass said. "Some people
say, 'I agree, but don't write negative things about BET because
they 're BTack.' That logic doesn't
make sense to me."
Many readers were confused by
the front page and thought they
were going to read an article. However, what they found was what
Bass referred to as a "reported
essay/'
"We really don't comment on
editorials because it was clearly an
opinion. Unfortunately it was under
tne guise of journalism," said
Danette Wills, head of publicity
for BET. "Since it looked like an
article, I'd say that 's more on the
editors than it is on Ms. Bass."
So why was an opinion piece
with a controversial headline tbe
only thing on the front page of the
City Paper? Acknowlcdgmg thal
there had been some debate about
the headline, City Paper ed itor
David Carr said the essay was
scheduled and assigned as a cover
story some two months in advance.
"Every once in a while you jump
on a story that pushes a button, and
this was just one of them," Carr
said. He also s tated that th e
response to Bass' essay has been
the grea test amount they've
received from any story in about six
months.
Although Bass stated that most
people lilied the article, she did
admit that some people said it was
too harsh. She also felt that, given
the complaints and allegations that
could've been investigated, such as
discrimination suits and employee
salaries, the essay could 've been a
lot harsher.
" It could've been a lot more
harsh. Just as we left out praise, we
also left out criticism," Bass said.
" It might've been more positive
towards BET than what we started
[with]."
Although sbe conceded that she
could have mentioned more of the
shows that she did like, Bass
defended her opinion and how she
reached her conclusions. "I believe
in judging things aga inst their aspirations," the writer said. She stated
that Bob Johnson, owner of BET,
had made a promise when he started 1he network that BET would be

I •

a family channel that would change
the way African
Americans were going to be
seen in the media. He also promised
to buy Black shows that had been
dropped by the major networks and
keep them going, as well as provide
orip,inal Bfack programming.
'fBob JohnsonJ didn't do that.
He didn't keep his p,rom ises,'' Bass
said. " If he'd said, This is going to
be a TNN with Black people,' I'd
have nothing to criticize."
According to Wills, Bass's essay
was inaccurate and unba lancc.d.
"There clearly are some factual
errors and it wasn't well
researched," she said. "She never
gave us a chance to respond, but
since it was an editoria l, that's
okay."
Had Bass written directly 10
BET, Wills said they would've written her back and responded to her
speci fic points, but Bass "chose to
[express her opinion] in a public
forum."
Junior broadcast journalism
major Denise Alexander disagreed
with Bass's points wholeheartedly.
"[BET] suits its purJ)Ose " she
said. "If people watch it, they're
obviously domg soinething right.
There arc things that can be implemented, but I wouldn't go as far as
to say it sucks."
Sophomore 'fami ka Morris
enjoys the videos and different talk
shows, such as "Then Summit" and
"In the Scene" that BET has to
offer. "That's my favorite TV station," said the occupational therapy major. "I'd rather watch that than
some soap operas about people's
lives."

Sophomore Jason Sessions also
enjoys the video format. "I like to
watch videos all day," said the marketing major. "It's entertaining for
people of color- I'm entertained.''
Yet department chairs in the
School of Communications view
BET from a different angle.
"l have an impression of BET
through the students that the department sends," said Bishetta Merritt,
chairperson of the radio, television
and film department. "I look at it as
a place where many students are
employed and are doing wel l. I see
it as a major supporter of our academic program because they accept
so many of our students."
"We have always had interns at
BET in news, public affairs, and
[public relations],'' said Barbara
Bines, chairman of the journalism
department. Hines also sees BET as
a business that is maturing. "It's
designed to make money,'' she said.
"It's had some growing pains, but I
think BET's coming of age. I think
it's really filling more of a need lhan
ever before."
"I think [BET]'s important for
the Black community," Sessions
said. " I think it gives us a sense of
togetherness sometimes."
Although Bass gave BET "some
credit" in her essay for acquiring
the 0.J. Simpson interview, she
went on to blast BET for the terms
under which they had accepted the
interview and for the way the inl!!r•
view was carried out (Bass accused
Ed Gordon of being apologetic in
his style of questioning).
. Unlike Bass, Hines applauded
BET for the interview. "They pulled
off the O.J. interview and got their
highest rating ever received," she
said. "Ed Gordon is being sought
after all over the world."

I was very upset at first, because I didn't want BET's faults or failures
to be blasted for lhc world to sec, and especially not by an African American. I thought that somehow tho much needed criticisms could have been
given quietly, in a more prh·ate furum. But,journalism isn't about ciuiet
fetters sent through the mail. African-American jomnalists are not hired
to cover up the mistakes or shortcoming.~ of other African Americans.
And who oetter to criticize us than us. Furthermore, African Americans
should not just settle for poor quality programming just because the station is Black-owned.
But, in some cases Bass hit entirely to far below the belt, ignoring the fact that her story assignment was to research the quality and or lack of
quality of BET- onfy. Some of her personal view~ about her own
African-American race would have been better left unsaid. Bass wrote, ·
"Sometimes I feel as if my entire race is the misfit kid in school walkiog
around all day with a 'kick me' sign on his back. Is there some deeply
embedded hypnotic suljliestion that makes Black people somehow more
eligible for mediocrity.
Bass was referring to the quality of regular programs on BET. but what
the he•• does that statement have to do with wliat BET chooses to air?
One of Bass' main points was that BET was not a good representation
of African-American _people and their diversity, but she made the above
statement l:lased on BET's programming. And the City Paper made sure
the quote was hitthlighted.
.
BET's _publicist Danette Wills said that BET docs not respond to cd1torinls, which is understandable since many people voice their opinions.
But, BET Should take Bass' criticism~ into serious consideration and
respond with much desired action.
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CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
LADY BISON
BASKETBALL TEAM
- 1996 MEAC CHAMPIONS
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GOOD LUCK IN THE
NCAA TOURNAMENT
President H. Patrick Swygert
and
· The Howard University Family
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on't let this spring leave you broke ond left out of all the fun. Go anywhere
Greyhound• goes for a maximum round trip fare of $129. For o limited
time only, from February 26th until April 15th, students who show a valid
student ID con travel to any of our 2,400 destinations. So this spring, take your
break on Greyhound.

For more information call 1.800.231.2222.
W ASHI N GTON D .C. TO:
ONE WAY ROUND TRIP
$35
$69
BOSTON , MA
$62
$119
CHARLOTTE, NC
$47
$89
CLEVELAND, OH
$62
$119
DETROIT,' Ml
$22
$39
NEW YORK , NY
$25
PHILADELPHIA, PA
$ 14
$69
RALEIGH, N C
$35
$25
RI CHMOND, VA
$14

In an emergency, help isn't on the way unless someone
calls. So don't think of what you can 't do, think of
whatyoucan do. Cai19-1-1 oryourlocolemergency
number. Don't hesitate, even if you 're alone.

•

To learn more about life-saving technlques,call your Red Cross.

+

Fl.
•

••

Go Greyhound.
and leave the driving to us.

Ntp:/fwww.c;reyhOund com

•"" IW!Vlt!lollt ~ aq,fy Pne•t. s ~ IO cNio119• ..,.-cr,c,,,; r>Ok:♦
£Hie\' tQckOl,I ~ f r o m ~ 411'1 - N/"4 tk"

••

C t f f l ~ l1M5,. IN: Some ret.1/'11:1,oM
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1996 San11n Award
Apply Today!
Saturn, we believe in the importance of teamwork, so if you're working
on a student project that's making a difference on your campus ·
or in your community, we want to lrnow about it
DOES YOUR PROJECT QUALIFY?

"" groups project will be judged for.
Team initiative and enterprise.
Creative solutions.
, Maximization of impact.
: 1 Enhancement of the campus
: community environment.

EXAMPLES OF PREVIOUS WINNING PROJECTS:
•
•
•
•

Launching a campus-wide recycling program.
Hosting an international student fair.
Raising funds for the homeless.
Starting an alternative spring break program.

1320 14t11 St. NW
Wasl1ingto11, D.C. 20005

THE WINNING TEAM ON CAMPUS WILL RECEIVE:
I
I

I $1000 and the prestigious Saturn Award presented during
1

1

l

II
I
I
I

I
l
I

(202) 234-9522

&special on-campus cere mony.
Thechance 10 win Th e National Saturn Award of $5000

Salutes Black History Month
"2 for the Price of 1"

APPLY NOW

Wtft

1h11 1'l'16 S,lhirn Aw,nd

-

MhH►iHIIIII •

Pick up your application at:

Office of Student Activities
Blackburn Center, Suite 117

For Howard Students

Applications due by 5:00 p.m.
April 2, 1996

Prloe pold on tho higher lob

Call Now and Make Your Appointment!

• Teams of three or more students can app1y.
• Eligible projects either began or were active and
completed within one year prior to your school's
application deadline.
Still have questions! We'll be happy to an,wer them for you.
Just coll: 1 .90Q,8◄S•S309 Saturn On Campus headquarters
or all your c.3mpus corit:act at:

(202) 806-7000
'I

•

Coloring

Men Haircuts
Beauty Supplies 25%
Off

~ .SATlRN~
ON

12:00 - 6 :00 p.rn.

Relaxers

Manicures
Pedicures
Weaving
Eyebrow waxing

•e1ack Owned and Operated•

CAMPUS

l!-----------------------'
-- ·--

·--·---·

··-- _.,_....

--

"

'
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Students bridge the gap betw-een College o
Fine Arts and School of Con1niunications
hosted by Communiations student the small audience lhat was gathered
Hassan Kinley and Fine Art in his home.
"l paint mixed mediums 10 display
students Thomas Noy and Marc
my frustration,'' Griffin said. "h's
Griffin.
·
For decades, Howard UniTho presentation was an effort 10 my way of expressing mood, feelings,
versity's
Sch ool
of unite the two schools. It opened with and thoughts; I convey it through my
Communications and College of an explanation of the origin of oil art."
Fine Arts have functioned as two paintings and how the Black voice in
Three of GrilTin's paintings that
separate entities. But on the evening modern art has never reached the were explored were ''Blue Boy Needs
of Mar. 8, the mediums of film, level of other mediums. Griffin then to Holler," ·'Dirty Money," and "Don't
photography, and oil paintings showed a physical manifestation of. Call Mc No Sell-Out." Each of these
came together in unison durihg how he uses his J)Jlint brush to strike paintings dealt with a very sensitive
"Bridging The Gap Between Fine back at the ills of society as he subject th at affects the Black
Arts and the School of displayed and explained his work to . community.
Communications," a presentation
" I wanted 10 gather a collection of
images of people who conform 10
White society. They've sold their
souls," Griffin explained.
Howeve r, accordi ng 10 the
presenters, losing souls isn't just a
phenomenon for the Black elite;
many get lost in everyday life. This is
where Kinley merged forces with
Brian Atkins and Brother Shi loh,
who showcased this disturbing
concept in their films.
Lights, camera, action. The lights
were dimmed and the films began.
The first film , " Progress ively
Standing Still," took a look at the life
of a young Black man with 100 much
time on his hands and no direction.
As the film ended, applause filled lhe
room and director-producer-writer
Blue Boy needs to holler by Mark Griffin.
Kinley was bombarded wi th
By 0awnlca Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer

questions by his audience.
"I believe in keeping the mystery
in films and still en1er1aining all
people," Kinley said . "A deep
meaning and a surface meaning
accompany all my films. h gives my
[ilms sort of a layered effect."
As the crowd in the screening
room hushed, Brian Atkins stepped
forward 10 enligh1en the audience
about the next film to be shown, a
five-minute film titled "My Dear
Frederick."
" It 's based on a slave narrative,"
Atkins said. ''The first time and every
time since I heard ii, it's brought tears
10 my eyes.''
After lhc film came to an end,
there wasn't a dry eye in the house.
From there, Shiloh took center stage,
not 10 enlighten 1he audience, but
rather 10 entertain them with a video
that he had dircc1ed for a hip-hop
group from the area. As lheir heads
nodded and swayed 10 the bright
scenes ofthe video and cn1icing beats
of 1he music, lhe audience seemed 10
welcome the change from the other.
more thought-provoking, black-andwhite films.
Following the video prescn-1a1ion,
Atkins went into a sad story of love
and betrayal which he called '·The
Eulogy of Bunerbean." This
presenlation let viewers experience

the last days in the life of an AfricanAmerican male.
Following the film, a discussion
among the s mall ga thering of
people lis ted the s imilarities
between photography and film. The
audience then began questioning
the reasoning behind film courses
bei ng taught in the Schoo l of
Communications instead of in the
School of Fine Ans.
"I think the 1wo schools should be
combined in10 one, or at least into one
building," Noy said. Kinley added to
Noy's statement by saying,
"It doesn't make sense 10 have the
production courses in different
schools. When I want to learn more
about my an, I take classes in Fine
Arts.''
Noy, a third-year experimental
studio major, used the remainder of
the program 10 demonstrate the talent
of the students in 1hc School of Fine
Ans. Before he began his
presentatio n, h9 explained how
photography is used 10 capture
beauty, foreign countries and fashion.
As he conclude l in his explanation,
a slide show began wilh pictures that
he had taken in London.
" I am enthralled with glamour," he
said. " I try to express our beauty Black beauty," Noy said.
Kinley said the development of

programs like "Bridging
needs to be an ongoing p-.
"We wanted 10 join !hell
C. wilh Fine Arts to aJlllll&
other and the ,vork ~
''To progress, both schocib
aware of each other to &1>•
level.''

'He Say, She. Say... But
What Does God Say?'
takes D.C. by storm
,

By Fatima L Hall
Hilltop Staff Wrtter

As the curtain rose, 1hc crowd
wen1 wild! Some of lhe honest names
in show business took to lhe stage to
give the people what they wanted:
comedy, music, and the message of
love and happiness.
Local playwright David E.
Thibert has done it again with his
fifth nationally produced play, "He
Say. . .She Say. .. But What Docs
God Say?" which, due to popular
demand, is in its second week at
the Warner Theater.
The all-star cast consis1s of
Stellar award winners Kirk
Franklin and The Family,
Bernadc11c S1anis, who is best
known for her role as Thelma on
the '70s television sitcom "Good
Times," Earnesl Thomas, wh o
played
Raj
on " What 's
Happening,'' and recording artist
C hery l " Pepsi" Riley. Joining
togethe r with a strong supporting
cast of up- and-coming talent, the
actors form a chemislry that will
hold any audience's allention.
The action of "He Say...She Say.
.." revolves around lhe congregation
of an inner-city church called 1rue
Vine Full Gospel Church, as 1hey
mourn the recent death of their pastor
while looking for a "true man of
God" to replace the one that they have
just laid to rest.
The congregation is ela1cd when
the young, uplifting and seirit-fi.lled
Pastor Steven Jackson (Franklin)
comes to "interview" for the job with
his choir (The Family). True Vine
thinks it has found its pastor and the
congregation, which includes
Deacon Witherspoon (Thomas),
Mother Butler (Maurice Wilkerson)
Sister Tiny (Pam Trotter), Michell~
(Riley), and the questionable choir
director Dion (John Gray), could
never be happier. But before they can
finish "lhanking the good Lord" for
their new pastor, !rouble starts.
Just down the block is 1hc Pink
Cadillac Club. Its owner, Flee1wood
Lavender Jones (Sid Burston), also
known as "Satin Jones," along with
his 0amboyant girlfriend Margerine

WARN E R TH~TRE

'He Say, She Say...' has been
extended th rough March 17
due to sold out performances
In Washington.

(Bernadene Stanis) and his main
henchman Demetrius Thibodeaux
(Cordell Moore), have a different
agenda for lrue Vine. Satin marks 37
days for the church to clear the block
so that he may become so le
proprietor of the area. Nevertheless,
the 1rue Vine congregalion decides
that they're not going down without
a fight.
The plot of "He Say.. .She Say. .
." takes the audience on an emotional
roller coaster, seasoned with melodic

Talbert has written and
directed many plays that have
been successful In cities
around the nation.

tunes from Kirk Franklin and the
Family's chart-busting album. This
soul-searching play has brought
audiences nation-wide 10 their feet,
and has even allracted the attention of
some of th e grca1est names in
contemporary gospel music.
"The first act nearly killed me!"
exclaimed gospel sensation Vikki
Winans. ''The play is very good, very
real. Kirk is a swcc1hcan and a
diamond in the gospel industry."
Ah hough cast member Wilkerson
was no1 originally pegged 10 play 1he
role of Ma Butler, after lalber1 asked
him 10 read for the part, the rest was
history.
" I really enjoy being a pan or the
cast and David is awesome," he said.
"He always SCL~ a goal 10 pm out
quali1y s1uff and 1ha1 keeps me on my
toes. Being in this play has brought
me closer 10 God and I love doing
something tha1 makes people laugh
and saves souls."
Funny man John Gray, 22, became
part of lhe cast after singing for
Thibert over the phone. Allhough he
already had a job lined up, Gray
jumped at 1he chance 10 leave the
University of Ci11cinna1i where he
was a student.
Gray, who is also an associate
minister at Bethel Baptist Church in
Cincinnati said, "The hardest lhing 10
deal with is the stereotypes that are
in lhc church. The congrega1ion of
True Vine is universal. Everyone can
relate 10 the chamc1ers."
. "The play was wonderful ,
stupendous, excellent with very
serious qual ity," Howard graduate
student Richard Allman said. "Kirk
Franklin was definitely in rare form.
This is definitely a quality play that
is worth seeing. I've never seen
any1hing like it!"
The success of "He Say...She
Say. . ." has surpassed all of
Th lben 's other projects as the play
has sold out to audiences all over
the country. This year, " He Say..
.She Say..." will cont inue its tour
in major cities includ ing Chicago,
Philadelphia, Houston and Atlanta.
The play will continue its circuit at
the Warne r Theater th rough
Sunday, Mar. 17.

KRSOne

Positive hip-hop:
alive and kicking
By Ta-Nehlsl Coates

Hilltop Staff Wrtter
In lhe past Ji,•w years, lyricists in hip-hop have grown
by leaps and bounds. With Wu-lbng breaking loose, Nas
and Mobb Deep represerning for Queen.~ Bridge, Jeru
The Damaja and Boot Camp coming out of Brooklyn,
hip-hop's le\'eloftalcnt going into '96 i;, unprecedented.
But wi1h the explosion of talent, there ha~also been
an e>.plosion in negative lyric:;. Unfortun:itcl): the mcdfa
has hooked on to some of these rappers and hoisted them
up 10 represent the rap world.
Many of these artists have had prelly good
commercial sucx;ess which has, in turn, led to a monsoon
of sub-par MCs who figure, if they cuss al least JO times
on every record, threaten to "peel a few caps." and 0ash
a couple of G-stringed women in their videos. lhcy can
go gold. It 's sad. but for 1hc mos1 part. they have been
right.
But in late '94, "95. and now in '96, The Roots,
Goodie Mob, KRS-ONE, and The Fugees have stepped
up 10 show that everybody isn't following lhe trend.
The ROOIS' album was released amid an orgy offonyouncemalt liquor-0ashingandgun-toting, which pro\'Cd
to be no small factor in the determination 1ha1 lheir album
would not go gold. But it was a tcs1nmcn1 to the courage
and mental independence of lhc group that lhcy would
put out an album that 0cw right in the face of currenl
trends.
The produc1ion on the album was what The Roots
~allcd "orga\1ic ~ip-hop jazz." They managed to
10corporn1e hve instruments, beat-boxing, singing,
poetry and cverylhing else but the kitchen sink.
Yet. unlike olher groups who have tried such fusion
CJ<i?Criments. The Roo1s have managed to ke.:p hip-hop
a~ tis center. On lhe album, lead MC Black Titought
displayed some of the sharpest skills in hip-hop wilh
line.~ like: "I'm laid back like your grnmps/1 make
n••••s embarra!;.<;cd like lhey spending lbod stamps."
The second album in lhi~ s.:rics came from the blastmaster KRS-ONE. Many have criticized KRS for his
lack of consistency and for' contradicting himself, yet.

there are very few artists who have put m
quality albums as he has. His self-titled
was released in 1995, only added to
repuiation.
Again. in a time when lhe gangster-ima,e
1icket to the land of precious metab. KRS
conform. But this was no surprise. He Im
his day, but one thing he's never done is
summed up the whole stale of hip-hop
·')bu oould be a pimp. a mac, hustle~ or
sure you live as a dope rhyme-sayer."
But perhaps 1995'sbiggeslsurprise camc
South. in lhe form of tht: Goodie Mob.
Atlanta, an area more known for rumn.thcn for its conscious lyrics, lhe Goodie Mob
both 10 create lheir hit album "Soul Food."
The album ·s first single, "Cel l ~"
lhc pe1ty regionalism thnt has engulfed h·
even the hardest of New )brk and
·
rocks" bobbing their heads. "Soul Food."
proof that positivity can sell.
Finally, The Fugees' album "The San"
to prove that there is a need br positivity in
Fugees differ from the aforementioned
they arc on lhe offensive as 1hey lauoch a
veiled attacks on "gangsta" mp in various
songs.
Ras Baraka, the narrator i>r "'The Score:
on the homicidal braggadocio lhat has ·
bop, saying that it ·s usually other Black
it ·s dir..'Ctcd. He calls upon M~ to direct
real enemy when he says: '"rbu wanna ·
the man who cut off my lighlS."
The Fugees album includes two
\\\>man No Cry" and "Killing Mc
which exhibit the vocal talenL~ of the group,
to maintain a noticeable hip-hop edge.
Fugees showed courage by going against
In addition to these hip-hop artis1s,
A lribe Called Quest have also released
shown that "gang.sta" rap is only one part
faceted art. Look out for groups like tbcsc 10
in posi1ive hip-hop in the la1ter part of 1996.

Jazz songstress Sh ~rley Horn adds 'The Main Ingredient' to her flavor
By J_onathan Wh~rton
Hilltop Staff Wnter
Last week, Washing1on jazz
pianist and vocalist Shirley Horn
debuted her first album in over a
yea r, and for those who enjoy
rhythmic ballads, " The Main
ingredient" is a must have.
lrue jazz listeners and Horn
fans will definitely be impressed
with this new release because she
not only si ngs, but also exhibits

t?

01 1
~:; tal~~t as a
~. }~oughout
~ - um,;
n
e. M~ ,n
1ngre _1en1, Horn works w_11h
many Jazz not~b les, incl uding

~~~orJ:~~it~~~'.s~~~~~~t~;ll;~d

Har-grove, and drummer Elvi~
Jones.
"The
Main
In gredi ent"
definitely cooks and is an excellent
addition to the collections of those
who savor th e talents of jazz
vocalists.

What helps Horn sta nd out
among her contemporaries 1s the
fact that she insis1s on playing the
piano while she sings.
' . I. had to play lh~. New Yo_rk
P.0111_1~ when I bega~, Horn ~a,d.
I d1sltked not playing the piano.
When I got to NewYork, I was ~01
too comfortable at all. I was trying
10 keep my own Sly~e."
H_orn, who Sludted al Howa rd
and 1s known for her earlier work
wi th Miles Davis has be
' •
en

performing cl~ssic jazz since the
1960s, but dtd not release an
album for almost 20 years until
1988. Horn talked about oin to
Ne,~ York 10 follow Dav1s, )ei th
who~ s_hc had a spec ial
rela11onsl11p.
"[Davis) and I loved each other
and he was the reason why I went
to _New York in the first place," she
smd. "We had many, many happy
times"
"T.h M .
·d· ,,
c ai n 1ngrc ten t was

Subscribe to 'Ifie

recorded in Horn's own home, in When you finished agig,)11'
which she is able 10 en·o her wn
, i.private piano room J y
o
go over I~ somebody s d
.. j decided thi
play music and talk. I
going to record,"~h! ~~t~s~:iid~ m taste of_yesterday and Id
Horn also wanted to have jazz rccord1,~g at my holtll
sessions as was done many years change.
1
ago, wh~njau.artistswould stopby ·
I-lorn produced her ~
after a concert and visit. She would on the Verve label. Song:si
cook and they would 100 - with zesty ·'Blues for Sarge,"111;
their jazz instruments
"Look of Love'' and "'P·
"E
b d
·
M
,,
IJ
very o y used to come 10 my
y Head, as well as
house," she said . " It was the thing. "[You Give Me] Fever."

i
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"Affirmative Action - Where Do we Stand Now?"
Hear Lecture on _This_ Important Subject by
Harvard Un1vers1ty Law Professor
and Former Advisor to President Clinton
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
will be offering its

LEGAL ASSISTANT
1996 SUMMER INTENSIVE CERT.JFJCATE PROGRAM
May 23 -August 22, 1996

~een we~, su~er intensive program offers qualified candidates with Bachelors degrees

nencan 13 ar ssoc1auon approved paralegal certificate Th
· I d
-1 courses a d
k.
·
e program me u es 10 general

n a two-wee internship in a law firm or other legal-related organization
a meet dun_ng the d~y, Munday thrvugh Friday. This is an ideal program for college ·
mesfield.
who wish to gam valuable knowledge and practical ski'II s fior use ·m an exc1ung
··
mg
and

'¥'

.

ipp_lica~ion deadline for the Summer 1996 program is May 1, 1996. Space is limited; early
ca11on 1s encouraged.

-irdttr··lnforma11on and an appllcarfon.
---------------------------------·········-------------------------------mall this coupon to:
.

.

.

Georgetown University
Legal Assistant Program
Box 571007
37th & 0 Streets, NW
Washington, DC 20057

or call:
202-687-5814
or fax:
202-687-8954

. - - - -- -- - -- - - - - - - - - -

a:,_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ __

~

)

_ _ _ _ __

__________
CHRISTOPHER·EDLEY, JR .

...lawnity ii an c,qu.aJ opporumity, aJfumativc- action institution in c:mploymmt and &dmiu"ion&.

THE ANNUAL PATRICIA ROBERTS HARRIS
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Reception to Follow

I

Go Greyhound
a nd leave th e driving to

No More Cab Fares
to the Bus Station
TO:
TO:

Ne'W York City
Ne'Wark, N. J.

Round Trip: NYC &

$22.00 One Way
$22.00 One Way
Ne'V'Vark

$39.00

TIME SCHEDULE:
Howard U niversity-4:10 p.rn. Leaves S huttle Bus Stop
8:10 p.m. Arrival in Newark(Penn Station)
8:45 p.m. _ Arrival in New York(Port Authority)
New York-

3:45 p.m. Leaves New York(Port Authority)
4:20 p.m. Leaves Newark(Penn Station)
8 :20 p.rn. Arrives at Shuttle Bus Stop

**All State C lubs are urged to participate, some restrictions apply.
IF YOU MISSED THE BUS, YOU CAN USE THE TICKET AT THE
GREYHOUND BUS STATION.

SPECIAL PURCHASES ONLY:
DOES NOT INCLUDE DIRECT BUS SERVICE AND CUSTOMERS MUST GO TO
GREYHOUND BUS STATION:
TO :

id
1d

a
oe
a

Jll

:a

;iC

ONE WAY
$38
$35
$51

PLACE
A lbany, Ny
Boston, lVla
:Buffalo, Ny
C harlotte, N c
C l evelan.d, Oh
Detroit, lVli
Philadelphia, Pa
:R.aleigh, Ne
:R.ichan.ond, Va
State College, Pa

$62
$47

$62
$14
$35
$14

$29

ROUNDTRIP
$75

$69
$89
$119
$89
$119
$25

$69
$25
$49

To get:. schedul e for dep/arr t:imes, please cal l

1l>

~'I

1_1s.

I

1800-231-2222-

The Greyhound Representative will be at the Campus Store
EVERY FRIDAY from12 PM. to 4 P.M. to sell Tickets
For Gen e ral lnfonna don call the Office of S tudent Acdvtttes at 806-7003. Schedules of return trips can be
picked up ft-on~ the Office of S tudent Activities nnd Crrunton Audltorlwn. No price restrictions on sch e dules
nnd tickets can be u s ed for any Greyhound schedule leaving New York or Ncwnrk .

•
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· Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

r - - - -------------------·
EZ- Cl\RD,
SUITE 275

I
I
Now )'OU can have two of Ute most rewgn.lud and

accepted credit caroa In the ,wrfd•.V1sae and MastcrCn..S&
credit canls.."ln your riame,· EVEN IF'YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN lURNED DOWN BEFORE!
V1SA9 and Ma,lCrCard9 the credit cards you
deserve and need for- 10-BOOKS-DEPI\RTMENT
STORES-11.JITION-ENTERTAINM ENTEMERGE~Y CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURAN'TS-

-

London ....... . $369

.. HarELS-MarELS-CAS-CAR REITTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI

Paris............ 344
Frankfurt ...... 474

"''"l°'

t,~

Athens ... .. . . . 603

lwantVJSA&/MASTERCAfID9Cmllt

I
I
I
I

NAME - - - - - - - - . , . . . - - - - - ADDRESS

I CITY - - - - -

TE

ZIP

---=---·11
No SS.• - - - - - - •'I

No

.aJ.;,,' 1, , -•".'
.e,..
. . , ~ : '::~1ttJ
11 ~ft • 1 ~ . .

Madrid ... .. ... 498

YES!

I Cardaopprovcd inuncdlatcly. 100¼ OUAIIAHTEIDI

ST.A:

I STUDENT? Ye s
1
turn downs I
I SIGNA1URE
No credit chectsl
1
No secur1t d
s1tl
- Mas1n0on1•••~1<m11 .. <1<.... r1cr1Mao•n0udln1emo11oua1....._
Y epo
...... 1n " ma
1 •~•- VIU II. rqpsl<nd ln<l<IT•rl< rl "15'1 US,J\. 1nc. and·-•
SEND TIIE COUPON TODIIY I
l't·U•WEJ:t•l•IEi:13•1 11:t•l:ll-i•t·\A

G\Jt.,t..._.lJct.!?

Rome ...... .'.. . 504

I
I

1501 E.Hl\LLANDl\LE BCH BLVD
lll\LLl\NDl\LE, FLORIDA 33009

.-D'I'

YouR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

~

- - - - - - • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Brussels ........ 442

I

http://www.sta-travel.com
Ab<>.... (Ord Ort l'Oitndrnp
T•x IIOI' 11tcllid1d
$ol"lf ft$tncf1QIU opplJ

202-887-0912

Si:: J

2401 Penn. Ave. Ste. G
Washington D.C.
STA TRAVEL
w.,·..,, lw•n 11-,•u·20037

BREAST CANCER BEGIN S

EVEN SMALLER THAN THIS.

THAT'S WHY YOU

NEED A YEARLY

MAMMOGRAM,

ESPECIALLY AS

YOU GET OLDER.

MAMMOGRAMS
CAN DETECT

LUMPS TOO

SMALL FOR

YOU TO FEEL
AND EARLY

.KNOW THE CODE ,..

DETECTION
MAY SAVE

I

1

,~,.,.

di a l

.'

YOUR LIFE,

1 8 Q

C A L

...

,.

.

SO CALL

.

Oh

sure~

wired to

it

~

.• ·

looks innocent.

But it could be

a no-name company that has no

overcharging

qualms

broke college students.

So, calling card in hand, you dial
and save yourself some

1 800 CALL ATT

much-needed

cash.

Gt:r AMA\.!MOGIWL

EARLY OE'l'ECl'IO~ IS'flill BESI' PROTECl'IO~.

Dial 1 800 CALL ATT fo.- ....~ Calling Ca.-d calls.

Always get ....~. Neve.- get overcharged.

Tax

info,

Know the Code. 1 800 CALL ATT. That's Your Tru e Choice~•

toll-free.

Ta.x questions? Call TeleTax
for recorded information
on about 150 tax topics,
24 hours a day.

·AT&T
Your True Choice
~~ Department of the Treasury

~/JI Internal Revenue Service
http://www.ustreas.gov
'

' •

I

about

!ldt15, 1996
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~eople's Expo Gour1net food stand in
,potlights
adniinistration building
loca1··Black
offe:rs French pastries, coffee
ousinesses ·
somelhing from the stand, which
Abrams said working at lhe
opened las! month, every time she's sland is nice bul definilely has it 's
"ups and downs.''
in the bu ilding.
"I gel to interact with a good
" I'll have my re_gular,'' she tells
If you haven't smelled the aroma Lamont and Tommi, the employees mixlur_e of people," she said. ·'But
of fine coffees and paslries coming al lhe stand. They bolh know that someumes people don'! want to
from the first floor of the Lefrwichjs refcmng to a large cafe lalk, ther just want to gel their food
Administration building, you mocha with extra whipped cream. and_go.'
haven't been to t he "French
Cox and Abrams also admit thal
"Thank goodness · il 's [The
Quarter;' a food stand that serves French
pre)?aring
the pastries and coffee
Quarter] here," Leflwich
coffee and paslries.
t as easY. as it looks.
said. " I was bopmg lhey'd bring on 1sn"ll
won l be much longer until
Cordell 'Thomas, the calering a place where I can gel my gourmet
direclor for Howard and DAKA coffee. h 's great as far as I' m we have everylhi ng down 10 a
science," Cox said.
Systems, is amazed by !he concerned."
.
The parent companY. of the
populari1y of the food station.
The two French Quarler
French Quarter 's original inlenl employees who greel customers French Quarter is DAKA Syslems,
was 10 belier serve the faculty that every day are Lamoni Cox and which is also responsible for
catering Howard's cafe1erias.
works in the "A" building. Instead,
Abrams. Cox, who has been
In a<ldition 10 Thomas, Margo
cus1omers of !he Sland are coming Tommi
in the food business since 1982, Vickers, executive direclor £or
from all over campus.
said he likes the switch he's made
li ary ente rpri ses, Thomas
"When I was in.college, 1he only from being Howard's banquet chef auxi
Elzey,
vice presiaent for business
things s1uden1S seemed inlereslcd in to selling gourmet foods in the ''A" and fiscal
affairs and Rober1a
were beer and liquor," Thomas said. building.
McCLoud,
director of th e
'"The studenl participation in this is
"Food's my first love," said Cox, Blackburn Center, helped establish
overwhelming."
who has also worked as head chef the French Quarter.
Norma Le ftwich, a General at the University of 1he Oislrict of
Thomas, who hails from
Counse l member, purchases Columbia.
Louisiana, en.joys the French-slyle
By Sharon C. Grevlous
Hilltop Staff Writer

wo uld influence young people
By Sharon C. Grevlous
HIiitop Staff Writer

This pas! weekend, the D.C.

1r901v was swarm ing with

_-and consumers as-lite firs1
11111 Pcople"s Expo brought
P.f Black busi nesscs from a II
,crdlc local area.
nc C\'Cnt was sponsored by the
bi, One Family, comprised of
1cwl radio Stations WMMJ ,
ugic 102.3: WKYS, 93.9: and
111. 14S0.
nc 158 exhibitors that look pan
rlk i,,o-day event profiled their
~cs and networked wilh
oacnmpanics and organizations.
Businesses in cluded Merrill
Realtors. A Cu t Above
~p. Nations Bank, Cocaine.. and Strayer College.
llu5incSSCS dispfaycd evcrylhing
fll Black-owned compute r
llflDics to Black hair care
,.Semin:1rs and exh ibits on
ralc and ed uca ti onal
· cnl, finances. economic
clp and cu lture were also
le.
1k fapo is very positive," said
Thomas. a D.C. resident
anded the event. " lflhey had
more often during the year, it

fi

more.''

Mark Johnson, a representative
for Mult-1-Mage. a minority owned
desk1op compuler company, said
the Expo was beneficial.
'
··We've [!Y'ult -l •Mage) only
been here since yeslerday ancl
we've already received e-mail and
offe rs lo work wi1 h major
corporations," he said.
Mult -1-Mage, a home-based
company_ in _Cheverly, Md., has
helped minonty-ownecl companies
wi1h their sofrware programs and
has helped many Black consumers
upgrade their personal compu1ers.
··All in all, our purpose is lo gel
more Black people involved in
compulers," Johnson sa id.
Zambcsi, a hair care producl
company based in Florida !hat had
a boo1h at the Ex po, offers the
Black community more nalural
ahernatives to maintaining their
ha ir. Since th e Expo, Krys1al
Dorsey, a Za mbesi sa leswoman
rrom Baltimore, sa id sa les have
drastica ll y picked up.
··The Expo has been rea ll y
positi ve £or us,'' she said . ·' If people
arcn·t buying our products, then
they·!e ~~mpling a nd asking
questions.

HBCUs rank well among schools
across·the nation
By Shenlkwa Stratford
HUltop Staff Writer

Book publishing
•

eompany a1m.s
to attract young

t the exper iences and
of young Bl acks in the
and con1incn1al Africa.
Ii Haitian Creole. La Caille
means "our house:•
·1 called it La Ca i lie Nou s
I wanted the company to
nt everyone- Blacks in the
ra
and
continental
:· sa id Guichard Cadet.
and Howard Univers ily
estudenl. Cadet believes in
young talent because young
have 1he most en1husiasm
their work.
Turc arc three stages in a
's life. In the first stage, a
feels they can conquer 1he
In the second. the writer
s he cannot co nquer the
bu! he can still ach ieve some
In the third stage, writing
a hobby. Other things gel
!!more importan1;• Cadet said.
1111 lo catch a writer when he
i:tls he ca n do il all.''
nt native-born Ha iti an
)ibiished La Cai lle Nous in
J!ober 1995. It bec ame
ted in December of the
)tar. Cadet, afler fi ve years of
in various book pubIishing
anics, fou nd a need 10
I the everyday experiences

it 's lime to go 10 the personal level."
1l1e firs! book, Lonewolf Cry,
was released in January 1996. fl 1s
a poe1ic memoir reflecling the
personal experiences of a Black
man from Haiti living in Amer ica.
" I feel it is impor1ant 10 1alk
abou l being Black people and not
Just oppressed people," Cade! said.
'There's a need to 1alk abou1
individual lives."
The second book to be released
is My Baby's Father by G. Dan
Buford. This fictitious novel lakes
an in-deplh look al the rclalionships
be1wcen four male college s1udenls
and how they relale to women.
" Young men need to star!
read ing more relalionship novels
to lea rn about relationships," Cade\
said.
Both books are ava ilable at the
Howard University books1ore and
other local bookstores.
Nex1 year, Cade! hopes to relea~e
a CD- ROM of poetry. H e wants his
company 10 publi~h and di~tr\bule
IO books inlernallonally w1lhm 10
years.
Cade! sa id 1he company is
looking 10 expand and he is looking
for individuals 10 fill editorial anil
markel ing pos i1 ions. He als!)
encourages you ng people to subm1l
the ir work, especially Howard
studen1s.
" I wan! 10 dea l wit h young
wrilers who may not get published
for a few years," he sa id. "They
have !he enlhusiasm."
To submit poetry, fic1ion and
non fic1ion, wnle:

ilund that people o f Afr ican
always dertll with (?Olitical
IOCial issues (in wri11ng and
ing),'" he said . ··111 fiction,

La Cai lle Nous Publishing Co.,
Inc.
P.O. Box 1004, Dept. P
Riverdale, MD 20738

&,- Shenlkwa Stratford
Hilltop Staff Writer
O.ofthe experiences of young

khriters and pocls, arises La
lie Nous. a book publishing
with a unique purpose: 10

!

s.

coffee and decor offered at lhe food·
stalion.
" I wanted to offer a nicer
presentation lhan just the averalle
food earl or wagon," Thomas said.
The station is a self-contained
unit wilh limited space and is
efficienl because everylhing is
with in reach, Thomas said . He also
said the station may expand in the
near future.
The French Coffee Company is
a subsidiary of DAKA Syslems,
Inc., bul operalcs independently.
Placing- lhe slation in the "A"
building as Opj,lOSed lo 1he other
" high lraffic areas such as
Blackburn only seemed logical
because more people sr,end time
waiting in 1\nes m tlie "A' building,
Thomas said.
"The Bursar's office is located
there, as well as financial aid. We
noticed the long lines and wanlcd 10
provide an alternative to wha1 's
found outside," he said.

According 10 MoneyGuidc
magazine,
!he
following
universi1ies provide extraordinary
value, and give an excellenl
education at a lower price.

Top Historically Black
College Buys:
1. SPC?lman College (Ga.1

2. Ftsk University ('Tonn.
3. Howard University .C.)
4. Morehouse College (Ga.)

Top 10 Besl Buys for College
in the Mid-Atlantic
1. 1renlon Stale (N.J.)
2. Rutgers Universily (N.J.)
3. St. Mary·s College of
Maryland
4. James Madison University
(Va5.)u
·
· orv·1rg1ma
· ·
. mvers11y
6. Mary Washinglon College
(Va.)
1. Washington and Lee
University (Va.r
8. Howard University (D.C.)
9. Emory and Henery CoUege
(Va.)
10. College of William and
Mary (Va.)

Top Ton Best Values:
These colle_ges offer 1be highcsl

quality education in comparison to
the cost of attending:

1. University of South Florida

2. Rice University ~xas)
3. Northeast Missouri Stale
4.1renton State College (N.J.)

5. California lnslitute of
Tochnology
6. University of North Carolina
- Chapel Hill
7. State University of New York
al Binghamton
8. Spelman College (Ga.)
9. University of Illinois at
Urbana/Champaign
I 0. State Oniversily of New
York al Albany
•Howard ranks 36th

Top Women's Colleges:
1. Spelman College (Ga.)
2. Chestnul Hi ll College
(Penn.)
3. S'alem College (N.C.)
4. Sweet Briar College (Va.)

Top Selective Schools:

These schoo ls
require
incoming studenlS lo be in the top
half of their high school class,
wilh an average 13· or belier and
SAT scores of 950 or higher and
ACT scores above 22.
l. Hanover College (Ind.)

2. Miami Universlly (Ohio)
3. Auburn University (Ala.)
4. University of Georgia
5. Clemson Universi~ _(S.C.)
6. Hillsdale College {lVllch.)
7. Onawa University (Kan.)
8. U. Of Soulh Carolina •
Columbia
9. U. of Iowa
10. Howard University (D.C.)

Which Schools Produce the
Most Doctors?
Colleges reporting the highest
percentag~s of graduales wtio go
on to me<l1cal scnool:

Business
Highlights

excluding H BCUs:
l. John Hopkins Universily
(Md.)
2. Wellsley College (Mass.)
3. Washington and Jefferson
College (Pa.)
4. Emory University (Ga.)
5. Xavier University of
Louisiana

Which Schools Produce the
Most Lawyers?
These schools report lhe
highesl percentage of graduates
entering law school:
l. Columbia Universi1y (N.Y.)
2. Clarcmonl Mcl<enna (Calif.)
3. Tufls University (Mass.)
4. Wellsley College (Mass.)
5. Emory University (Ga.)

Which Schools Bring in the
Most Money?
Schools wilh lhe highest costs
for tuilion, foes, room and board
per semester:
l. Sarah Lawrence College

1. University
Irvine
2. University
Riverside
3. Universily
Berkley
4. University
Los Angeles
S. University
Davis

of Cal ifornia of California •
of California •
of C1lifornia •
of California •

Schools With the Besl
Libraries:
Schools wi1h the mos! lilies in
1heir libraries in millions:
1. Harvard University (Mass.)

20.3
2. Yale University (Conn.)
.
14.5
3. Univ. of Illinois
Urbana/Champa.igo
13.1
4. Univ. of Californ ia • Berkley
12.9
5. Cornell Univ. (N.Y.)
12.S

(N.Y.)

$28,582
2. Hampshire College (Mass.)
$28,275
3. Barnard College (N.Y.)
$27,844
4. Massachusetts Institute of
Tuchnology
$27,762
5. Brandeis University (Mass.)
$27,685

Top Schools With the Most
Minorities:

Schools with the highest
percentage of minorily s1uaents,

...The colleges were ranked
according
10:
entrance
examinalion results, class rank of
entering freshmen, high school
grade poinl averages, facully
resources. core facully, student
leacher ratio, library resources,
instruc1ional budget, student
services budge!. number of
freshmen who return fur the nexl
school year, four-year graduation
rates, the number of students who
went on to professional school,
the defaull ratio on student loans,
graduates who earn docturatcs.
and business success.

African-American sludents, prescnls its lisl of "Top 100 Employers for the
Class of 1996."
The listing is based on a survey of com()anics who projected the grea1cst
number of hires from college recruil ing for 1he class of 1996.

TOP 20 EMPLOYERS FOll THE CLASS OF 1996
11 . Los Angeles Pol ice
Depar1men1
12. IBM .
2. Andersen Consuhing
13. Motorola
3. Arthur Andersen
14. KPMG
4. Enler:prise Renl•A-Car
15. Lockheed Martin Corp.
S. Delo1tle & Touch
16.Automatic
6. Famous Footwear
Data]'roccssing, Inc.
7. Price Walerhouse
17. Northwest Financial, Inc.
8. U.S. Immigration and Naluralization 18. Ford Molor Company
9. Uniled Slates Marine Corps
19. Hewlett-Packard Company
10 General Electric
20. Prince George's County
·
Public Schools

J. Peace Corps

Employment surge causes third worsl Stock Markel crash in history:
A sudden surge m employmenl las! month sen! !he s1ock and bond
markels inlo a lailspin last Friday. The stronger economy could ignite
higher interesl rales.The Labor Department reported lhal employers aclded
7Cf5 000 workers to !heir payrolls m February, the largest one-monlh gain
in jobs since 1983. In addilion, the nalion's unemploymenl rate dropped
10 5.5 percenl fiom 5.8 percent. 01) th~ upside,.lhe surge pushed President
Clinton's promise lo create 8 m1I hon JObs durmg his Tour-year term over
1he top. The financial markets fear this s1rongcr economy will cause interesl
ra1es to soar because investors decided 1hat the demand for credit is likely
10 rise and this may cause inflation to worsen.
Graduating seniors- still looking for a 1·ob?
The Blacli Collegian, a career and se f-developmenl magazine for

source: The m1shi11gto11 Post

Have You Visited The Howard
University Museum?
'

Location: 1st Floor Founders Library• Hours: M-F 9:00AM-4:30PM • Tours By Appointment
Catalogs and Prints of Mus.eum Exhibits are Available

THE HILLTOP
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LAW ENFORCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

raduate studies are the best
prescri-ptinn for career advancement
Informal
Open House
for all Graduate
Programs

Coun-.tling l'ychology,
Rl.'lubilitJtion .md Srrci.11 Ed~ca.tion:
,\fo,ta ,,(S,iou1·
• ,\rr!w..l t,•h.wi1v ,\n,11\,1,

nI

Bouv6CoUcgc

ofPlurmacyandHealthSciences

t.l Northeastern Univemty
:0-~

:t.ftt m Unl~(ty Is attttd.!tt'l'.I hy tbt

Srw £ngi.w,1 Ji.sj()ffi.tiotl Of $chool aod ~
An £aid.I Q p ~•/llT1t l'IUd\"e
actfon ~ ut-aliOfUJ W titl.lOOl'I.

. Jnr.

•l\·rfu,ll,n T1'\~1lu~\'

•
•
•
·

(rl\·, i,1u-. J1.imi,,1t10 r.\

l 1•rt1!1\J!t' rr11hrJm r\""l.juirn.lJ
• IY.")!ul.tt,•n· Ti "i(11b~y

Biomedical Science:
,\ lit~lu 11( Sd,·rm•
• \',l'ri1·t,1I l>ilmwJicJI ~i1•n..·l,
C1·ni--r.1I
l'h,irm.t.l'Ulii~

P,ir.-lwfogy
\l,isltr ,if S,itn(;' ir, f1foi"11h1111
• ln!t'n,iw sr,.., i,1i \:1,,1'
C1·rl,(m1lt c•f .ltl,•1111.-t,I Gr,ufu.itr St11,l11

.

• \11,li1JI L,11'11J.1l,1n• ~wn,,•
• \11,li\ln,1I (lwmi,1n

J I/

\11,IK,11 L1hlf.1h1n· ~wn,1·
\I.-Ji,m.11 {"h11111..ir\
11urm,1~1·utk-.

l'h.1rnu,·,,!11):\'

,

r1l\l(t>!1,.,:\'

lnkr,l1"4.1rtm.1ry

•~f',.._ h-l .1n~u.1,;1• 1',1111l,J,,..,;\'

\

All qualified applicants will b e scheduled1 o itake a w ri tten test and an oral Intervi ew. All
vacancies will be along the southwest border, with many vacancies anticipated In the
southern Califo rnia area. A pplicants who wish, maz: ~e lested in t he Phlladelphla or
Chicago area In ea(ly A pril.
Selected cand idates must succes\ fullv, ~9f.i:>Jet'e a ri gorous 19-week basic
tral nl ns p rogram . S\4~
sal~ ran e : ~
5-$28,929 per year, pl us
outstanding b enefits.
-~
•

• l'h.imt.i..,•!11,:\·
• ll111fllt'\lk.il ~ lt'tltt"'

\lttskr,,f Sc,,·,11,
• ,\u,11••"•~\

°'

Sound Interesting?

n,114·tor 11/ rhifo~1)p/1v

CommunicJlion Disorders:

U.S. citizen
,,,• Be
to) eam , speak and read
Hold a valid driver's license
SpMish. /,:
Not have reached your 37th birthday bY
• Passr.r,iround 1,m:estigation
the time you are hi red
• Posso d rug test 1nd medical eu,m
• Have one yearol qUAlityi~ expenenc!e a skhetoi\ Degree

If you think you can mut the challenge, apply by calllns (912) 757-3001. This 24-hout·
a-day telephone application system will be orcn from MARCH 13-19, 1996 OMLYI

f,1,i,11!1'):\'

- ~'-1.1! '.\:,,...!,

,~le

Ne cessary Quallficatlonln

• l'tl\'"i,l,lR ,\~,j,t,ln!

C1l\m,dm,;
• llunun t:,..•,our\l' C1•1HN lin-~
.\lristi-r 11/ S<i,·11ct i11 (()1111,diil_'(

• C11\m,...-li11h J',,d-...~,,~\
• '.'1h,\-.l l',\,h,,l1~~\' f),,,·tt,r ,,( l'hif,1'-'111(111
•C11un..,.•lm1: l'-\1h,1"'h\'
• ~-h.~it l'!-,,1-...~,.~,·

.\l,,~trr of Scitua
• Clini,,11 F.wr\'i't' l'hr...11•lt",;,·

• C...•1)t·r.1l t1r1111n
•ll<•,11!h l\11i.:\'

• l\~\1').."c Shi.kn! f\'\•':0.'f"l~·n! .~

ffP""'l"""'

The U.S. Border Patrol is the mobile, uniformed, enforcemen~arm of the U.S. Department of
Justice, Immigration and Naturoflzatlon Service (INS). Th~ Boroef Potrol detects and prevents
the smugsllng and unlawful entry of undocumented oil /'is Into)he U.S. and Is also the primory
drug Interdicting agency along the U.S. land bOrders.
(,. /
Border Potrol Agents enjoy one of the hlsl)est rer11t;at1or,s 4 ~ law enforcement 49encles
throughout the U.S. ond are renowned or thel ln ten~ oyal~flne esprit de corps, and
unmatched professionalism .

.\l,1~1i-,,,f Hmt1l1 Pro_f,-.-.1M1~

• ,\rrli1-J [Ju,·,ttu-n,11 J',nl-,,~,,k\'
~h.11.11 (\1urN·lUlh
.
5..h,~ l\y~hii!i,~y
• iMu!'Jht.11~1n C,iurN·l1ni;

Thert will be no fol'l.'l\ll program. Program D.ttclors, Pn'lfes:sorsand
cumn1""d"'• •ill p,o,ide ovmiew, ol d'l!rtt P"'f.ms arul
look f«watd to meeting • ith )'OU, Abo,
from
Cr.1duite Admisskxu., FinMdal Aid. Residential Wt. CrAduate
Srude:nt Asscdation. l..a.nt Heilth Cen1er ~ COIM\ulerServbs
l'lo'ill ht av"1L1.ble to MS\o."ff qt»Htions you may ha\'t,
~SV.P. n'qu0$!ed by Wedne,d,y. M.um Zlth
Call: (617)313,ZIOi, FAX: (617) 373-4101 or write:
Cradua!e Offn. 1\ ltn: Gnd Open Ho!M. Bouvt'
Colltt:< of 1'1larmacy I< HN!lh SdOl'ffl,
200 Mug.ir Ufe Sdtncts Swldlng.
360 Hunling,on Avenue:,
~orthw:em Unh'mlly. Boston. MA02l6

&\A

Health Professions:

Gr,,duate rrogra.ms .md Degrees

Nm, Classroom Building atross from
Dann Hall on For.syth Stm t
Saturday, Mnrth 30, 1996

looking for a challenging and exci ting caretr working for one of the fastest growing law
enforcemenl teams In the country'? Then picture yourself
member ofThe U.S. Border Patrol.

.
The INS is an Equal Opportunity Employer

•
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Howard University NAACP

~-··
The 2nd Annual
I

RED, BLACK &
GREEN BALL
,

FEATURING:
GREEK STEP SHOW
--Alpha Kappa Alpha
--Alpha Phi Alpha
--Delta Sigma Theta
--Kappa Alpha Psi
--Kappa Kappa Psi
--Phi Beta Sigma

Friday March 15
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Blackburn Ballroom
$5 B/4 10 p.m.
$7 after 10 p.m.
Tickets available at H.U.
Cramton Box Office

DJ PHASE
DOOR PRIZES
FOOD
SPECIAL GUESTS
DRESS To IMPR ESS
FOR MORE INFO (202) 48}-555}
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Gov~rn?rs' health care proposal eliminates
M:ed1ca1d benefits for children, AIDS patients
9rJonathan L Wharton

proposal.

HPttop Staff Writer

some form of Medicaid," said

American Health Association.

"Med icaid is much more than
just an ideolog ical concept for

David Cooke, director of the
Florida Agency for Health' Care.

"Individuals currently eligible or
scheduled to become eligible for

Cooke was a panelist for the

Medicaid coverage should not be

jlllllllWOYCars ago, many people

governors," Florida Gov. Lawton
Chiles sa id. ·'This program

constant care, .a ccording to the
NGA officials.

p1111tbe nation, especially wit hin

monopolizes our attention, o ur

Alliance For Health Reform
hearing which reviewed the NGA

cut from health care services."
However NGA members

i bcalth

are

planning, o ur render ing o r services,

Many medical organizations,
such as the American Medical

JICCIDCd whether a national

and most importan tly, our s tate
budgets. We all want 10 reform this

plan on Capitol Hill following the
presentation by the governors to

maintain that the bill ultimately
would allow individual states to

Association (AMA), agree that
Medicaid procedures take too long

the congressional commiuee.

dccjde who would qualify under
the states' guidelines.

10 process and the entire effort
should be streamlined.

~SiJICC the Clintons u1lveilcd
ltir national health care plan

community,

1lfllD ror health care will

soon

wa1i1y.
1)11$31Ch for the Ointons' plan

program.

We hope we have

provided a blueprint 10 do the job
right."

In add ition to excluding people
li~ing with AJOS, the NGA plan

really

"Medicaid is more burdensome.

TI1c NGA Medicaid plan would

wou ld also make children under 12
years or age i.neligible for Medicaid.

understand these programs belier
than those on Capitol Hill ,''

IXllllilOff,cc. 'let, after cxtcnsiw

Most doctors do no t accept
Medicaid because the paperwork is

allow the sta tes and the local

"We cannot expect (children] 10

.i,ig by the Ovnl Office, many

governme nt 10 deal with Medicaid,
instead of having t he federa l

grow up and become productive
workers and parents of the next

Thompsoh said. "Hopefully
(members of Congress] will defer

100 long," said Ju lius Hobson,
assistant .director or congressional
affairs for AMA.

government take control.

generation if their basic health
needs are neglected,'' said Gordon

The plan would also guarantee
the basic health care of the "nation's

Sprenger,

most vulnerable populations," low-

:111 ■ pcmmcn1

more than $14
,1111,aaxxding to the U.S. General

a ambitious health care plan
1111111••
Lall month, the National

However.

the

governor's

&,IIOIS' Association (NGA), an

proposal has been cited for highly

..-,n made up or al 150 state
,.-. attempted 10 revive the

controversial provisions because it
excludes many poor patients living

•IIJ presenting

with HIV or AIDS from receiving

ti&:s both the Democrats anti

health in sura nce
government.

their plan for
li:lidtoCongrcss that they say

lpllbas.
'l(lk NGA Medicaid policy)
l!IJ lldl Structured and allows
ides to claim victory;· said

1/!· Clllirman

from

the

''The NGA proposal is a thinly
vei led Medica id b lock grant,''
said

Mi gue li na

Maldonado ,

governm en t relations director of
the National Min or ity AIDS

Tom m y G.
of Wiscons in . "If

Counc il (NMAC). ·•11 jeopardizes

ap are made 10 the major

the healt h coverage and lives of

lllaofi~ it will fall apart.''

peop le with HIV/AIDS. We arc
g ravely concerned that s tates

"-,.oa

JWcaid, a health program for
,-mizcos who arc disabled,
1hr cannot afford medical

-.is

one of the governmcnt-

bcallh programs that has
deduled for restructuring

...

~ k cpub lican-majori ty

would use thi s fl ex ibility 10
define disabi lity in a way that
could exclude
MIV/ AJOS."

people wit h

Advocacy groups believe that
the governors' plan will increase
the number or poor people with

kinl governors testified

111

~,A the House Commerce

-.ittcc recentl y about the

AIDS and mino rities who don' t
have proper health care.
'·Approximately 40 10 50 percent

chairman

of

the

"The

governors

income recipients and individuals
w ith chronic illnesses needing

to our judgment."

Many political watchers have
said even if the NGA plan docs not
influence congressional decision-

making on Medicaid, they would
like to see a reformed Medicaid
plan pass this session.
" [Congress needs to] establish
a n income base for fam ilies, a
national definition of disabilitynot a state 10 state definition- and
predict any changes for inflation,"
Urban Institute health po licy
director John Holahan said.
Some Democrats doubt there
may be a health plan passed by
Congress for a long time.
"It's going to be a much more
scaled down version of health care,
if a plan docs pass in the Congress,"
said
Democratic
National
Commiueedeputy political director
Greg Moore.

eightlifting speeds up metabolism,
but doesn't guarantee weight loss
By Jennifer Hopson
Hilltop Slaff Writer
Many people shy away from
lifting weights for fear of bulking
up. But local fitness experts say
rm curls, military bench presses
nd squat thrusts arc not just for
odybu ildcrs.
" When you speed up your
metabolism with regular strength
raining you will not only make it
faster to reach your desired size
ut easier to ~tay that way,'' said
Sloan, an exercise physiologist
1 Metro Fitness Center.
Metabolism is the rate of
alories that one burns.
With resistance training,
metabolism increases and burns fat
t a faster rate.
With this training, fat in the

of people liv ing with AIDS receive

body gradually gets replaced by
muscle and the body burns more
calorics at a faster rate.
A 1994 study published in the
American Journal or C liqical
Nutrition found that 12 adults who
lifted weights three times a week
for 12 weeks increased their
metabolism 10 the point where they
were burn ing 100 caloric.~ a day,
even when they were inactive.
"Working out with weights is so
essential for slimming down,'' said
Bernard Smith, a personal trainer at
Baily's Total Fitness Cente r.
''Eating right and exercising can
make you thinner, but strength
training o r resistance training will
make you strong and lean and
toned."
Alethea Dix, a junior physical
therapy major has been exercising

with weights over a year so 10 shape
up.
''I weight train because I wou ld
like muscle development and 10
tone and reduce my overall body
fat," Dix said. "Through we ight
training, I have become more toned
and have lost weight. Strength
training tends to burn fat at longer
periods of time at a rested heart
rate. You can lose weight by dieting
alone, but in order to keep it off,
weight training is essential."
But Sloan said weightlifting by
itself is not likely 10 guarantee
weight loss.
"Muscles weigh more than fat
because muscle is more dense
and takes up more room ,'' S loan
sa id.
"The scale can not differentiate
fat from muscle, so you might foci

slimmer, your clothes might fit
loser, but the scale might rcgiste
heavier than when you began."
Weight
trainers
advis
maintaining a healthy diet and a
aerobic routine to get the most ou
of weight-loss programs.
" Aerobic exerc ise s uch a
walking 10 class at a fast pace, o
taking the stairs instead theelevato
in conjunct ion 10 the weigh
training can help you get th
exercise you need," said Carneth i
Coleman, a student trainer at th
Howard
University
Bur
Gymnasium.
Exercising with light weight
for 30 minutes just three times
week will make you tighter
trimmer and more toned, Smit
said.

Chronic Fatigue Specialists say acupuncture provides
%7ndrome baffles balance of physical, emotional health
nedical
researchers
•

~ersistent tiredness
~lagues young
~rofessionals
&,Citstel Williams

lllop Staff Writer

'fwieOu," known as Chronic
IJISyndrome (CFS), began to
lpper•middlc class, whiteIr proressionals in the late

'

IIIOyears later, CFS remains

-.icnon that continues 10
• doctors as its victims arc

l -ier,

encompass more
professions and
~y arc women.
1- is a large numhcr of
'11111 middle-age adults that
ll be suffering from CFS,"
Jeffery Franklin , a
at Howard Univers ity

liiifkd

111:

\rit

0511ffers say their symptoms
~&om headaches, muscle
~sore throat and intense
~ g at least six months.
that suffer from CFS

111thcy can't do many of the
till we take for granted-- like
i.it of bed in the morning,"

~l.yocnc Mundy, a physician
Boward University Health
"But at this point ,
including whether 11'.c
:_1,psychological or not, 1s
l,i,._

G.~

:-uolc"

~ uc·no tests to prove that

r~patient's

pain

and

~are real, Franklin said.

~IIUdies seem to have found
"111t that the disease ex ists.

One study at the Dana-Farber
Cancer In stitute at Harva rd
University showed tha t CFS
p11t ie n1 s had lower levels or Tlymphocytes, or natural k1lle~ ccUs.
Killer cells arc the body s ftrst
defense against viruses. Having low
levels of these cells often ca n
indicate CFS.
A recent CFS stud y at Johns
Hopkins University School_ of
Med ic ine may bring the medical
community one step c loser to
understand ing the disease. .
The study found that patients
may he actually su ffering. from
neural med iated hypotens1on. a
treatab le form or low b lood
pressure that causes many of the
same sy mptoms as CFS.
Or. Pe ter Rowe, a researcher on
the study, told Shape magazine that ·
CFS gives its v ictims the .sam~
feeling of"standing up 100 quickly
that people with low blood pressure
experience.
"The brain doesn't get e nough
blood and there's that . rnsh, th~t
di zz iness, and your v1s1on goes
dark,. Rowe said. " That 's what
people with CFS feel on a regu lar
has is."
h
Many
doctors,
owcver,
continue 10 dismi.ss CFS as a
psycho logica l disease .. The
Nat ional Centers for Disease
Control and the National lnSltlutes
of Hea lth do not recognize CFS for
that reason.

By Crlstel Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

Tradit ional Chinese medical
prac1111oners
believe
that
maintaining a harmonious balance
of e nergy a nd spril provide the
foundation for ma ny medical
treatments.
Acupuncture, the traditional ists
say, is one way of creating that
balance.
"There must be a balance
between the mind and the body,"
said Dr. Xiao-Ming Tian, a clinical
consultant on acupuncture at the
Wildwood Acupuncture Center in
Bethesda, Md. " We ask our body 10
do many things al once and the
body tries. When the body becomes
overwhelmed, that 's when the
problems come."
The Chinese bel ieve imbalances
in energy flow arc what cause
diseases.
For 2,000 years, the Chinese
have used techniques to ach icvc
proper sym metry in the body,
including
acupuncture,
acupressure, meditation and Thi
Chi' h, which target internal and
external
energy
forces.
Acupuncture is just one of these
techniques that has become popular
in American culture.
"Needles are inserted in various
patterns into the series of energy
pathways throughout the body and
manipulated," Ming said. This is
done by twirling or gently pumping
the needles in the proper points,
called ashi. Di fferent body
functions and organs arc said to be
affected by this and energy flow is
directed as needed.
Al least 15 million Americans
are using this Chinese tradition;
however, acupuncture has yet to be
recognized as a medically viable
practice.
The
nation's
9,000
acupuncturists are waiting for the
Food and Drug Administration's

(FDA) approval 10 make
acupuncture needles medicinal
tools, as well.
The needles arc curren tly
classified as " investiga tional
devices," which means they have
never been proven safe or effective.
Acupuncture needles, which do not
have moving parts or use any type
or energy source, are believed by
acupuncturists to stimu late the
energy of the body, called Qi
(pronounced Chee). Acupuncturists
be li eve that a series of energy
meridians on the body can be used
to draw energy from in order to
maintain wellness.
Since Qi and meridians have not
been proven to exist, the FDA has
decided not 10 give its official
approval of these methods.
Sen. Dennis OeConcini of
Arizona personally supported the
merging of acupuncture into
mainstream medicine.
"Dr. Ming was recommended 10
me when I was having problems
with neck pain," OcConcini said .
" Mis treatments rel ieved my pain.
Dr. Ming is an outstanding
physician for working to integrate
very different approaches 10 pain
treatment."
There a rc 361 acupuncture
"points" in the body. Each point
relates 10 a different organ system
through 14 main energy meridians.
Despite the facl that the needles
arc injected into the s kin, the
acupuncture needles cause virtually
no pain. Dr. Ming describes the
sensation of the half-inch to threeinch needles piercing the skin as
tiny pricks. When positioned in the
proper points, some acupuncture
patie nts report an electrical
sensation.
The needles are left in place for
20-40 minutes.
"The needle alone isn't
acupuncture. Manipulation of the
needles regulate Qi-- that's the key
to treatment," said Ming, the only
acupuncturist 10 receive referrals

from the National ~ - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - ---,
Institute of Health
(NIH).
Acupuncture
practitioners say
acupuncture is
effective
in
treating symptoms
such as pain or
stress. But they arc
also used in
therapies
for
emotional,
functiona l and
physical problems,
including
depression,
fatigue, headaches,
stroke
and
hypertension.
Ming hopes
that eastern and
western medicine
will soon merge,
incorporating
practices
Iike
acupuncture.
"What's
important is for
physicians
to
understand how
different ailments
can be treated so
that patie nts can
rece ive
the
benefits," Min g
said.
Chinese drawing dated 1031 shows Incision
Looking 10 get
polls for acupunctur~ needles.
into acupuncture?
*Be safe and thorough: Insist on
People interested in using
disposable
needles, check on cost
acupuncture therapy need keep a
and
determine
whether the doctor's
few sim~le things in mind.
treatment
style
is suitable. Discuss
*Is acupuncture the answer?
individual
health
goals with the
Despite its widely held cla ims,
acupuncture has not been proven to acupuncturist.
*Seek your physician's advice.
cure acute infections, cancer and
Notify your regular physician
heart disease.
*Check credentia ls. II is before beginning acupuncture
important to check credentials apd treatment. They might have advice
make s ure the acupuncturist has a on steps 10 maximize the
license. Call th e American experience and may a lso go over
Academy of Medical Acupuncture the pros and cons of acupuncture
(800) 521-2262 and make sure your therapy as well as the theory and
literature about it.
physician is a mcmbe1.
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3tar Grappler Derrick Henson Grapplers give
~vercomes adversities to
it their best
excel in wrestling
shot at_NC~

~Wayne K.. Glssendanner
Slaff Writer

It 1\3~ jus1 a nother ~weltc rini;
~Jegrce ~ummcr eve ning 1~
rbndo. Fla.s Wmtcr Park section
, 10Wn. The mo~quito~ were as
ok) and tenacious as ever, forcing
-!l)OOC to either so;ik themselves
1il11ect repc ll an t or suffe r the
~qucnces.
In 1hc midst of ii all. a young,
~nant Black woman somehow
1'involvcd in a dispute with a
officer. The officer shoved
omon to the gr~und. a1id just
0\'Cr her. Tlus parucular
odidn'1 sit 100 well with some
1he neighborhood guys who
d to know the woman and
..:d the event unfolding from
, the s1rce1.
Ole lhe eye"' itnC!;.'>C_',, Derrick
n. who "hnd seen his fair
of police brurnliiy." decided
11, fed up with secins these
idents happening 10 his
hborhood. and urged hi s
ics to take a ~rnnd against the
it) with him. The young men,
fl\llcd by years bf suppressed
: and frus1ra1ion, viciously
. d the officer.nearly bcm ing
into uncon~c1ousness. But
1hc ofliccr struggled to
ltct and called for backup.
• thereafter, Henson and his
'"lpli= were apprehended and
ttd with inci1ing a riot and
,unmcdiatcly taken to a county
ilc dc1cnt ion ccn1er.
~tafterrcpcatedl) ")lell ing imo
J-ltwith the law:· hcmg charged
"crything from assault and
:ry 10 t.tmnd 1hef1 auto, Henson
, he
headed in the same
ion a~ some of his homeboys
bd succumbed 10 drugs a nd
<rime. I-le knew he liad to

around
wo uld.
be
an
uh~dcrslalcmenl. Henson,a iunior in
1s first year al H_ oward, 1s a srnr
wrestler for lhe Bison s~uad in the
118 lb I
· != ass and Head oach Paul
Couon isexpeciinggrca1 ihingsou1
of
lhe
man
as "one
true
talc
t he hales
h
d" of the
~son
t
c
squa
.' Dcrnck· has l h c p h ysica l tools

G
or

,vu~

••

irn.'>On says a majority of his
!Choo! 1eachers d1dn'1 think he
· be 1he least bit successful
gr.iduation. But he did then
-ontinues to prove 1hcm wrong.
.:iure shines as t,,illlnly as the
. trademark gold cap he
inon his from 1001h.
1 was going nowhere but
a.· Henson recalled. " Back
I had a l01 of personal
~s, things were pretly rough

:chood."

il~y that he has turned things

Derrick Henson will be
competing In the NCAA
National Wrestling
Championship held March 21·
23 at Mlnneapolls, Minn.
to be th e first Division I A ll American to come out of I loward "
Cotton says. "' He's a very hard
worker and o n 1op o f that, he's very
fundamcmally sound. Probably a
l01 more than most wrestlers in his
class, and that ·s a huge advamage.'·
Henson, who comes to Howard
via Ellsworth Community College
whore he was a two-lime junior
college All-America, compiling a
record o f 90-15. was offered a
handful of scholarships from topnotch wres1ling progrums such as
Nebraska, Iowa S 1a1e, a nd the
University of Northe rn Iowa just to
name a few.
But as it turned o u1, Henson
chose the Bison. " I picked Howard
because I needed 10 be helped by
my people;· 1he adminis1ra1io n of
justice major said. "I knew 1ha1 I'd
be. giving up a lol financially, but I
needed to sec that my people could
be more than just drug dealers and
drug ab users a nd Roward ha s
definitely provided me with 1ha1
opportunit('
H enso n s imroduction to 1he
world of wrestling was qui te a
unique one. While most youngsters

wherc i~ agym,~rcstling,wearing
pro1cc11 ve cgu 1pmen1, he was
d
31
rea YwrcS tI'"S profcssio nally in
the Slreels of Winter Park.
"Yeah, our daddies used 10 make
u~ wrestle agai nst thei r friends'
kids fior money,•· sa1·d a somc,• hat
embarrassed Hens·o n. " I'm no t
talk in<>,, about cl1ump change e1·1he•,,
l'n) talking about $20 and $50.
This fierce type of competition is
what basically a11rac1ed me to the
spor1. Those were some fun times
but what I remember most is that
losing was never an option."
Hen.son obv iously hung on to
!hat ~a11 and has never relinquished
11. His record at press time 1s 29-5.
Accordin g 10 Colton, most of
Henson's quick victor ies arc a
direct resuh of his strengt h and
quickness . "He's o ne one th e
stron~esl ~uys that l"ve ever seen at
that size.' Collon says.
Henso n lcllcred in five high
sc~ool ~P_Orts: football . wrestling,
we1ghthfling. track and gymnastics.
He aur ibu tcs hi s s1reng1h and
e ndurance to his strenuous offseason training.
·•1_k ill myself in the off season,"
he said. "A lot of limes I run hills
with either someone or some kind
of weigh t on my back, that really
helps me build not only muscular
but cariliovascular s1reng1h as
well.'"
Despite Henson's 5 foot 3 inch
frame. he says he can bench press
0

350 lbs.
F · d
d.
J
b.
nen , an 1eamma1e aco 1
Guyton is quick 10 confirm any of
Henson's extraordinary exploits.
'·M a n, Derrick is a beast!"
Guyton says. " He has real natural
la Ien1 . .. he has the slrcnglh,
· k ncss an d 1ns110c1s
· ·
qu1c
that )'OU
· canno11each. And coming fi om ,
JUSI
a juni(!r college he has a world o f
experience
a nd
you ca n
immediately see that when he's out
on the mat. He's come here and
done exceptionall y well ; he's
frighteningly good."
The Grapplers recently returned
from the Nat ional Co llegiate
Athlet ic Association Eastern
Regiona l Cha mpionships in
S lippe r y Rock, Penn., where
Henson finished first runner-up. He
says that he should have '"finished
first," but admitted that even though
he faced an outslanding opponent,
he was weakened by havmg to lose
eig ht
pou nds
before
th e
tournament. However, He nson's
efforts earned him a unanimous
vote 10 compete in the upcoming
NCAA
Champions hips
in
Minn eapolis, Minn. , and is
currently ranked 17th in 1he na1ion
in his weight class .
How good is Henson?
When asked what he has to do 10
get lo lhe 10p, Cotton confidently
replied: " Hes already been 1here
and there's more to come."
That 's how good.

1996 DISTRIGT·OF COLUMBIA
SPECIAL OLYMPICS
CHAMPIONSHIP
BASKETiBALLTOURNAMENT
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HOSTED AND SPONSORED BY
HOWARD UNIVERSITY

cham.p1onsh1p

qualified five (wrestlers] realistieally."
By Dennis Freeman
Cotton explained that some of
Hifftop Staff Writer
the elemems wh ich mav have contributed to his leam 1s letdown
While they didn't quite make ii included " lack of concentration and
to lh~ NCAf, Wrestling Champi- inj uries." "We never go1 back to the
onships as a team, the Howard Uni- level of competitiveness we had
versity wrestling team will still be since the James Madison match"
well-represented.
Cotton said. " We simply d idn'>i
. - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - meet our goals we set
out as a team."
Though disapeoimed with the team s performance at the East
Resionals, Cotton is
satisfied with the overall season. "We still
had a successful year,"
he said. "This IS the
second season in a row
that we have had
NCAA qualifiers."
On Hen son and
Guy1on's c hances in
the national c hampio nship tournament,
the coach is very confident. ·•1 feel good
abou1 their chances,"
he
sa id.
" Both
[wrestlers) have the
potential 10 place in
Jason Guyton Bison wrestling star, having the 1op eight."
stellar season.
Henson, 29-5, and
currently ranked 17th
Derrick Henson, at ll8 lbs., and in the country in his weigh1 class,
Jason Guyton, 142 lbs., bmh poten- intends lo come out clawing. ·'I'm
tia l all-American candidates, have just going 10 come and auack," the
good chances of winning the cham- administration ofj ustice major said.
pionship trophy in their weight
Ahhough Guyton, 21-5, missed
division.
some
th e season because of
Although most o f 1he anention
inj
uries,
he is ready 10 face second
both around campus and locally
has been focused on 1he Howard allempt at winning. " If I lost, I
Un iversi1y women's basketba ll think il wi ll be a disappointment to
team, wrestling Head Coach Paul me and to the program," the legal
Colto n a nd his staff have pul communications major said. "I feel
together a stellar season for the the best is yet to come."
Howard Grapplers.
Cotton was selcc1ed with some
Going into the Division I East of 1he 1op coaches in America to
Regional Wrestling Championsh ips participa1e in the NCAA Youth
las1 weekend at S lippe ry Rock, Education Wrestling Clinic on Mar.
Penn., Howard had IO wrestlers 17, 1_996 al the University of Min(one in each weignt division) going nesota. "h 's an honor to be selectmto the 1ournamcn1 and were co- ed,'' Colton said. "II 's good for the
favorites wi1h Georgia State to win program. II 's good for me person•
the team title. However, the Grap•
(:!lers fell short of their expecta- ally. And, hopefully, it' ll be good for
lhe University."
11ons.
The NCAA Wres1ling Champi" I was disappointed with our
overall/erformance," Coach Cot- onships wi ll be held Mar. 21-23 al
ion sai . ·•1 thought we could have Minneapo lis, Minn.
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loward participates in P.L.A.Y. games to benefit area youth
8y Dennis Freeman

H~ltop Staff Writer
t.lar. 9. NIKE. in conjunc111h lice Sports. the Bureau of
I. Tobacco, and Firearms
and Howard University, sucly pu1 on 1he NIKE Partici1n the Lives of America's
(P.L.A. Y.) Games at Burr
ium.
ing iis second stop on a IOr. the P. LAY. Games drew
9,000 participants during
-day stay a1 Howard Uni. The NIKE P.L.A.Y. Games
famil y hea lth and fitness
css day. a nd 1hc program
10 reach nearly 200,000
rved kids in the IO markets
a two-month period.

Last Sa1urday, kids abounded
everywhere.
There were lots of smi ling faces,
lots of laughter a nd certainly a
whole lot of bright eyes 1ha1 lit up
when loca l ambassador for ihe
Games, Washington Bu llets star
Chris Webber walked into the gym,
escorting the stunningly beauti ful
TheFarrao "Tuffy" Richard, Miss
Black World 1996. ''It 's fun! "
exclaimed S teven Moore, 10. Darron Mims. 15, agreed. ·•11·s really
nice:• he said.
Webber was on hand 10 offer
advice and ins1ruc1ion 10 promote
communit)\ youth sports and fitness
and paren1al involvement. Also on
hand to help promote the Games
was NIKE spokeswoman Michelle
Oelloso. a three-time NCAA allAme rican second basem an at the'

University of South Carolina. Delloso, played one
year professionally for the
Colorado Silver Bullers,
the first female professional baseball team .
Delloso explained her
mo1ivation for helping the
kids.
" I'm nol doing this just
to be doing this. I really
want to reach them. I
believe a thletics is the
sa me avenue for us
(women) as it is for men."
I'm doi ng this because of
my love for kids," she
said. " Whal I do with kids
is very importanl."
Miss Black World ,
"Taffy" Richard, seemed
very animated about the Farro "Taffy"Richard Miss Black World.

cvcm:' I' m excited about doing this.
I love the whole event. These children are seeing society embracing
them. They need visual aid. They
need 10 see that they can make it.
Positive role models reaching ou1in
lhe community shows them that."
Miss Richard, a chemical engineering major here at Howard, feels
sirongly about her involvement in
giving to others. "I thank God for
giving me a vehicle (Miss Black
World) to be able 10 touch someone's life."
Some kids thought more o f the
program than jus1having fun. Carlton Matthews, 10, of Northeasl
D.C., looked liked he jusl had his
eyes opened for the first time. "l
learned abou1 self-respect," he said.
lwclve-year-o ld David Gregory
added, " It was good because it

helped people learn about sports."
Tree Sports co-founders Howard
alumnus Craig Cason and More•
house graduate Derrick Griffin are
the kickstarters of P.L..A. Y., who
sold the idea to NIKE.
"This was a real success," said
Cason. Or. Marshall Banks, Chairman oft he Department of Physical
Fitness and Education. " It was a
tremendous effort on the part of the
parents and kids. Our basic purpose
was to assist the kids in the innercity with identification and health
in formation."
Some of the ac1ivi1ies P.L.A. Y.
offered were entertainment, health
information booths, a volunteer fair
and interactive games such as soccer, rowing, tennis, soflball and basketball.

11tramural soccer comes alive on Howard's campus Friday nights
[
By f!!arcus Matthews
Hilltop Slaff Writer

mow all of you soccer heads out there are go! ng
because this year's an nual Intramural Spn ng
Season has begun.
r working hard dur ing the summer and ~al_l,
in shape for the upcoming soccer season. 11 1s
c for the Bison Boaters to pul up or s hut up as
y to sec if all of 1ha1 hard work wi ll pay off.
mural ,occcr is o ne of the most popular sports

that takes place here at HU, a nd some of the biggest
supporters of the in tramural soccer league arc the
internatio nal student body.
"The league docs a good-job by bring ing togc1her
people with all backgrounds to relate to each other,"'
Sooter Paul Nevutanda said . " It 's just a good idea 10
meet other people from o ther places and get t0gether
a nd pl ay soccer."
Samuel Amoa ka-Atta, d irector of intramural
activ ities said, "The program has had good success. We
arc just happy that intramural soccer is a good outlet

for the international students, which makes up 90
percent of the participants."
.
The co-ed league 1s made up of six learns, each of
which consists of l 2 players. After the teams battle in
regul ar season play, Howard 's champion will be
determined in a series of playoffs. This year's defending
champion is "Kone League,'' a Bermudian team.
Lasl Year's intramural soccer season was extremely
successful. An all-star team made up of all of the best
players in the league competed in the regionals a1 Johns
Hopkins Un iversity (Balt imore, Md.) and walked away

with the championship after going undefeated in the
tournamen1. The P:ogram has definitely come a long
way a nd increases m populanty with the student body
as each year passes.
"The program has definitely had a good
turnaround," Amoaka-Atta said. " At first we had no
uniforms, and now we have enough for every team to
have one."
The indoor league plays in the lower gy m of
Howard 's own Burr Gymnasium on Friday nights
fro,n 6:30-9:30.

Interested in sports? Write for the
Hilltop sports section!
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BILLTOPICS
All HILLTOPICS are due, paid in
· full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus
organizat ions for meetings, seminars or non-profit events are free
for 10 words or less and$ I for
every additional five words. Campus announcements for profit are
charged as individuals. Individuals advertising for the purpose of
announcing a service, buying or
selling are charged $5 for the first
20 words and $1 for every addilional five words.Local companies
are charged $10 for the first 20
words and S2 for every five words
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for
the first 10 words and $1 for every
additional five words. Color Hilltopics are an additional $2.

ANNOONCEMEN'l'S
I he Brothers of Omega Psi Pbt
Fraternity, lnc. will hold a car
wash 111 the Sunoco gas s lntioo,
located oo East-West Highway
and New Hampsh ire Ave. on sunday, March 17 from 8 am to 3

p.m.
Commg March 15 Sprmg 1991
Alpha Phi Alpha Beta Chapter
"The Ministers of Transition" 5th
Anniversary Party guaranteed to
be the livest party of the year! So
live that we may have another one
on the 16th,, but we'll let you
know about that one!
•'lexas Club* Call to worship
Sunday, March 17. Rankin Chapel
at 10:45a.m.
Attention "3 B"
92-93 Third Floor Baldwin Hall
Residents. It's reunion time. Please
contact Ayanna at 789-1410 for
more info.
DeSbaz1or Enterpn ses: We are
looking for all residents of the C ity
of Miami (All Florida residents
welcome). We are meeting w ith
Congresswoman Carrie Meek to
discuss voter registration plans.We
will be taking pictures and
planning our Pre-Spring party. For
more information contact Kenyatta
DeShazior at (202) 986-1120
Attn: All HOSC Monroe & Lewis
B.B.B.S. Zoo Day April 6. Meet at
Cramton 11:00 AM. Questions call
Kiva @672-9211
OBIQOI I Y I hanks all models,
hairstylists, volunteers who helped
to make our NYWELE Hair Showcase possible
Attn: All Hu SC Monroe & Lewis
B.B.B.S. volunteers needed for
Spring Fling All committes. Meetings every Wednesday 7pm.in the
Engineering Auditorium for more
info call Kive@ 672-9211
Do you want to be a part ol
Pres ident Swygert's inauguration
on Friday, Apr il 12th? Please
contact Jonathan Wharton at
884-1327 for more information.
Attn: All RuSC Monroe & Lewis
B.B.B.S. Spring Fling is coming
April 13th!

Al IENIION ALL, l'OEIS,
WRITERS, ARTIST: The
Undergraduate Student Assembly
is producing it annual student
literary journal, titled the Omowe
Journal. If you have any pieces
that you wou ld like to include
please submit them to the
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Rm. 108 Blackburn no later than
March 22, 1996. Or call 806-6918
or 884-0694
IF VOO DON ' I ,KNOw, NOW
YOU DO. The UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT ASSEMBLY'S
18th Annual SPRING BLACK
ARTS FESTIVAL WILL BE
HELD April 13, 1996- April 20,
1996. MARK YOUR CALENDAR
FOR A PHAT WEEK.
Ifie Undergraduate Student
Assembly wants to know ii you
have ever wished you were on the
Ricky Lake S how? Do you enjoy
watching Jenny Jones, than you
will love the Howard University
Show. If you have any stories that
are larger than life call 806-6923
and leave a message. Stop by the
Undergraduate Student Assembly
Office Room I08 Blackburn
Center.
Did your roommate take your
man? Do you have a secret confes•
s ion that you want to tell someone.
Do you have a real life story that
must be told. If so then contact the
Howard University Show at 8066923 or stop by the Undergraduate
Student Assembly, Office Room
108 Blackburn Center.
Is there someone that you
wronged and want to apoligize
too. Do you hate your roommate
and want to tell them. Does your
friend thi nk she/he is all that and
you want to tell him/her that they
are not. Do you want to tell your
· girlfriend that you are leaving her
for her best friend. Do you have a
real life s tory that you can't keep i.n
any longer? ls there someone that
you see on C.impus and you want
to get to know them? Then call the
Howard University Show at
806-6923 or s top by the
Undergraduate Student Assembly

Room 108 B lackburn Center.
Attenlton all
Singers/Rappers/Comedians if you
are interested in perform ing during
the Undergraduate Student
Assembly's S ring Picnic please
call 806-6918 to set up an audition
Haitian Student Association.
Emergency meeting today 3-8-96
in Blackburn room 142 @ 6:00
P.M.SHARP!
Were you a member ol Jack &
Jill of America inc.? Well the HU
Alumni Chapter is in flill effect.
For more info contact AJ @
202-313-2489
Attention Arts & Sciences
S tudents: WE NEED YOU!!!!
Arst & Sciences Student Council
has vacxant positions: Executive
Treasurer, Executive Chief of Staff,
Senior Class Treasurer and 3
UGSA Representative spots. Sign
' up in Blackburn Room J 06!
Red, Black and Green Ball
March 15 8pm-lam. in Blackburn
l'he ·· Independent Black
Fil mmaker Series" Sat. March 16,
at the Brazilian Cultural lnstitqte
4103 Connecticut Ave. NW. First
screen ing 2:00pm. Second
screening 4:15pm Admission $5.
Call 202-387-7668 for more info.
Attent ion: The College of
Nursing is sponsoring a campus
wide T-shirt design contest.
Designs should be nurse related
illustrating your creative s ide and
artistic abilities. Grand prize is
$100.00 entry dead line is April 1st
by 5:00 P.M. Please submit
artwork to the C.0.N.
Receptionist's office. If there are
any questions, please call
806-5610
The Howard Engmeer Magazrne
is seeking volunteers to help out in
their different departments. Also,
we are looking for people to sell
rafOe tickets. They will be
paid $100 for every 500 tickets
sold. Call 8Q6-6631 and ask for
Timothy Edwards.

Wm:>100!
Cop City Logo Contes t
For details call
202-722-0701 or
1·800-223-TAJO
Noonday Prayer:
Wednseday & Friday
Andrew Rankin Chapel 12-lp.m.
Al'LEN'l'LON A R't'S &
SCIENCES STUDENTS
ALL SOPHOMORES AND
JU NTORS IN THE COLLEGE OF
ARTS AND SCIENCES WHO
HAVE NOT COMPLETED A
SCHEME OF GRADUATION
REQUIREMENTS MUST OFFICIALLY DECLARE THEIR
MAJOR BY DOING A SCHEME.
DELAY IN COMPLETING
YOUR REGIST RATION WHICH
BEGINS ON APRIL I, 1996.
CONli\CT YOUR ADVISOR IN
THE EDUCATIO~AL ADVISOR
CENTER, BETWEEN 9:00 A.M.
AND 4:00 P.M. MONDAY
THROUGH FRIDAY FROM
FEBRUARY 20 TiiROUGH
MARCH 20, 1996

SERVICES
Wrnmg & Ed,11ng Services.
Dissertation, Thesis, papers, &
Resumes. Call Colleen of Writing
Concepts @ (703) 549-3649
AS l'ROCOOICAL SERvlCt!S
CONli\CT DENISE MICHELE
MIDClTY STATION POST ·
OFFICE BOX 12082
WASHINGTON, DC 20005-0982
Sweet Cleaners
Let us clean and sweet your:
Suite/Room/Bathroom. For $5
each. Call today 865-0204
Market Amenca Independent
Distributors call us for Weight
Loss, Nutrit ional Products &
Busine$S Opportunit ie$.
1-800·309-4846
Sbare 3Br/28a Apt I:, mm trom
campus $300+ l/3 ut ilities. Close
to busline/ Metro. Washer/dryer.
Call Dave for more info. @
(202) 529-1887
Modern I. Bedroom rn lbwnhouse. CIA, Tobie-space Kitchen;
D/\V, W/D, Liv ing room, great
closets. l Blk. to U-Street Metro.
Available April 1st. $550.00+
utilities. Contact Jack Musser@
332-9322 or Natalie@ 667-5442
Very large 4B.R. 2 Ba. w/w, 4
blocks from univ. $ I 200 plus. For
more info call 301-340-8967.
House '16 Sfiare: Beautilully
renovated Victorian House. Clean,
Bright Atmoshere. Professional
environment, near Howard Univ.
$300-380.00/ month Call
(202) 387-4066
Rooms irom $2:>0.00 close to
campus. Good security, W/\V
carpet, AC 202-723-4242
2 bedroom Apt/ renovated. Close
to Med/Dent. Good security, W/W
carpet AC. $355.00 furnished. Call
202-723-4646
Furmsbed Rooms. Near ROH.
Carpet W/D, Cooking facilities,
student environment $200 security

deposit. First weeks rent free.
$300/ mont h. Includes utilities.
Cal l 202-291-2248 after 5pm.
Male roommate wan ted for 2
bedroom House J l/4 bath $300
month Cal l (202)328-768 1
Basement t!lt,c 1e11cy/Apt. For
Rent, separate entrance bathroom,
kitchen. Safe neighborhood. ' /
13th & Madison N.W. $400
Utilitilies included (202)723-2090
$30:> (mcludmg u11ht1es)
quiet/furnished 10 minutes walk
from H.U./ Metro. Carpeted
renovated; bath/kitchen cozy
sitting room. M icrowave/laundry
facilit ies. Call (301)294-0334.
E0tc11cicnc1es, wall to wall carpet, well maintained, secure building. Four blocks from Rhode
Island Avenue Metro. $390425/month (includes utilities).
202-448-1449
Modern I bedroom w/ balcony,
wall to wall carpet, eat in kitchen,
well maintained, secure build ing.
Four blocks to Rhode Island
Avenue Metro. S500/month
(includes utilities).
202-448-1449
1304 "S" Street
Modern one b edroom, fireplace,
dishwasher, garbage disposal,
hook refrigerator, central heat and
a ir conditioning, entrance foyer,
$550 plus gas and electricity.
202-488-1449
Mature Female roommate needed
to share ;2 bedroom basement
apartment. $285/mth. +utilities.
Non-smokers only. Call 745-1 I63.
W/D, W/W,AC
2560 Omverstty Place, NW
Modern efficiencies, fireplace,
garabage disposal, wall to wall
carpet, frost-free refrigerator,
secure building, heat and air
condition ing. $400 plus gas and
electricity. 202-488-1449

chapter. Recruit/ mobilize members for campaigns to raise minimum wage and candidate elections. Entry level. Call the New
Party (202) 543-4960
presen s
CAPcn·v
Negro League Collection!
World's finest caps at 25 ~ om
Call 202-722-070l or
1-800-223- Th.JO
computer, super
mon itor. Desk included. I owner.
$500 or best offer. Must sell
immediately. Call 202-547-7479
o as, c airs, mattresses, mrng
tables.; CD"s, etc. 3 blocks from
Howard University. Call
301-340-8967
ens ng - eeve
T-Shirt W/Logo $60
Black-Grey-White S-M-L-XL
send cash on delivery
1-800-484-9908 Pin #8479

yon te ag
Black-Red Send cash on
'delivery I -800-484-9908
Pin #8479
•other Items Available•
eta 1c avy
lue NC AM/FM cassette sunroof
econom ical on gas. Runs well.
$1,750. Call 301-294-0334.
ary ay ro u cts: t e est
selling brand of facial skin care
and color cosmetics in America.
Non-comedogenic products.
Cl inically tested for sensitive skin.
Call today for your FREE
FACIAL. Pat (703) 660-3430.

RECP WAN JED
Needed: 12 Male, 12 Fema le
Models for 1996-97 University
Calender. Call Darryl at Flavamix
Productions 301·335-5538.
It you want to know bow tbe
average person can make a six
figure income, part-lime, and from
their home call 1-800-309-4846
No Gimmicks!
lli1or- Counselors are needed tor a
six week residential program.
Junior, S~ ~r Graduate students
with pro
y in English, Math,
Science, or Spanish. 2.00 or higher
GPA. $ 1,500 plus room and board.
Applications available: Howard
University Upward Bound
Program, Rm . B-10 Carnegie
Building
Opportun ity Kocks Agarn. Own
your Tol l Booth on the Information
Highway. Great 1'.ix Deductions.
Experience Unnecessary-Training/Support. Integration Solut ions/
Joseph Henson call 202-882-7156
Wanted: Encrgeuc, selr-mottvatel
person to hang posters part-time
on campus. Choose your own
hours. Call for details.
1-800-300-7737
Attenhon : Goal Oriented
Amb itious Howard Students!!
Would you li.ke to start your own
boss iness for $195? If so, bring
this ad to 7616 Georgia Ave., NW
on Wednesday March 20, 1996 at
7:00 p.m. Bring a friend. You wi ll
be taught by prok5sionals step by
step on how to boost and build
your income. Sponserecl by T h e
Money C lique $$ of metropolitian Washington. Spaces are limit•
ed, so reserve your seat today. Call
The Money C li que @ .
202-788-3042
Organizer : Progressive pol111cal
party seeks an ;organizer Cro DC

emem er t at t e game 1s not
really a game if Somebody e lse
knows your Strategy
C ,3 ICS

Alpha Chapter
Alpba Kapp3 Alph3
Sorority, loc.
Congratulate
Kendra White
the 1996 Beulah Burke
E.s~a) Contest Winner

of Drew Social Club!
ev1n rown

orry to hear about your little booboo. I hope it feels better.
Sahima

in the evening, What you gonna
do? Downtown at the Party! You
better get yoursel r together and
roll to the 5TH anniversary party
of THE MINISTBRS of
TRANSITION March 15

oom1e, ecause we are success•
ful Marketers Our Strategic Planning Process is going 10 go as
Planned. Now that we have ident1ed our mission it's on. Good luck
and may both women w in!!
I love Y., Room ie
uecn •· 111 e 1ve
• ow
you're at odds about me and you;
And the way I acted was Too emotional, yet all I ask is that we stay
n each other's Life even if in some
"Small" but significant way. t am
cleaning House and "Home is
where the Heart is··, so you will
always have a Home in
mine ........Always
Hairgrease
1c
ats up. 1s een a
while I think that we should get
together for a ··FLAPJACK''
Lunch. How does that New Place.
Matlalias Sound? I'll treat! OH
eah " I need Money" doom doom
doom dah dah! I think we need
some New Torros Those are getting old.
arns - 1st o comman s rom
your Mac Roomies who don't like
you I. Move 2. Get a Job 3. Come
out of your Room or for that matter the house 4. Find a Boyfriend
5. Turnoff your lights, Radio and
V when you do finally leave your
Hole you. Have no job so s top
Running up the Electric Bill. 6.
Stop leaving nasty water in the
Kitchen sink. 7. Don't cook anymore because everything s mells
like Pork!!!
Peace we Love you
s. arr,t •
Student Activities
We are so proud thal Ebony

Magazine featured
March ISSl\e p62, We
ored to have you os

The I/ii/top S
on y a t cse
s ured themselves witb
Sigma 1,velve Inch Ru
had exempl ified and
themselves to the pri
ROTHERMOOD, SE
SCHOLARSH IP and
onviction when repeat
a; words of Bro- Abr
11 March 6, 1993 Happy
sary VIRTIGO SPRIN
-93 Cypher 3-A-93
A93 T-2 5-A-93 Dr.
6-A-93 Moses Never
Sigma CREED Blue
from A dead, but rec
lost Brother Bro. Ay
··Noble"
01

4

avt,
Happy 22nd B-Day boa.
a great 2+ years. I h
able 10 celebrate m
together.
I LoveYou
-Alicia

111e Hilltop congratulates

We're so very proud of you!
Lu\f Tfte Hilltopppers
an· you or ina y mis mg
that tooth. I hope that this long
road we st ill have to travel is a
s mooth one. P.S. I'm glad be can
fina lly walk. I love Ya. Ne

Congratulation~!!!!
Whcn·s the big day???'!? I just
hope that I am invited and that the
two or you don·t just decide to run
awa), (0011·1 worry, I won"t tell.)
SNC
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IN MANY COMPANIES
IT TAKES YEARS To PROVE YOU 1:

MANAGEMENT MATERIAL.

WE'LL GM YOU 10 WEEKS.

Ten weeks may not seem like mud! time ro prc,;e you'reci!()<lbkdlM
a leader. Bur if you're rough, sman and determined, 1en wee1:sdl'l11II
hard worl: could make you an Off,cer of Marines. And Off,rer ~
School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove you',egor1'N!#III
to lead a llfe full of exo1emen~ fuH of challenge. full of honof .A¥')tt'11ff
lhey've got what ,t lakes 10 be a leader, we'll gwe you fen weel:s ro~

Marines

11>tr....11>t,,,_, 11>t_

\I ,\ R I N I

O I I I ( I R

A•-

For more informillion about the Marine Corps PLC
and Ground Officer Programs for Freshmen-Seniors, <JI
Captain John French at the bottom floor of the 8/ackburnOi
on March 1B & 19, 1996 from 10:00am to 2:00plll
or call (301) 394-0520/0521 .

